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ABSTRACT 

Extracellular dye infusions, light microscopy, electron microscopy, and intracellular 

recording and staining have been used to physiologically and morphologically 

characterise individual sensory neurones of a locust joint stretch receptor, the 

metathoracic femoralchordotonal organ (mtFCO). 

A new population of receptor neurones is described, approximately doubling 

the number of neurones known in the mtFCO. These distally located neurones 

appear to represent a group previously thought to be missing in the hind leg. 

The positions of individually characterised neurones' somata within the 

chordotonal organ are mapped in detail, and are shown to be related to aspects 

of each neurone's response to tibial movements. Neurones respond to position, 

velocity, or acceleration, or to combinations of these parameters. Both extension 

and relaxation sensitive neurones are found throughout the organ. Movement 

of the main distal attachment of the organ (the apodeme ligament) stimulates 

both types of receptors. Range fractionation of tonic and phasic responses, and 

hysteresis of tonic firing are described and illustrated in detail, and interpreted 

in terms of function. 

The central projections of mtFCO neurones are shown to differ betWeen 

response types. Neurones within at least some response types also show gradations 

in their patterns of branching which can be related to the leg angle which causes 

their maximal tonic or phasic firing. This is similar to, but not the same as 

tonotopic mapping described previously for auditory chordotonal organs. 

A novel use of discriminant and cluster analyses to assist the description of 

neuronal morphology is presented. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The study of neural function encompasses a wide range of topics. Investigations 

of membrane channel kinetics and the genetics of nerve growth help form the 

'molecular' end of this spectrum, while the other end comprises the large body of 

work which considers neuroethological questions. In response to the varied 

needs of different researchers, a range of well~studied animal 'preparations' 

have been developed. Specific preparations are usually designed (at least initially) 

to allow investigation of particular problems. 'Successful' preparations develop 

over time as a body of knowledge is built up around these initial findings. 

Characteristically, researchers new to a field find it convenient to begin their 

research by building on the knowledge derived from an established (and therefore 

successful) preparation. This eliminates the need for extensive and time~consuming 

'background' research. The outcome of this tendency is that our understanding 

of specific neural processes or phenomena is based on discrete areas of research, 

often on very dissimilar animals. At points along the way there must be attempts 

to synthesize related research so that meaningful comparisons can be made, and 

similarities and differences highlighted. Such syntheses should provide many 

new ideas for future research. The locust preparation used as the basis for my 

study belongs to this 'successful' category. It was popularised by Hoyle (e.g., 

1964), and has been used by many researchers in a wide range of studies since 

then. Locusts are good subjects because they can exhibit complex behaviour; 

they are easily obtainable; and when dissected, they can be maintained for long 

periods of time in a condition suitable for neurophysiological recording. 

SPECIALISATION OF LOCUST LEGS 

Locust's metathoracic (hind) legs are considerably larger than their pro- and 

meso thoracic counterparts (Fig. 1), in terms of both length and weight. Because 

the hind legs move in a plane almost parallel to the body during walking, 

extension of the metathoracic flexor-tibia joint is functionally equivalent to 

retraction of a pro- or mesothoracic leg: i.e., this is the power or stance phase 

(Burns 1973). In contrast to the forelegs, where propulsive forces are largely 

generated at the body-coxa joint, most of the propulsive force in the hind leg is 

generated by the tibial extensor muscle (Le., at the femur-tibia joint) (Burns & 

Usherwood 1979). Not only are the metathoracic tibial flexor and extensor 

muscles larger than their counterparts in the forelegs, but the relative sizes are 

reversed: in the hindleg the extensor is larger than the flexor. This probably 

reflects their changed roles in locomotion (Burns & Usherwood 1979). Differences 
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Figure 1. Adult female locllst (Locusta migratOlia) . The metathoracic (hind) legs are much larger 
than the forelegs, and are m ved in a plane paraUeJ to the body. This animal is approximately 6 cm 
long. 
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between the metathoracic leg and the other legs regarding innervation (ratio of 

fast to slow motorneurone endings), muscle fibre distribution (phasic versus 

tonic fibres), and axon paths (leg nerves followed by fast and slow extensor 

motorneurones) probably result from the adaption of the locust for jumping 

(Burns & Usherwood 1979). 

During normal walking there is considerable variation in the movement 

and coordination of all the legs, with the pro- and mesothoracic legs being 

respectively the most, and least variable. Burns (1973) attributes much of this 

variability to the 'disruptive' influence of the metathoracic leg, which can easily 

be induced to flex in preparation for a jump even while the animal is walking. 

Movements and stresses at insect femur-tibia joints are monitored by a 

number of sensory structures. These include campaniform sensilla (Zill & Moran 

1981), multipolar joint receptors (Bassler 1977, Coillot & Boistel 1968, 1969), 

tension receptors (Bassler 1977) and probably most importantly, the femoral 

chordotonal organ (FCO) (Bassler 1977, Burns 1974, Burrows 1988, Biischges 

1989, Field & Burrows 1982, Field & Rind 1981, Hofmann & Koch 1985, Hofmann 

et al. 1985, Theophilidis 1986a,b, Usherwood et al. 1968, Zill 1985a,b). 

THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPRIOCEPTIVE FEEDBACK 

Animal behaviour must be flexible in order to cope with variations in the 

envirohment. External sensory structures of many kinds permit animals to 

perceive their surroundings (e.g., mechanosensors, thermosensors, chemosensors), 

while internal sense organs such as joint chordotonal organs monitor the animal's 

own movements (proprioceptors). 

The most important role of proprioceptors is to allow flexibility of behaviour. 

Neuronal systems can (and do) produce stereotyped motor outputs in some 

situations, but the majority of behaviours, especially complex sets of movements 

must be shaped by proprioceptive feedback. In order to explain behaviour in 

terms of neural activity we must understand proprioceptive systems at several 

levels: (1) what information is monitored; (2) how is the information obtained 

(what is the mechanism of sensory transduction, and how do the mechanical or 

electrical properties of neurones and supporting structures filter the original 

stimulus); (3) where does the information go (what motorneurones and 

interneurones do the proprioceptors make functional connections with); and (4) 

what are the integrative and output properties of these other neurones. Such an 

understanding is clearly important, and can only come from detailed studies of 
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each component process. My research investigates some of these questions in a 

complex multineuronal sense organ, the locust metathoracic femoral chordotonal 

organ (mtFCO). 

CHORDOTONAL ORGAN OVERVIEW 

Chordotonal organs are internal sensory structures which respond to movement 

or degree of stretch. They are present only in the insects and crustaceans 

(Moulins 1976). Their sensory cells are associated with complex ciliated 

mechanotransducer structures called scolopidia (see later). Connective chordotonal 

organs (Howse 1968) consist of one, or up to several hundred such bipolar 

neurone somata embedded in a sheet (or sheets) of connective tissue which span 

a joint, or connect two structures (for reviews see Mill 1976). Chordotonal 

organs are known from all the leg joints, and from the antennae (including 

Johnston's organ), the wing bases, and the haltares. Subgenualorgans (vibration 

receptors in the legs) and tympanal (auditory) organs of the legs, abdomen, or 

thorax are also specialised chordotonal organs. See Bullock & Horridge (1965) 

and authors in Mill (1976) for reviews and references. 

Scolopidia are characteristic structures of chordotonal organs, and have 

been the focus of a great deal of interest (see Moulins (1976) for review). Their 

detailed structure has been examined by many authors, including Ball (1981), 

F:iiller & Ernst (1973), Mill & Lowe (1973), Slifer & Sekhon (1975), Young 

(1970), and most recently, Wolfrum (1990), and is illustrated in Fig. 2. Depending 

on the species and the chordotonal organ, a single scolopidium may contain the 

dendrites of either one or more sensory neurones (compare left and right in Fig. 

2). In addition to these sensory cells, each scolopidium consists of a distal 

attachment cell (or cap cell), a scolopale cell, and possibly other supporting cells 

(e.g., sheath cell) (Fig. 2). 

The highly vacuolated scolopale cell surrounds the distal portion of the 

dendrites. During development it secretes a series of scolopale rods which form 

a barrel-like structure surrounding the dendrites. Distally these rods insert into 

another extracellular structure (also secreted by the scolopale cell): the end cap 

or scolopale cap. This is in turn surrounded by the microtubule-filled attachment 

cell. This cell provides a distal mechanical link to the supporting cuticle. 

The sensory dendrites contain a cilium which inserts into the scolopale cap 

inside the ring of scolopale rods. The cilium has a distinctive ciliary dilation near 

its distal end, and basal bodies proximally where it arises from the dendrite. 
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Figure 2. Generalised ultrastructure of chordotonal organ scolopidia. The drawing to the right is 
an enlargement of the area indicated by the solid lines, but is from a scolopidium with only a single 
dendrite. Both figures are schematic, and therefore not to scale. Structures are described in the 
text. Redrawn from Fiiller & Ernst (1973), and Ball (1981) respectively. 

Scolopidia are the primary site of mechanical to electrical transduction in 

chordotonal organs, but, as yet, no consensus has been reached about their 

adequate stimulus, or exact mode of action. A variety of possibilities have been 

proposed: Howse (1968) suggested stretch of the ciliary dilation by flexion at the 
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scolopalejcap junction; while Moran et al. (1975, 1977) proposed that bending 

of the ciliary dilation caused an 'active stroke' or 'active sliding' in the cilium 

which in turn distorts the cell membrane near the basal body. Young (1970) 

states that the adequate stimulus in the cockroach tibio-tarsal organ appears to 

be stretch of the ciliary apparatus. Zill (1985a) proposed that in the locust 

mtFCO stretching and bending is the adequate stimulus for tonic receptors, 

while phasic receptors must respond to more complex stimuli, possibly including 

relaxation. 

Moulins (1976) and Mill (1976) state that differences in the composition of 

attachment strands explain relaxation or extension sensitivity (i.e., relaxation 

sensitive neurones have scolopidia embedded in strands rich in connective tissue, 

while elongation sensitive neurones have scolopidia embedded in cellular strands 

which are poor in extracellular connective tissue). Recently however, Field 

(submitted) has pointed out that although both response types are known in the 

locust mtFCO (Matheson 1990, Zill1985a) and in the locust coxal CO (Hustert 

1982), their strands are of the cellular type. Details of the. functioning of CO 

scolopidia therefore remain unclear. 

LOCUST FEMORAL CHORDOTONAL ORGAN STRUCTURE 

Pro thoracic and meso thoracic legs 

In the locust, the prothoracic and mesothoracic FCOs (prFCO and rnsFCO 

respectively) are located proximally in the femur, and are connected to the tibia 

by a long apodeme (Burns 1974). In addition, each is divided into two distinct 

groups of neurone somata: the proximal and distal scoloparia. Some authors 

have described these two groups as separate chordotonal organs (Moran et al. 

1975), but this is not the usual usage, since both the scoloparia join onto the 

cornmon apodeme. In different insect species, or even in different legs, there 

are differing degrees of fusion between the two scoloparia (Field & Pfliiger 

1989), ranging from almost complete fusion in the New Zealand weta (Orthoptera), 

to complete separation in the locust. The stick insect (Bassler 1983) and bush 

cricket (Theophilidis 1986b) both have partially fused scoloparia. 

In insects which have been investigated (e.g., locust, stick insect, bush 

cricket), the two scoloparia are morphologically and physiologically different. 

The locust proximal scoloparium contains useveral hundred" small, uniform 

sized cells (3-11 urn), while the 42 neurones of the distal scoloparium range in 
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size between 15 and 40 urn (Field & Pfliiger 1989). In the locust, but not in most 

other orthopterans, the cells of the proximal scoloparium are arranged in a 

regular conical array which resembles the structure seen in chordotonal organs 

of the cicada vibratory tymbal (Young 1975), or those of the subgenual or 

Johnston's organs (Burns 1974). Neurones of the corresponding scoloparium in 

the tettigoniid Decticus, though, show the usual pattern: they are scattered 

throughout the connective tissue band (Theophilidis 1986a). Figure 3 (adapted 

from Field & Pfliiger 1989) illustrates the location of the locust msFCO in the 

femur, and the arrangement of the neurone somata in the two scoloparia. 

A 

B 

C proximal 

100 )Jm 

o 00 0 c::J extensor tibiae muscle 

Fe 

D 0 flexor tibiae muscle 

1 mm 

sensory nerve 
receptor apodeme 

N5B1 
N5B2 
retractor unguis 
apodeme 

Figure 3. Structure of the mesothoracic femoral chordotonal organ. (A) The site of attachment is 
visible in this anterior view of the proximal leg joints as a dark patch on the cuticle. (B) Peripheral 
cobalt backfill of both scoloparia and leg nerves. (C,D) enlargements of the proximal and distal 
scoloparia respectively. All dra\vings taken from Field & Pfluger (1989). 
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Metathoracic leg 

The hind leg femoral chordotonal organ of the locust is superficially quite different 

to those of the other legs, and to the same organ in Decticus (Theophilidis 

1986~b). It is located distally in the leg, and is connected to the tibia by a rather 

short (3 mm) ligament (Fig. 4). The main proximal attachment is by a short 

stout ligament to the anterior dorsal cuticle. The mtFCO is composed of a single 

scoloparium, consisting of between 24 and 55 neurones (counts by Usherwood et 

a1. 1968 and Zill1985a respectively). Axons from these neurones coalesce into a 

short nerve (termed the chordotonal nerve by Usherwood et a1. (1968», which 

joins nSBl (Campbell 1961) within 500 urn of the chordotonal organ (Burrows 

1987). This nerve also contains axons which run past the mtFCO to innervate 

hairs on the distal femur (Zill1985a). The cell bodies within the organ are not 

arranged in a regular array, but often appear to be grouped into 2 (Zill1985a) or 

3 (Usherwood et a1. 1968) regions when viewed in whole-mount under the light 

microscope. Zill (1985a) stated that the scolopidia are similarly grouped: being 

either parallel to the axis of the leg (neurones with dorsal somata) or at an angle 

of 30-35° (ventral somata). 

Femur 

N5Bl 

Dorsal 

Proximal + Distal 

Ventral 

Extensor muscle 
apodeme Feo 

apodeme 

1 rnm 

Flexor 
muscle 
apoderne 

Tibia 

Figure 4. View ot the distal metathoracic femur illustrating the location of the mtFCO. Structures 
are described in the teAt. Modified from Field (in press). 
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Distally the mtFCO is connected to the tibia by two main attachments: a 

main ligament which inserts onto a dorsal cuticular apodeme (which meets the 

tibia near the extensor muscle apodeme), and a somewhat finer structure termed 

the flexor strand which inserts ventrally onto the apodeme of the flexor muscle. 

The main ligament is a multicellular strand composed of bundles of microtubule

filled attachment cells. Each attachment cell connects a single scolopidium in 

the body of the organ to the distal cuticle (apodeme). It is useful to consider the 

mtFCO as 3 units in series between the cuticle of femur and the tibia: the FCO 

proper; the ligament; and the apodeme. 

The ligament is divided into 2 main bundles close to the apodeme: the e 

(end) and s (side) bundles (Field submitted). The e bundle attaches directly to 

the end of the apodeme, where it appears to contain a specialised 'hinge'. When 

the tibia is fully flexed this bundle is taut, but it quickly begins to relax and 

buckle as the tibia extends. In contrast, the s bundle subdivides before attaching 

in a graded series of small bundles along the proximal 900 urn of the apodeme. 

These small bundles remain taut over a wider range of leg angles, and are under 

differential tension. In other words, as the tibia extends, tension is released from 

these strands in a graded manner so that some strands remain taut while others 

become slack (strand recruitment). Field (submitted) proposes that this complex 

attachment, and the consequent strand recruitment is a mechanical basis for at 

least some aspects of range fractionation in the mtFCO. All of the neurones in 

the mtFCO have scolopidia and attachment cells in the main ligament. 

The second main distal attachment of the mtFCO is the flexor strand (FS). 

This fine elastic structure leaves the body of the 3 FCO ventral to the main 

ligament, and runs distally to connect to the apodeme of the flexor tibiae muscle 

approx 5 mm proximal to the tibia. Because of its great elasticity, the flexor 

strand is under at least some tension at all leg angles. The ultrastructure of the 

flexor strand has not been investigated in detail, but it is clear that it differs from 

the main ligament (Field submitted). There are no scolopidia associated directly 

with the FS, so it cannot be composed of attachment cells. Field (submitted) has 

shown that it fans out over the outer neural lamella of the FCO, and does not 

appear to have any direct connections to the neurones or scolopidia. The FS 

contains a single multipolar stretch receptor (Braunig 1985), which responds to 

extension of the tibia (stretch of the flexor strand). This receptor is active at all 

leg angles except full flexion (0°). The strand receptor is known to synapse with 

a spiking local interneurone of the midline group (Pfluger & Burrows 1987), but 
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its reflex effects (if any) have not been described. Stimulation of the flexor 

strand caused reflex effects in some leg motorneurones (Field & Burrows 1982), 

but it is not clear whether they were caused by the FCO or the strand receptor 

(Field pers. comm.). 

There is some confusion about other possible attachments of the mtFCO 

to the tibia, and to femoral muscles. Usherwood et a1. (1968) illustrated 2 

additional connections: one a band-like structure which connects to the flexor 

muscle apodeme proximal to the FCO; the other a very fine strand which branches 

from the main ligament close to its attachment to the apodeme, and connects 

distally to fibres of the extensor muscle. Zill (1985a) states specifically that these 

attachments could not be found in his sectioned preparations, and suggests that 

the fine strand described by Usherwood et a1. (1968) is a nerve. Recent work by 

Field (in press), and my present study have confirmed the existence of both 

structures described by Usherwood et a1. (1968). The large posteriorly directed 

attachment to the flexor muscle apodeme has not been examined in detail, but is 

certainly exists. The fine strand which leaves the main ligamynt to the apodeme 

was noted in passing during an SEM study conducted as part of my research, and 

has been noted previously by Field (pers. comm.). In Locusta at least, _ this 

strand, or possibly, strands, connects to the hypodermis of the distal dorsal 

femur, and not to extensor muscle fibres. It does not appear to be capable of 

transmitting tibial movements to the FCO, but may have another role (Field 

submitted, and Pers. Obs.): as the tibia extends, tension on the main ligament is 

relaxed, until at full extension, all the fibres of the main ligament distal to the 

fine fibre are slack. If the fine fibre (termed the unloading strand by Field 

(submitted» is now cut, the elasticity inherent in the FCO and attachment cells 

causes at least some of the fibres in the s strand to become stretched. The 

unloading strand therefore appears to be important in maintaining distalwards 

tension on the body of the mtFCO when the femur is extended (main ligament 
relaxed). 

FEMORAL CHORDOTONAL ORGAN PHYSIOLOGY 

Pro thoracic and meso thoracic legs 

Field and Pfluger (1989) have shown that the two scoloparia in the locust 

meso thoracic leg have different responses. The proximal scoloparium contains 

phasic, phasic-tonic, and tonic units. At least some of these cells respond most 
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strongly to low amplitude vibration (4 urn) of the receptor apodeme at 50-300 

Hz. The overall firing frequency curve (tonic firing frequency plotted against the 

full range of leg angles) is unusual for a chordotonal organ because it is not U 

shaped: in this case, maximal firing occurred at full tibial extension, while minimal 

firing occurred at full flexion. 

In contrast, the distal scoloparium (Burns 1974, Field & Pfluger 1989) 

contains phasic and phasic-tonic units which are most sensitive to low velocity, 

large amplitUde apodeme movements (such as those which occur during walking). 

The overall firing frequency curve is V-shaped, with maximal firing frequencies 

at full tibial extension and flexion, and a minimal firing at mid-angles. Burns 

(1974) has shown for the distal scoloparium that individual neurones do not have 

maximal firing at both extremes of leg movement, and that the overall response 

observed must be a summation of the many different individual responses. This 

work was based on extracellular recordings, and was therefore rather limited. In 

particular, it was not always possible to be sure if only a single neurone was 

represented in anyone recording. Ablation of the proximal scoloparium did not 

affect tibial reflexes known to be mediated by the FCO (Field & Pfluger 1989). 

The distal scoloparium however is known to mediate resistance reflexes in tibial 

muscles, and thus has a role in the control of posture (Field & Pfluger 1989). 

It is interesting to note that a in a study of the FCOs of the bush cricket 

Decticus, Theophilidis (1986b) found maximal firing frequencies at full tibial 

flexion, a mid-angle minimum, and only a small increase in firing with further 

extension. Theophilidis notes that the sensitivity (change in firing frequency per 

change in femur-tibia angle) of the different FCOs in Decticus, and the prFCO 

and msFCO of Locusta are similar. Decticus' mtFCO has a higher sensitivity 

between 0 and 90° because of the mechanics of its apodeme's movement 

(Theophilidis 1986b). 

Metathoracic leg 

Both Usherwood et al. (1968) and Zill (1985a,b) have studied the responses of 

locust mtFCO neurones to tibial movements. Field & Burrows (1982) have 

investigated the reflex effects of the locust mtFCO on femoral muscles, while 

Field & Rind (1981) reported on intersegmental reflexes mediated by the mtFCO 

of the New Zealand weta (Hemideina femorata: Orthoptera). Several workers 

have undertaken research on the homologous organ in the stick insect (Bassler 

1965, Hofmann & Koch 1985, Hofmann et al. 1985). The latter two papers 
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provide a detailed single-unit analysis, while Zill (1985a) provided a few intracellular 

recordings in the locust. For the locust in particular though, the available 

information is almost exclusively derived from extracellular records. 

The pioneer study by Usherwood et al. (1968) revealed the characteristic U 

shaped firing frequency response curve (Le., maximal firing at both extremes of 

leg movement), but these authors were unable to determine if different tonic 

units were active in different ranges of leg movement. Hysteresis and adaption 

of tonic mtFCO neurones were both reported in this early study. Phasic units 

fired during extension and flexion, with the former response being the stronger. 

Different units seemed to fire in response to movements in either direction. 

Phasic units were velocity sensitive, and adapted very rapidly. These authors 

also suggested that the mtFCO influenced reflexes in at least the tibial extensor 

and flexor muscles. Ablation experiments reported in the same paper suggested 

that because of its connections to the extensor and flexor tibiae muscles, the 

organ can monitor the "tonic state of the femoral muscles", thus providing 

information relevant to jumping (i.e., signal when sufficient tension has been 

developed). 

Field & Burrows (1982) investigated the reflex effects of the mtFCO (but 

not details of the afferent response), and reported the following findings: (1) 

separate stimulation of the flexor strand or the main ligament could produce 

resistance reflexes in the extensor and flexor muscles; (2) these effects were 

strongest at leg angles where the stimulated strand was stretched (Le., tibial 

extension for the FS, flexion for the main ligament); (3) there were inter-joint 

reflexes onto the depressor and levator tarsi motorneurones; (4) the strength of 

all reflexes was altered by stimulus velocity, the leg's set position, the initial 

direction of movement, and the activity of other neurones in the CNS; (5) slow 

motor neurones were activated mostly by slow stimul~ whereas fast motor neurones 

responded most strongly to rapid leg movements. It is interesting to note that 

the reflex effects mediated by the FS were much weaker than those produced by 

the main ligament. FS reflexes were not affected by the set position. In order to 

stimulate the FS, Field & Burrows (1982) moved the entire tibia (the apodeme 

had been cut, and was independently controlled). It is possible that some of the 

effects attributed to the FS were in fact due to passive movements of the flexor 

muscle apodeme (via vlig). In their defence, however, it should be noted that 

the 'flexor strand' effects were greatest at full tibial extension, when vlig is most 

relaxed and least likely to exert any influence on the mtFCO. 
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Zill's (1985a,b) studies of the locust mtFCO were the first attempt to 

describe the responses of individual receptors. His initial extracellular recordings 

confirmed the presence of hysteresis in the FCO output, and again suggested 

that the FS and main ligament activate different populations of sensory neurones. 

Zill (1985a) found no evidence to support Usherwood et aI's (1968) speculation 

that the mtFCO can detect resisted contractions of the flexor muscle (Le., it did 

not respond to muscle tension or distortion of the joint). His experiments 

however do not shed any light on the possible role of vlig, because he was only 

able to state that "chordotonal organ activity during spontaneous movements ... was 

similar to that seen during imposed displacements ... " (my italics). A more 

rigourous investigation of possible flexor muscle influences on mtFCO afferents 

is clearly required. 

The intracellular recordings made by Zill (1985a) were largely made from 

neurone somata in the FCO. Because physiological stimuli move this region of 

the FCO, intracellular recordings are difficult to maintain. In practice, he could 

only be test stimuli of less than 15°. This limited what could be said about any 

neurone's complete response characteristics, including possible range fractionation. 

Zill attempted to overcome this by recording from the axons of 9 additional 

animals (1 neurone per animal ?), but he only presented a single figure representing 

8 recordings. Considerable caution must be used when interpreting such a small 

dataset. 

What is clear from Zill's (1985a) intracellular work is that: (1) individual 

phasic cells respond either to extension or flexion, but not to both; (2) the 

response of a unit was correlated to its position in the organ and its scolopidial 

orientation (flexion sensitive = dorsal, with scolopidium parallel to axis of femur; 

extension sensitive = ventral, with scolopidium at 30-35° to the axis); (3) some 

units fired single spikes only at the start of movements, and function simply as 

movement detectors; (4) all tonic receptors have maximal firing frequencies at 

one or other extreme of leg movement, and are inhibited at the opposite extreme; 

(5) all tonic units have a phasic component which produced an initial high firing 

rate in response to movement; (6) some tonic units are inhibited by one direction 

of movement (the opposite to that producing the phasic response). This inhibition 

may outlast the stimulus by up to a minute; (7) apart from 3 units which were 

located close to the dorsal attachment and responded to extension, all the tonic 

units followed the distribution pattern described above for phasic receptors; (8) 

some units responded to release of tension from either the FS or main ligament. 
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Zill (1985a) concluded that the FS stimulated neurones in the ventral 

group, while the main ligament stimulated dorsal somata. He also predicted that 

the adequate stimuli for each group should be different (Le., longitudinal stress 

for dorsal cells with parallel scolopidia, and longitudinal stress and bending for 

the ventral cells with scolopidia at an angle to the axis of the femur). Zill 

(1985b) confirmed that leg reflexes are mediated by the FCO. He showed that 

when the tarsus was resting on a support, 'apparent movements' of the tibia (i.e., 

movements of the mtFCO apodeme) caused resistance reflexes in either the 

flexor or extensor tibiae motomeurone, depending on the direction of the stimulus. 

If the leg was not resting on a support, it was often being used by the animal to 

search for support. If the FCO was stimulated during this activity, resistance 

reflexes were not seen. Instead, any stimulus tended to excite the flexor and 

inhibit the extensor tibiae motomeurones ("flexor reflex mode". The gain and 

reliability of all reflex effects were quite variable, even between repeats of a 

stimulus within a single experiment. This plasticity is likely to be important in 

allowing the animal 'reflex~free' use of its leg during voluntary active movements 

such as walking. Zill (1985b) was unable to assign any function to the flexor 

reflex mode. In a later paper, Zill (1987) shows that in walking locusts, imposed 

stretch of the mtFCO apodeme consistently elicits resistance reflexes, which are 

maintained for the duration of the stimulus, regardless of its length. This strongly 

implies that the femoral chordotonal organ plays a role in load compensation. 

CENTRAL PROCESSING OF FCO INFORMATION 

Burrows' (1987) study of the central connections made by mtFCO afferents 

revealed a number of interesting results. He was able to show that some 

individual afferents connected monosynaptically to both motor neurones and 

spiking intemeurones in a ventral midline group. Each afferent can synapse 

onto several motor neurones and interneurones, and conversely, each motor 

neurone or interneurone can receive inputs from more than one FCO afferent. 

Burrows (1987) did not attempt to characterise the FCO afferents before testing 

their connections, and therefore could say little about possible differences between 

the responses of different units. Similarly, he did not stain individual FCO 

afferent central projections. In a later study (Burrows 1988), further details of 

the connections to the ventral midline spiking interneurones were established. 

Some interneurones in this group are excited by tibial extension, others by 

flexion, and yet others by both directions of movement. An interneurone excited 
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by one direction of movement could either show no response to the opposite 

stimulus, or could be inhibited by it. Interneurones often had different responses 

in different arcs of leg movement (range fractionation). Both tonic (responding 

to static leg position) and phasic intemeurones (responding solely to leg movement) 

were found. Some phasic interneurones only responded to movements within a 

certain velocity range; and were inhibited by all other movements. 

Laurent & Burrows (1988) demonstrated monosynaptic connections of 

mtFCO afferents onto interneurones in a dorsal~lateral-anterior group which 

projected anteriorly in the connective (intersegmental interneurones). Individual 

interneurones responded to leg extension, flexion, or to both directions of movement 

with either tonic or phasic responses. Once again, FCO responses were recorded 

extracellularly by monitoring all the activity in the leg nerve, and selecting some 

units by the size of their spikes. This limited the characterisation to, at most, 

'extension' or 'flexion' sensitivity. 

Metathoracic femoral chordotonal organ neurones also make direct 

connections with nonspiking local interneurones (Burrows et al. 1988), which 

they excite. These same interneurones also receive inhibitory inputs from spiking 

local interneurones which are known to be directly excited by FCO afferents. 

The nonspikiug interneurones can be phasically and/or tonically excited, and 

can respond to one or both directions of leg movement. These nonspiking 

interneurones make direct connections with leg motor neurones, which they 

control in sets, to bring about coordinated leg movements (Burrows 1980). 

Figure 5 (modified from Burrows et aI. 1988 and Burrows 1989) summarises 

the connections known to be made by locust mtFCO neurones. It is clear that 

information is transmitted in parallel to many interneurones and motor neurones. 

Direct connections to motorneurones could underlie invariant reflexes, while the 

more complex pathways provide a basis for the considerable plasticity needed 

during active behaviours. 

Parallel research on stick insects 

The intracellular studies made of stick insect FCOs (Hofmann & Koch 1985, 

Hofmann et al. 1985) are much more thorough than the comparable study by 

Zill (1985a). Hofmann and colleagues have catalogued the responses of many 

neurones to a range of carefully controlled stimuli in which position, velocity, 

and acceleration were manipulated independently. They reported the following 

types of neurones: (1) position sensitive; (2) velocity sensitive; (3) position and 
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Figure 5. Summary of the central connections made by Fca neurones, and an example of their 
reflex output onto 2 groups of motorneurones in response to an extension of the tibia. Closed 
circles indicate inhibitory synapses, while triangles represent excitatory connections. Updated 
from Burrows et al. (1988) and Burrows (1989). 

velocity sensitive; (4) acceleration sensitive; and (5) acceleration and velocity 

sensitive. There are graded boundaries between response types, with intermediate 

units in many cases. The responses of 'position and velocity' sensitive neurones 

in particular were often quite complex (Hofmann et al. 1985). Bassler (1988) 

has examined reflex effects of the stick insect FCO on various motor neurones, 

and is able to distinguish between at least 2 different types of reflex: (1) an 

'active reaction', which controls the velocity of flexor muscle contraction; and (2) 

a typical resistance reflex which occurs in inactive animals. Debrodt & Bassler 

(1990) have shown that, in the stick insect, slow motor neurones are affected 

most strongly by slow movements of the FCO, while fast motor neurones respond 

best to rapid stimuli, thus confirming the results of Field & Burrows (1982) in 

the locust (although Debrodt & Bassler appear to be unaware of the earlier 
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work!). Debrodt & Bassler noted that although all the tested flexor motor 

neurones responded to stimulation of the FCO, they did not all receive exactly 

the same inputs. Biischges (1989) investigated spiking interneurones which 

receive inputs from the FCO, and was able to make several generalisations. 

However, his work was limited because of the relatively small range of leg angles 

used (at most the leg was moved between 70 and 110°), and because he was 

unable to say whether the connections were mono- or polysynaptic. He was 

unable to directly compare his results with similar work in the locust (Burrows 

1988) because the accelerations of the stimuli applied to the FCO were not 

controlled in the latter work. However, Biischges stated that comparable 

interneurones did not seem to have been recorded in the 2 studies. Biischges' 

main findings (with brief comparisons to the results of Burrows 1988) are: (1) 

tonic position sensitivity was always accompanied by phasic responses to velocity 

and/or acceleration (in the locust some spiking interneurones responded only 

tonically); (2) velocity responses could be excitatory or inhibitory, and could be 

produced by extension or flexion, or by both directions of stimulus (also seen in 

the locust); (3) some velocity sensitive interneurones were also influenced by 

position; (4) acceleration responses were always excitatory, and often occurred 

in interneurones which did not respond to position or velocity; (5) convergence 

of FCO outputs onto single interneurones was suggested (as it has been in the 

locust (Burrows 1987). 

THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS THESIS 

There were clearly a number of questions about the locust mtFCO which required 

clarification. My supervisor, Dr Larry Field, had suspected for some time that 

there were more neurones in the organ than had been described by other authors. 

We decided that this fundamental question should be the starting point for my 

research. My first goal was to redescribe the strncture of the locust mtFCO, taking 

into account the probable existence of a large nwnber of previously unrecognised 

neurones (Chapter One). 

Zill (1985a) had described the locations within the FCO of neurones with 

different responses (e.g., extension or flexion sensitivity). I felt that it was 

important to expand this by mapping for the first time the specific locations of 

characterised somata. Zill's characterisation of neurones was limited because he 

did not cover the full range of leg angles used by the animal. I overcame this 

problem by recording from the axons rather than the somata of FCO neurones. 
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It was hoped that the responses of the newly described distal neurones (Chapter 

ane) would be included in this analysis. My second goal was therefore to compile 

a map of neurone somata locations in the organ, and relate the location of each 

neurone to details of its response to a full range of tibial movements (Chapter Two). 

Some sensory afferent neurones are known to project into the CNS in an 

ordered way related· to their response or their location on the body surface 

(to no topic or topographic mapping). An understanding of such mapping is an 

important prerequisite to studies of the connections made by sensory neurones. 

Although some of the central connections of pca neurones had been demonstrated 

by previous workers (see above), a study of the underlying anatomical organisation 

of sensory afferents was clearly lacking. My third main goal was therefore to 

investigate the central branching patterns of characterised FCD neurones (Chapter 

Four). 

Zill's (1985a) work on the locust mtFCa, and Hofmann & colleagues' 

investigations of the homologous organ in the stick insect had shown that different 

neurones responded in different ranges of joint angle (range fractionation). 

These authors had also noted the presence of hysteresis in the responses of tonic 

neurones (i.e., neurones fired differently at a given angle depending on whether 

the angle had been approached by an extension or a flexion movement). Both 

these phenomena must be clearly understood before it is possible to interpret 

how the CNS is able to extract meaningful information from the complex patterns 

of sensory input. Zill's report did not include many response types that I had 

recorded (Chapters Two & Four), while the stick insect research failed to present 

a thorough description of the overlap between FCa neurone's response ranges. 

The large dataset that I had compiled during the experiments described in 

Chapters Two and Four provided me with an ideal opportunity to investigate the 

extent to which range fractionation and hysteresis occurred in the pca. My third 

goal was to provide the first specific study of hysteresis, and range fractionation of 

both tonic and phasic neurones in the FCD (Chapter Three). 

ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 

Each of the chapters in my thesis is essentially a complete manuscript in itself, 

and therefore has its own Introduction and Discussion. The first 2 chapters have 

already been published. Chapter One is included here unmodified (although its 

layout has been changed to match the style of the thesis). Chapter Two was 

written and published soon after I had completed my investigation of cell body 
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locations and responses. During the subsequent investigation of central branching 

(when the distal somata could not be stained), I recorded from some FCO 

neurones with responses different to those described in Chapter Two. I have 

added this information into Chapter Two for the sake of completeness. This 

involved adding some new figures, updating the table, and making some textual 

alterations. 

In order to minimise overlap, all the references have been compiled into a 

separate section at the end of the thesis. Some additional material (largely 

details of methods used, and a listing of the computer program that I designed to 

run the ramp generator) has been included in the appendices. 

Although the first chapter is co-authored, the division of labour is quite 

clear-cut: Larry Field (my supervisor) suggested the investigation of FCO structure 

because his preliminary cobalt backfills revealed neurone-like structures in the 

main FCO ligament. Larry's fills however were not conclusive, and neither 

axons or dendrites could be confirmed. Thus, all the results presented in the 

Chapter (except Fig. 1a and 6b,c) came from my own work. I wrote the text and 

prepared the figures (except Fig. 6). As with all the chapters, Larry provided 

many critical comments on the text and figures. H.I. Pfluger (Chapter One) and 

anonymous referees made a number of comments about the first two chapters 

which enabled me to make some improvements. 

All the other work in this thesis is solely my own. Larry and I have 

discussed this work many times, and I gratefully acknowledge his considerable 

influence on my understanding of this subject in particular, and of neurophysiology 

as a whole. Any misconceptions and errors, however, can only be attributed to 

my own shortcomings. 



CHAPTER ONE 

Innervation of the metathoracic femoral 
chordotonal organ of Locusta I1ligratoria 

Thomas Matheson and Laurence H. Field 

[Published in Cell & Tissue Research (1990) 259: 551-560] 

SUMMARY 

The locust metathoracic femoral chordotonal organ is the largest sense organ in 

the hind leg. It has been intensively studied, and used as a model input system in 

studies of central integration of proprioceptive information. We have used 

electron microscopy, as well as whole nerve and single axon cobalt backfilling to 

show that previous descriptions of the meta thoracic femoral chordotonal organ 

have failed to recognize a substantial group of small neurons distal to the known 

cell bodies. This distal group increases the number of neurons known to be 

present in the organ from a previous maximum of 55 to an average of 92. The 

axons of the distal neurons form a bundle separate from those of the proximal 

cells, suggesting that the distal neuron group is the homologue of the distinct 

proximal scoloparium of the pro- and meso thoracic femoral chordotonal organs. 

In the light of these findings several earlier studies of locust neurobiology should 

be re-examined. Future investigations also need to recognize the complexity of 

the meta thoracic femoral chordotonal organ. 

INTRODUCTION 

In strand chordotonal organs, the neuron dendrites insert singly or in pairs into 

scolopidia, which are complex ciliated mechanotransducer structures embedded 

in the elastic strand which spans the joint (Young 1970; Fuller and Ernst 1973). 

The largest sense organ in the locust hind leg is the femoral chordotonal organ 

(FCO). This is a receptor which spans the femur-tibia joint, monitoring static 

position, and the direction, velocity, and acceleration of movement of the tibia 

(Hofmann and Koch 1985; Zill1985a). The FCO controls resistance and assistance 

reflexes, and catalepsy behaviour in the stick insect (Bassler 1983). It is one of 

the most intensively studied insect proprioceptors (Hubbard 1959; Usherwood et 

al. 1968; Burns 1974; Field and Rind 1981; Field and Burrows 1982; Bassler 

1983; Hofmann et al. 1985; Zill 1985a,b; Theophilidis 1986a,b; Burrows 1988; 

Field and Pfluger 1989). In addition, the FCO has recently been used as a model 

chordotonal organ in studies of central integration pathways of proprioceptors 

(Laurent 1986; Burrows 1987, 1988; Burrows et al. 1988; Buschges 1989). 
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Although the metathoracic FCO (mtFCO) has been known for some time, 

early descriptions dealt mostly with its gross morphology (Eggers 1928; Debaissieux 

1938) or development (Slifer 1935). The number of sensory neurons in the 

mtFCO, as determined from histological sections, has varied with different authors. 

Slifer (1935) counted 55 in the grasshopper Romalea. In 1968 Usherwood et al. 

published a light micrograph of the organ in the locust Schistocerca, and counted 

approximately 24 cell bodies. Recently several other authors have also attempted 

to determine the number of neurons inthe mtFCO. Zill (1985a) reported 45-55 

neurons, while Theophilidis (1986a) noted 55-60 neurons in Decticus (a tettigoniid 

orthopteran); both authors used light microscopy on histological sections. Studies 

using axonal backfilling with cobalt chloride usually yielded fewer neurons. Grosch 

et al. (1985) and Burrows (1987) reported 35 and 29-44 cells, respectively, while 

Pfluger et ai. (1988) reported 20-30 cells. We had similar results until we 

modified the filling regimen for cobalt infusion. 

We describe in this paper a previously unreported cluster of neurons in the 

mtFCO. They greatly increase the known cell complement of this sense organ. 

Our results are confirmed by cobalt hexammine nerve backfills, intracellular 

injection of cobalt into single neurons, and transmission electron microscopy of 

the mtFCO and its nerve. The implications of these results are discussed with 

regard to current research on the role of the mtFCO, and with regard to homologies 

between the mtFCO and the FCO's of the pro- and meso thoracic legs of the 

locust. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Adult locusts (Locusta migratoria) of both sexes obtained from our laboratory 

culture were used for all experiments. Figure 1a was obtained from Schistocerca 

gregaria americana during an early phase of this study, conducted in Australia (by 

LHF). 

Cobalt staining 

Twenty seven animals were used for cobalt backfilling of the chordotonal organ. 

Locusts were held dorsal side down on a plasticene platform by strips of plasticene 

placed over the forelegs and over the abdomen. The metathoracic femora were 

rotated and held with plasticene so that their anterior surfaces faced upwards. 

Nerve 5b1 was exposed in mid-femur and the distal cut end placed in a vaseline 

cup containing distilled water. After 10-30 s the water was replaced with a 5% 
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solution of hexamminecobalt (III) chloride (Sigma). The vaseline cup was then 

sealed, and the animal placed in a moist chamber in a refrigerator (4°C) for 3-7 

days. Mter removing the animal from the refrigerator the vaseline was scraped 

away, and the cuticle overlying the chordotonal organ was carefully dissected off. 

The leg was removed from the body and placed in 3-4 ml of saline to which 3 

drops of concentrated ammonium sulphide were added. Cobalt sulphide was 

precipitated for 10-15 minutes. The leg was then washed in saline, fixed in 

Carnoy fixative, dehydrated in an ethanol series, and cleared in methyl salicylate. 

The chordotonal organ was then removed from the leg, viewed and photographed 

using a Leitz Orthoplan microscope with differential interference contrast optics. 

Chordotonal organs were also drawn onto a standard grid with the aid of an 

eyepiece graticule. 

Locusts restrained in the same way were used for intracellular dye injection 

into individual chordotonal organ neuron somata. A small window of cuticle 

overlying the chordotonal organ was removed, and a grooved silver support 

platform manoeuvred under the organ. Drops of locust saline (PH 6.8) were 

added if required to prevent drying out of the preparation. Microelectrodes 

(100-130 MD) were filled with a saturated solution of hexamminecobalt (III) 

chloride. Up to 4 neurons per chordotonal organ (but usually only 1) were 

penetrated and filled. Filling took 10-15 min using 10 nA, 200 IDS pulses at 2 Hz. 

Chordotonal organs were dissected out immediately, and processed as described 

above, before rehydration, silver intensification (Bacon and Altman 1977) and 

re-examination. Dye leakage or non-specific staining was not a problem. In a 

few cases, however, the scolopale cell associated with a stained neuron also 

showed signs of staining when intensified and viewed with interference contrast 

optics. 

TEM examinations 

Entire chordotonal organs from 4 animals, with a short length of roB 1 still 

attached, were dissected out and fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium 

cacodylate buffer (PH 7.4) for 8 hr at 4°C before being washed overnight in 

buffer (4°C). Organs were then postfixed in 1 % osmium tetroxide buffered as 

above for 2-4 hr at 4°C before a further overnight wash in buffer (4°C). The 

chordotonal organs were then dehydrated in an ethanol series, transferred to 

acetone, and embedded in Spurr's low viscosity resin. Ultrathin sections were 

cut on an LKB 8800 ultrotome using glass knives. Sections were stained in 3% 
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uranyl acetate, followed by lead citrate, and then viewed with a Jeol 1200EX 

TEM at an accelerating voltage of 80kV. 

RESULTS 

Our early attempts to infuse the mtFCO with cobalt chloride via nSBl revealed a 

number of proximal neurons (soma diameters 10-50 urn) and a group of small 

(7.,.15 urn) faintly stained ovoid or round structures further distal (Fig. 1A). By 

increasing the filling time from 3 to 7 days, and using hexamminecobalt chloride 

instead of cobalt chloride it became evident that the distal structures were the 

nuclei of small neurons (Fig. IB,C). These neurons possessed typical scolopidial 

structures which characterize chordotonal organ neurons (Fig. IC). The cell 

bodies occurred up to 250 urn distal from the positions of previously described 

chordotonal organ neurons. Figures 1A and 2A show how these cells are arranged 

in a distally-tapering pattern, concentrated towards the ventral margin of the 

chordotonal organ's distal strand. Many separate collagenous fibres along the 

dorsal margin form the distal attachment of the FCO to its apodeme. The axons 

leading to the distal neurons could not be seen in backfilled preparations 

(presumably because they were obscured by the large numbers of darkly stained 

somata), although sometimes dendrites were evident. Cobalt backfills showed 

that the mtFCO contains on average 92 neurons (standard deviation = 6.99, 

range = 76-107, n = 27). 

In order to demonstrate the presence ofaxons, distal neurons in 45 

preparations were dye-filled using microelectrodes (Figs 1C,lD). Their axons 

were clearly visible travelling proximally from their somata, over the chordotonal 

organ, and eventually joining into the cuticular nerve and nSB 1. 

Ultrathin sections cut from chordotonal organs at locations A-F (Fig. 2B), 

and examined with the TEM, confirmed the presence of neuron somata and 

scolopidia more than 200 urn distal from the previously described neurons. The 

longest dendrites of proximal cells do not extend this far within the strand (Fig. 

1B, inset), so these distalmost scolopidia must be associated with the distal 

somata. In addition, individual scolopidia could be followed in sequential sections 

to their respective neuron somata and axons (Fig. 3A-F). There were no differences 

other than neuron size between distal and proximal neurons. Neurons always 

inserted in pairs into scolopidia, as found in other insect chordotonal organs 

(Young 1970; Slifer and Sekhon 1975). A section (Fig. 3A) cut through plane A 

(Fig 2B) reveals the distal-most scolopale cap (SC) in this chordotonal organ. At 
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Figure 1 A-D. Distal neurons of the locust mtFCO. (A) Interference contrast photomicrograph of 
a cobalt filled mtFCO. The distal neurons are barely visible (large arrowheads), due to lack of 
cobalt filling. The somata (NS) of large proximal neurons are well filled. Many parallel collagenous 
strands (small arrow) form the distal attachment of the chordotonal organ to its apodeme. The 
cuticular nerve (CN) has been displaced from its usual dorsal path during tissue preparation (cf. 
Figs Id,2a). (B) A more darkly stained preparation reveals many distal neuron somata (Dashed 
line). The inset (at the same magnification) shows one of the largest proximal neurons (from a 
different preparation). (C) Close examination of an intracellularly stained distal neuron (soma at 
location indicated by arrow in B, but from a different preparation) shows a dendrite (D) containing 
darkly stained ciliary root (CR), ending in scolopidium (arrow). The neuron soma (13 um dia.) 
(NS) and axon (A) are also clearly visible. (D) Injection of cobalt into a distal neuron soma (arrow 
and inset) reveals the path followed by its axon, which joins the cuticular nerve (CN, dotted outline). 
FS flexor strand; AP collagenous strands leading to apodeme; DA dorsal attachment. Scale bars: 
A,B,D = 100 um; C = 10 urn. 
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Figure 2 A.B. (A) Drawing showing the innervation of the mtFCO revealed by cobalt backfilling 
(viewed through a window cut in the anterior side of the distal femur). Axons from the distal 
somata form a small nerve which joins the cuticular nerve distal to its junction with axons from 
proximal neurons. (B) TEM sections for Figs 3 and 4 were cut from a chordotonal organ at 
locations A-I. The reference line used for distance measurements is shO\vn (dashed line). 

this level only one of the two cilia is present (arrowhead). Microtubules are 

prominent in the surrounding attachment cell (AtC). A section cut through the 

same scolopidium further proximally (Fig. 3B) reveals paired dendrites (Dl'D2) 

surrounded by 9 scolopale rods (SR) and a scolopale cell (S). Proximal to the 

scolopale rods (Fig. 3C) the dendrites dilate (cf. Ball 1981) while still enclosed in 

the scolopale cell (S). In Fig. 3D the second-distalmost scolopidium appears 

(D3,D4• and associated structures as given in Fig. 3B), close to the original pair of 
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Figure 3 A-H. Non-consecutive serial sections cut through one chordotonal organ (locations A-I in 
Fig 2b). (A) A section through the scolopale cap (SC) of the most distal pair of neurons (plane A 
of Fig. 2b). One of the two sensory cilia is present at this level (GlTowhcad). The attachment cell 
(AtC) is densely populated with microtubules. (B) The dendrites (D1,D::),are surrounded by 
scolopale rods (SR) and a scolopale cell (S). (C) Proximal to the scolopale rods the dendrites 
continue to be surrounded by the scolopale cell (S). (D) The first pair of dendrites (D 1,D]) are still 
present at the level of the second-distalmost scolopidium (Ds,D./ and associated structures as gi\'en 
in B). D./ has bccn cut through at the level of a basal body (BB). A scolopale cell nucleus (S:V) is 
visible at the bottom of the figure. (E) Both pairs of dendritcs (D l,D2 and D3,D..{) are present here, 
D] is beginning to widen as it approaches its soma. (F) The axons of the 2 distalmost neurones 
(A l,A 2) lie close to the darkly stained outer margin of the chordotonal organ in this section cut 
proximal to the first pair of neuron somata. The soma of one of the second-distalmost pair of 
neurons is visible (NS3 ). (G) The axons from many distal neurons form a compact bundle (DB 

Conlinllcd m'ellulJ!,c ... 
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distal bundle) just under the surface of the chordotonal organ. The soma of a large proximal 
neuron (NS) with spherical nucleus also appears. (H) The distal axon bundle (DB) has almost 
become superficial to the chordotonal organ in this section. It soon joins the cuticular nerve (CN) 
which lies close to the outer surface of the chordotonal organ (see Fig. 2a). Scale bars: A = 0.2 lim; 
B-F = 2 lim, G,H = 5 lim. 

dendrites (Dl'D2). D 4 has been sectioned at the level of a basal body (BB) (Ball 

1981). A scolopale cell nucleus (SN) is also present. Eventually (Fig. 3E) the 

first pair of dendrites (Dl'D2) begin to widen as they approach their respective 

somata. D3 and D 4 are surrounded by a scolopale cell (S). There is often close 
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contact between dendrites (e.g., Dl'D2). The functional significance of this (if 

any) has not been pursued. A section cut proximal to the first pair of somata 

(Fig. 3F) reveals their axons (~'A.J lying just below the surface of the chordotonal 

organ, and the soma of another distal neuron (NS3). A section through plane G 

of Fig. 2B reveals the tightly clustered bundle ofaxons (DB :: distal bundle) 

from many distal neurons. This bundle ofaxons maintains its position close to 

the surface of the chordotonal organ as it travels proximally. Eventually the 

bundle becomes superficial (Fig. 3R) and later (Fig. 4) joins the small nerve 

(CN) which passes over the main body of the chordotonal organ (Fig. 2A). This 

nerve (the cuticular nelVe) also contains the axons of small hair sensilla located 

further distal in the femur (Zill 1985a). Axons from the proximal group of 

neurons join the cuticular nerve in a number of loose bundles several hundred. 

microns further proximal (Figs 2A, 4). At this level (plane I of Fig. 2B) the 

bundle ofaxons from the distal group is present as a cluster of small diameter 

glia-wrapped profiles on the side of the cuticular nerve nearest to the chordotonal 

organ (DB in Fig. 4). A similar-looking bundle of about 10 axons on the 

opposite side of the cuticular nerve in this particular preparation may have 

arisen from proximal-dorsal somata, but could not be followed in subsequent 

sections. The remainder of the axons in the cuticular nerve (presumably all from 

hair sensilla) lack the thick glial wrapping. 

The diameters ofaxons from proximal and distal neurons were measured 

from electron micrographs of sections from 4 animals (Table 1). Axons with 

diameters greater than 2.6 urn were not found in the distal neuron bundle, 

whereas proximal neurons had axons up to 5.1 urn in diameter. The smallest 

axons in both groups were the same size (0.3 urn). The total number ofaxons 

per chordotonal organ (range 94-110) corresponds well with the number of 

somata counted in our cobalt backfills. 

A single axon (arrow in Fig. 4) which did not merge into the chordotonal 

organ may lead to a multi-terminal receptor known to branch from the cuticular 

nerve proximal to the chordotonal organ (L.R. Field, unpublished). 

The size distributions of mtFCO neuron somata were determined for 6 

complete cobalt backfilled organs. These results were averaged and plotted 

topographically in Fig. SA. An arbitrary reference point was chosen to be the 

most proximal cell of the ventral group of proximal neurons (dashed line in Fig. 

2B). In 2 of the 6 organs used for the size distribution analysis some dorsally 

located neurons lay proximal to the reference point, resulting in negative position 

values. The smallest neuron measured by Burrows (1987) was 15 urn in diameter. 
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Figure 4. A composite electron 
micrograph taken at position I of Fig. 
2b shows: 1/ loosely grouped bundles 
ofaxons from proximal neurons (PE); 
2/ the distal bundle (DE) completely 
fused into the cuticular nerve (eN); 3/ 
a single axon (mTOw) possibly of the 
multiterminal receptor associated with 
the mtFCO. Note the dense glial 
wrappings around the chordotonal organ 
axons, contrasting with the lack of glia 
around most other axons in the cuticular 
nerve. The glia wrapped axons at the 
lower right could not be traced to the 
chordotonal organ, so their destination 
is unknown. Scale bar: 5 urn 
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Table 1. Summary of axon sizes and numbers derived from TEM examination of 4 animals' 
chordotonal organs. Axons were measured from sections just distal to their separation from n5Bl 
(for proximal axons) or from the cuticular nerve (for distal axons). Numbers in brackets are the 
total number of neurons in each chordotonal organ. 

Animal Number of axons Mean diameter (urn) Range (urn) 

Proximal Distal Proximal- Distal Proximal Distal 
1Q 30 (--) 0.8 0.4-1.6 
2 47 47 (94) 2.0 0.8 0.3-S.1 0.3-1.7 
3b 36 44 2.1 1.0 0.3-4.1 0.S-2.0 

30(110) 0.8 0.3-2.6 
4 49 48 (97) 0.8 0.9 0.3-1.8 0.3-1.8 
Summary 44 SO (100) 1.6 0.9 0.3-S.1 0.3-2.6 

a It was not possible to measure the axons from the proximal group because no successful sections 
were cut in this region. 

-b In this preparation the axons from the distal group formed two distinct bundles which joined the 
cuticular nerve separately. 

We found many smaller neurons, particularly in the distal group of cells. ·Our 

results showed an average of 1.3 neurons per chordotonal organ of 5-10 urn 

diameter, and 32 per chordotonal organ of 10-15 urn diameter. These classes of 

cells occurred throughout the organ and up to 580 urn distal to the reference 

point (Fig. SA). Neurons greater than 2S urn in diameter occurred only in the 

proximal group (i.e., < 200 urn from the reference point). Thus in the L-shaped 

distribution of Fig. SA, the left hand leg represents the proximal group, while the 

right hand leg represents the newly described distal group of small cells. For 

comparison we have plotted in Fig. SB the distribution of 33 mtFCO neurones 

which could be accurately measured from Burrows' (1987) illustration. Here the 

most distal cell was approximately 230 urn from the reference point, emphasizing 

that his staining showed only the proximal group. No cells larger than 3S urn 

were illustrated, although he reported neurons up to 70 urn in diameter. 

DISCUSSION 

Number of cells 

Our results approximately double the number of sensory neurons reported for 

the mtFCO. Recent illustrations (e.g., Burrows 1987) of the mtFCO only show 
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Figure 5 A.B. Three-dimensional plots of the sizes and spatial distribution of neuron somata in the 
chordotonal organ. (A) Mean frequencies from 6 animals. The distal group of small neurons is 
clearly represented in the right-hand leg of this plot. Larger neurons are only present closer to the 
reference point (vertical dashed line in Fig 2b). Most of the bars representing neurones in the 5-10 
urn size class are obscured. (B) A similar plot of neurons measured from an earlier published 
illustration (Burrows 1987) lacks the distal group. 
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proximal neurons, most of which are large (Fig. SB). It is likely that the small 

distal neurons did not stain with cobalt because of their tiny axonal diameters, 

which average 0.8-1.0 urn (Table 1). Some small proximal neurons also may not 

have filled. Because we noticed faint stains of cells in the distal region of the 

mtFCO with conventional cobalt staining (Fig. 1A), and earlier, with methylene 

blue vital staining, we persisted in our attempts to determine whether these were 

indeed neurons. The prolonged cobalt backfilling regimen allowed the distal 

cells to take up the dye in visible concentrations after 7 days, but this approached 

the limits of maintaining a viable preparation under refrigeration. 

The FCO's of the pro- and meso thoracic legs (prFCO, msFCO) contain 

two distinct groups of neurons: the proximal and distal scoloparia. The proximal 

scoloparium is a cluster of separately innervated tiny neurons often partially or 

completely isolated from the larger cells of the distal scoloparium (Field and 

Pfluger 1989). On the basis of the smaller number of cells that he observed, 

Burns (1974) suggested that the mtFCO has probably lost the proximal scoloparium 

evolutionarily, in parallel with the modification of the metathoracic leg into a 

jumping leg. In Fig. 6 the mtFCO (Fig. 6A) is compared with that of the New 

Zealand weta (Orthoptera, Stenopelmatidae) (Fig. 6B), which has partially fused 

scoloparia, and with the locust msFCO (Fig. 6C) which has separate scoloparia. 

The common feature in all of these is the separately innervated group of small 

cells, which forms the proximal scoloparium of the latter two chordotonal organs. 

We suggest that the newly described cells in the locust mtFCO are homologous 

to the proximal scoloparium, and that the distinction between scoloparia is more 

accurately determined by innervation than proximal or distal locus. Pfluger et al. 

(1988) suggested that the mtFCO proximal scoloparium is lacking, a conclusion 

based upon the central projection pattern of the whole organ. However their 

conclusion is weakened by the high probability that the distal bundle axons did 

not fill centrally because of their small diameters and the great distance from the 

filling site to the ganglion (Pfluger, pers. comm.). Unfortunately, the crucial 

experiment which would resolve the proximal/distal scoloparium question 

(showing the central projections of distal cells) appears technically difficult. The 

very short length of nerve available for backfilling (see Fig. 2), plus the problems 

cited above, argue against achieving successful central projection backfills of the 

distal cells without contamination from proximal cells. 

It would be of interest to know whether the proximal and distal scoloparia 

have different physiological attributes in all cases. Field and Pfluger (1989) 

examined this question for the msFCO and found that the distal scoloparium 
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Fi'gure 6A-C. Differing degrees of fusion between the proximal and distal scoloparia are apparent 
in locust mtFCO (A), New Zealand weta mtFCO (B) and locust msFCO (C). In all three cases the 
two groups of neurons form distinct axon bundles. Scale bars: A = 500 urn; B,C = 1000 urn. 

mediated the postural resistance reflexes, whereas the proximal scoloparium 

appeared to be highly vibration sensitive and did not alter the resistance reflex 

when it was removed. Attempts to record from, and stain single mtFCO distal 

neurons while stimulating the mtFCO (Matheson 1990), have so far proved 

refractory (presumably because of the small axon diameters). 

It is now clear that the mtFCO is a more complicated sense organ than 

previously thought. Not only does it have twice the complement of sensory 
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neurons, but it also has additional sensory structures associated with it. The 

flexor strand, which connects the mtFCO to the flexor muscle apodeme (Field 

and Burrows 1982), contains a single strand receptor (Braunig 1985). It is 

extension sensitive and is separately innervated via n3B5c by a central cell body. 

An undescribed multi-terminal receptor axon merges with the mtFCO nerve at 

the base of the chordotonal organ (L.R Field, unpublished), as does the cuticular 

nerve (Slifer 1935), which branches to hair sensilla on the distal femur (Zill 

1985a). As a consequence of this complexity, attempts to determine central 

projections of the mtFCO afferents (Burrows 1987; Pfluger et al. 1988) may well 

have contamination from other receptors. Both Pfluger et al. (1988) and Field 

and Pfluger (1989) noted the possibility of tactile hair axons in their central FCO 

projections. The complexity of receptor modalities in the mtFCO nerve also 

interferes with the conclusions of Macmillan and Kien (1983) who attempted to 

isolate the effects of chordotonal organ afference on walking coordination by 

electrically stimulating the mtFCO locus through the cuticle with wire electrodes. 

It is now apparent that in such experiments specific localization of current is 

necessary, but probably difficult to achieve. 

Implications for FCO research 

Burns (1974) suggested that the mtFCO gave considerably less detailed information 

on the position of the tibia than the prFCO or msFCO because of its apparently 

smaller number of cells. Our results imply that the mtFCO has sufficient neurons 

to provide very detailed information about tibial position. Indeed, current research 

by one of us indicates that mtFCO afferents code complex information about the 

position, and direction, velocity, and acceleration of movements of the tibia 

(Matheson 1990). Another problem related to a lack of understanding of the 

correct neuronal complement of the mtFCO arose in the study of Lutz and Tyrer 

(1988). They were led to the indirect conclusion that single mtFCO neurons are 

immunoreactive to both anti-cholineacetyltransferase and anti-serotonin, by the 

reasoning that the populations reacting to each antibody numbered 30-40 cells, 

and that the total number of cells was only 55. Our results do not negate the 

possibility that some neurons are immunoreactive to both substances, but the 

reasoning used by Lutz and Tyrer (1988) is no longer valid. 

Current research on central afferent integration pathways in the locust 

requires accurate knowledge of the innervation of the mtFCO. Both spiking and 

non spiking interneurons have been shown to receive inputs from FCO afferents 
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(Burrows 1987, 1988; Burrows et al. 1988), but the identity of the afferents is 

unknown. Burrows (1987) and Pfluger et al. (1988) showed that individual 

mtFCO afferents project to different neuropilar areas in the metathoracic ganglion, 

but it is not known if the differing branching patterns are accompanied by 

differences in physiological responses. The next stage of research would be to 

specify the relationships between physiologically and morphologically identified 

afferents and their central projection patterns onto sensory interneurons. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Responses and locations of neurones in the 
locust metathoracic femoral chordotonal organ 

Thomas Matheson 

[Published inloumal of Comparative Physiology (1990) 166: 915-927] 

SUMMARY 

Insect legs possess chordotonal organs which monitor leg angle, and the direction, 

velocity and acceleration of leg movements. The locust metathoracic femoral 

chordotonal organ (mtFCO) has previously been studied morphologically and 

physiologically, but no detailed analysis of the responses of individual neurones, 

and their location in the organ has so far been produced. By recording from, and 

staining mtFCO neurones I have been able to compile for the first time such a 

map. 

The distribution of neurone somata in the locust mtFCO is more complex 

than previously thought: receptors sensitive to both stretch and relaxation of the 

apodeme are distributed throughout the organ. The positions of neurones from 

seventeen response types were mapped within the mtFCO. Neurones with a 

particular response type have somata in comparable locations. Comparisons are 

made between the response types found in the stick insect and those in the 

locust. The possible functions of some of the responses are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The femoral chordotonal organs (FCOs) of insect legs monitor femur-tibia angles, 

and respond to movements of this joint (locust: Usherwood et al 1968; Burns 

1974; Zill1985a; Decticus: Theophilidis 1986; stick insect: Bassler 1965; Hofmann 

et al 1985). FCO afferents make connections to motorneurones, spiking 

interneurones, and non-spiking interneurones in the thoracic ganglia (Burrows 

1988; Burrows et al 1988; Biischges 1989), and playa part in controlling leg 

reflexes, posture, and walking (Bassler 1976; Field and Rind 1981; Field and 

Burrows 1982; Zill 1985b, 1987; Zill and Jepson-Innes 1988). The proximal 

scoloparium of the locust mesothoracic FCO may be primarily a vibration receptor 

(Field and Pfluger 1989). 

Locusts' meta thoracic legs are modified for jumping and kicking (Heitler 

and Burrows 1977). Burns (1974) suggested that associated with this, the metatho

racic FCO (mtFCO) has no homologue of the proximal scoloparium found in 

both pro- and mesothoracic FCOs, and this "means that the CNS must receive 
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considerably less detailed data on the positions of the metathoracic tibiae than 

on the positions of the other tibiae". Matheson and Field (1990) have shown 

histologically that the mtFCO possesses a group of neurones which probably 

represents the proximal scoloparium, raising the possibility that the mtFCO 

provides the same quality and quantity of information to the CNS as do the pro

and meso- FCOs. 

To date, only three studies have attempted a comprehensive intracellular 

survey of the responses of individual FCO afferents (Hofmann and Koch 1985; 

Hofmann et aL 1985; Zill 1985a). All other studies have concentrated on 

extracellular recordings from either the chordotonal organ nerve, or nerve 5Bp 

which contains FCO (and other) afferent axons on their way to the metathoracic 

ganglion (Usherwood et aL 1968; Burns 1974; Field and Burrows 1982; Theo

philidis 1986; Burrows 1988). Zill (1985a) recorded intracellularly from the 

somata of mtFCO neurones, but was unable to move the tibia through its full arc 

without pulling the recording electrode from the cell body. He thus provided 

only a limited assessment of the responses of individual receptors. Zill (1985a) 

also recorded from mtFCO axons in 9 animals in an attempt to overcome this 

problem, but did not provide a complete explanation of the response types 

found. Hofmann and Koch (1985) and Hofmann et aL (1985) thoroughly exam

ined the responses of many individual FCO neurones in the stick insect Cu

niculina impigra, and grouped them into 17 classes. Their study has allowed 

other authors to go on to make accurate investigations of the central processing 

of stick insect FCO afference (Buschges 1989), a task not yet possible in the 

locust. 

The present study of locust mtFCO afferents is important in three respects: 

it allows accurate comparisons with the stick insect work; it greatly extends the 

information available on locust FCO afferent responses (with direct relevance to 

any study of central integration pathways); and for the first time it provides a 

detailed map of locations of mtFCO neurone somata with known responses. 

As noted in the General Introduction of the thesis, this chapter has been 

updated since its publication. The additional information (derived from a sepa

rate study of the central projections of mtFCO neurones) concerns response 

types only, because the peripheral cell bodies were not stained. This informa

tion has been merged into the results section, and Table 1 has been modified. 

There are some minor changes to the discussion. This approach was considered 

to be clearer than the alternative, which was to present an addendum including 

the new results, an updated table and a re-discussion of the findings. 
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In the results section, unless specifically stated otherwise, numbers of neu

rones refer only to neurones which were mapped (Le., any additional observa

tions from the central projection study are mentioned separately). Table 1, 

however, contains the total number in each class, derived from both studies. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Adult locusts (Locusta migratoria) of both sexes obtained from our laboratory 

culture were used for all experiments. Only left hind legs were used. The results 

presented in this paper are from 76 successful recordings. Additional results 

(from the central projection study) are derived from 113 other animals (see 

Chapter Four for methods). 

Locusts were held dorsal side down on a plasticene platform by strips of 

plasticene placed over the forelegs and over the abdomen. The metathoracic 

femora were rotated and held with plasticene so that their anterior surfaces 

faced upwards; the femur-tibia joints were fixed at 60°. In this paper the term 

'leg angle' refers to the femur-tibia (F-T) angle (Fig. 1). A small area of cuticle 

overlying the metathoracic ganglion was cut away, allowing nerves 3 and 5 to be 

severed close to the ganglion. This procedure precluded muscle contractions in 

the leg under study, thereby stopping the animal from fracturing and distorting 

the weakened femur-tibia joint. The thoracic opening was sealed with vaseline. 

Extension (-) 

~gzv~!~~~ 

F-T Angle 

(105°) 

" Femur 

5mm 

Dorsal 

Distal + Proximal 

Ventral 

Figure 1. Locust metathoracic leg held at lOY. The main segments are labelled, and the 
approximate position of the Feo under the dorsal cuticle is indicated (open arrow). Ex1ension (-) 
and flexion ( + ) movements are shown. 
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The apodeme of the FCO was exposed in the distal femur and grasped by 

handmade miniature titanium forceps attached to a Ling V101 vibrator. Drops 

of locust saline (pH 6.8) were added if required to prevent drying out of the 

preparation. The apodeme was cut distal to the forceps. A custom built analog 

ramp generator under computer control moved the apodeme to mimic tibial 

movements between 0 and 120°, (The range of possible femur-tibia angles is 0-

150°, but other than during kicking, animals rarely extend their legs beyond 100° 

(M. Coles unpublished). During normal walking the metathoracic femur-tibia 

angle oscillates within the range 40-90° (Burns 1973)). A 175 urn movement of 

the apodeme was equivalent to a 20° movement of the tibia in Locusta. Stretch

ing the apodeme mimicked tibial flexion, while relaxation mimicked extension. 

In this paper, apodeme movements are referred to as either extensions or flex

ions. The velocity and direction, but not acceleration of movements were con

trolled. The flexor strand (Field and Burrows 1982) was left attached to the 

tibia, and remained set at 60° throughout all manipulations. 

Nerve 5B1 was exposed in mid-femur through a separate window 3-5 mm 

from the FCO (thereby leaving intact the accessory flexor muscle which inserts 

onto the cuticle close to the FCO). A groove cut in a wide earthed silver 

platform positioned under the nerve provided great stability for intracellular 

recording. Movements of the apodeme did not cause any perceptible movement 

of the leg nerve at this distant recording site. 

Microelectrodes (100-130 MD) filled with a saturated solution of hexam

mine cobalt (III) chloride were mounted on a Leitz micromanipulator and used 

to impale individual axons in nSB 1. When a stable intracellular recording was 

obtained, the neurone's responses to a variety of apodeme movements were 

recorded on a Teac MR-lO recorder. Action potential height varied greatly 

between recordings (as also reported by Hofmann et aL 1985), but most record

ings were quite stable, allowing unambiguous staining of single neurones. On a 

few occasions more than one neurone took up dye, but these preparations were 

discarded. After characterising the neurone it was filled with cobalt for 15-45 

min using 400 ms pulses at 1.5 Hz. Following dye-filling, some cuticle and 

overlying tissues were removed from around the chordotonal organ, taking care 

not to disturb its various attachment points (Usherwood et aL 1968; Zill 1985a). 

The distal part of the tibia, and the proximal femur were removed before the 

remainder of the leg was immersed in 5 rn1 of saline containing three drops of 

concentrated ammonium sulphide. Cobalt sulphide was precipitated for 10-15 
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minutes. The leg was then washed in saline, fixed in Carnoy's fixative, and 

dehydrated in an ethanol series. During fixation both the flexor strand and the 

apodeme were held at approximately 90°. The chordotonal organ was then 

removed from the leg, rehydrated, silver intensified (Bacon and Altman 1977) 

and examined using a Leitz Orthoplan microscope with differential interference 

contrast optics. Chordotonal organs were photographed, and filled neurones 

drawn onto a standard outline. 

RESULTS 

Classification of receptors 

Twenty four response types were recorded from neurones in the metathoracic 

femoral chordotonal organ. Table 1 summarises the main types: other distinctions 

are made in the text. It is possible that other responses are also present, but 

were not encountered. In broad terms, individual units responded to: (1) tibial 

velocity; (2) tibial acceleration; (3) position and velocity; (4) position and 

acceleration; or (4) to all three parameters. No purely tonic (position sensitive) 

neurones were found. Units were usually directionally sensitive (ie., they responded 

to either eAiension or flexion, but not to both). The only bidirectionally responsive 

units were some acceleration receptors (see next paragraph and Discussion). 

Some neurones had their greatest response at maximum extension or flexion, 

while others responded most strongly near the mid-point of the tibia's movement. 

It should be borne in mind that these experiments utilised movement of the 

apodeme alone, with the flexor strand fixed at 60°. Thus neurones responding 

solely to movements of the flexor strand (i.e., in ranges of joint extension (Zill 

1985a)), will not be found. This will tend to bias the relative numbers of flexion 

versus extension sensitive neurones recorded (as seen in Table 1). Previous 

studies (Field and Burrows 1982; Zill 1985a) suggest that few, if any, individual 

neurones respond to both flexor strand and apodeme movements, so the movement 

protocol used in my study is unlikely to distort neurone responses. In addition, 

midpoint-tension was maintained on the flexor strand during apodeme movements, 

further reducing the possibility of artifacts. Direct manipulation of the apodeme 

(unlike movement of the entire tibia) allows stimulation of the FCO through 

wide arcs of movement (0-120° in a single step) while maintaining accuracy for 

small movements, and is thus the preferred stimulus. 

Some neurones appeared to be acceleration sensitive because they re

sponded with 1-4 rapid spikes (usually 1) at the start and end of ramps (cf. 
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Table 1. Locust metathoracic femoral chordotonal organ neurone response types. Numbers in 
brackets represent neurones which had unclear responses, or stained very poorly. Also shown are 
corresponding values from Hofmann et aI. (1988). Asterisks indicate response types recorded from 
the central projection study only. Note that values in this table represent the total number of 
neurones of each response type, derived from both my studies (i.e., including the central projection 
results). In the text, values usually refer only to mapped neurones (unless stated otherwise). 

Response type Number recorded 

My study Hofmann et al. 

Position-and acceleration 
pO?Aa 6 g~ 11 (2r J>6O?Aa 7 3 (1 be 

P120?A a 0 3 c 

Velocity 
(1) Y+ 33 12 

Y- 18 (2) 10 
Y+- 0 8 (2) 

Acceleration 
?A+ 8 0 (ll ?A- 4 12 (3 
?A+- 2" 16 (7 
?AS 17 

Position-and-Velocity 
pOV+ 17 (1) 13 (S~ pOV- 1 1 (2 
J>6OV+ 5" Ob 

J>6OV- 0 Ob 
p120V+ 0 2 
P120V- 7 (1) 3 (2) 

Yelocity-and-acceleration 
2" Y+?A+ 0 

Y+?A- 0 2 (3) 
V-?A+ 0 0 
Y-?A- 16 (1) 4 (1) 
Y+?A +- 0 1 
Y+-?A +- 0 5 

Position-velocity-and-acceleration 
pOV-?A- 1 0 
J>6OV-?A- 16 (2~ 0 
P12oV-?A- 4 (2 0 
POV+?A + 4" 0 
pooV+?A + 4" 0 
p120V+?A + 0 0 
P2oV+?A- r 0 

a Acceleration types (A +, A-, A +-, AS) have not been differentiated. 
b Units classified as pmid by Hofmann et at (1985) also have a velocity dependent component, 

and probably correspond to my p60y + and p60y- types. 
c Position sensitive units recorded by Hofmann et al. (1985) do not have an acceleration component. 
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Hofmann and Koch 1985, and see Discussion). For ease of description the term 

acceleration receptor (?A) has been used, although proof of acceleration sensi~ 

tivity is tentative because ramp accelerations were not controlled independently 

from position and velocity. A subset of acceleration receptors responded in a 

similar way, but fired only at the start of ramps in both directions, and not at the 

end of ramps. I therefore suggest that they are designated? AS (for 'acceleration 

at the start' ~ also see Discussion). 

Abbreviations for the different response types follow those used by Hofmann 

et aL (1985). All neurones with a tonic discharge coded for position (Le., the 

firing frequency differed at different set angles). These neurones were labelled 

'P'. The angle causing the maximum tonic firing rate was added as a superscript 

(e.g., p70, PO). If there was hysteresis in the response, then the two curves were 

averaged prior to determining this angle. Neurones which responded to velocity 

(Y) or start of movement (?AS) were given a superscript '+', '.' or '+.' to 

indicate directional sensitivity (Fig. 1). A '+' (flexion) or '-' (extension) code 

indicates unidirectional sensitivity whereas a '+~' code means that the neurone 

responded to movements in both directions. Putative acceleration receptors 

(? A) were given a superscript' +' or '.' to indicate the sign of the acceleration to 

which they responded (' +' accelerations occur at the start of flexion ( + ) move· 

ments, and at the end of extension (-) movements, while ,~, accelerations occur at 

the end of flexion ( + ) and start of extension (-) movements). 

When a neurone responded to more than 1 parameter of a movement the 

appropriate abbreviations were combined. For example, a neurone having a 

tonic discharge maximum at 70°, and responding to flexion movements in a 

velocity dependent way was represented as p70y+. 

Velocity receptors 

Twenty-two neurones which responded solely to the velocity of movements were 

encountered (Table 1). Y+ receptors fell into two groups: ventral and dorsal 

(Fig. 2a,b). Those in the ventral group, near the flexor strand insertion (Fig. 2a), 

fired much more strongly during flexions as the leg angle nearly reached 0° (full 

flexion). These neurones only responded to velocities greater than 400s·1• At 

velocities of 40-2000s·1, often the only response was a single spike as the leg 

flexed from 20° to 0°. At higher velocities (400-10000s·1) spikes occurred during 

earlier flexions (i.e., at more extended angles) (Fig. 3a), and the spike frequency 

increased (Fig. 3a, insets). Figure 4 shows (for 1 Y+ neurone) how joint angle 
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Figure 2 A-C. Velocity sensitive 
neurones' locations in the mtFCO. 
(A) V+ neurones in this ventral 
group fired most strongly as the 
leg approached 0°. (8) V+ 
neurones in this dorsal group fired 
in response to leg flexions in a wide 
range of leg angles. (C) Y
neurones fell into 1 central group 
with 2 exceptions (asterisks). 
Arrowheads indicate pronounced 
bends in the dendrites of some of 
these cells. Stippled cells were 
poorly filled, and may not be 
accurately represented. 
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Figure 3 A,B. Responses of velocity sensitive (V+) neurones to 200 movements. (A) V+ neurone 
from the ventral group: higher velocities caused spikes to occur at more extended angles, and 
increased the firing frequency (insets). (B) V+ neurone from the dorsal group: flexions at 200s·1 

elicit high frequency flring throughout the leg's arc of movement. Other bursts of spikes are 
caused by movements of tracheae near the mtFCO. Scale: vertical; A = 20 mY, B = 18 mV: 
horizontal; A,B = 1 s, insets == 78 ms. 

determines the firing frequency during movements at different velocities. 

In contrast to Y+ neurones in the ventral group, Y+ neurones in the dorsal 

cluster (Fig. 2b) fired strongly during flexions over a wide range of leg angles 

(Fig. 3b). Neurones in this group were very sensitive, responding to movements 

as slow as 0.50s·1 with intense bursts of spikes. As with Y+ neurones in the 

ventral cluster, increasing the velocity of leg movement caused spikes to appear 

during earlier flexions (more extended angles). 

y. receptors (TabJe 1) were found in one central group (Fig. 2c), with two 

exceptions (* and >Ill: in Fig. 2c). The distal, dorsal cell (*) responded to move

ments as slow as 60s·1 with a strong barrage of spikes, whereas other Y- receptors 

only began to respond bet\veen 40-2000s'] (and even then, with only a few spikes 

per ramp). Unlike other Y- receptors, which fired most strongly during exten

sions close to 120°, the distal one fired more strongly during extensions close to 

0°. One v- receptor located ventrally with respect to the central group ("* in Fig 

2c) also fired more strongly close to 0°, but in other respects (spike frequency, 
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Figure 4. The effect of velocity on the angle at which spikes occur, and on the spike frequency of a 
v+ neurone from the ventral cluster. Numbers associated with each line are the ramp velocity Cs·I ). 

sensitivity) it resembled the majority of V- receptors. 

The dendrites of 4 of the 7 V· neurones in the central group, and the 

ventral neurone (** in Fig. 2c) had a conspicuous angle (e.g., arrowheads in Fig. 

2c). This seems to be a real feature of these neurones because there was no ap

parent distortion of FCO. 

Acceleration receptors 

Two ? A + (Fig. 5 a) and one ? A- receptor (Fig. 5b) were filled (Table 1). All 

three were found in the same location. The? A + units responded with 1-4 spikes 

(usually 1) to the start of flexions, and to the end of extensions, while the? A' 

receptor fired at the end of flexions and the start of extensions. Both of the? A + 

receptors responded more strongly (more spikes per ramp, and fewer spike 

failures) during Y+ ramps than during y. ones. The direction of the movement 

had no effect on the response of the ? A- neurone. 

Six acceleration sensitive units which responded with 1-2 spikes (usually 1) 

to the start only of both flexion and extension movements (? AS) were also en

countered. Their location in the FCO (Fig. 5c) was similar to that of the? A + 

and ? A- receptors. Two of these 6 neurones responded more strongly to V-
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Figure 5 A-C. Locations of 
acceleration sensitive neurones in 
the mtFCO. (A) ?A + receptors. 
The stippled cell occasionally fired 
1 spike at the start of the extension 
between 0-200 (?A" type response) 
(B) ?A- receptor. The only ?A" 
receptor stained was in the same 
location as the 2 ?A + cells. (C) 
Acceleration sensitive neurones 
which only responded to 
accelerations at the start of 
movements (?AS) were all located 
in this dorsal group. 
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movements than to V+ movements. One neurone responded more strongly to 

V+ movements, while the remaining 3 were not influenced by the sign (direc

tion) of the velocity. 

Increasing the velocity of the stimulus did not consistently affect the num

ber or frequency of spikes fired by acceleration sensitive (? A or ? AS) receptors, 

but it often increased the range of angles over which spikes occurred. At high 

velocities (e.g., 4000S-1) acceleration sensitive receptors fired during movements 

at all angles (0-120°), When near their threshold, some acceleration receptors 

began to lose responsiveness during movements close to 120°. 

During the central projection study two neurones were recorded which 

responded with 1 or 2 spikes at the start and end of movements (? A +- response: 

Fig. 6). Unlike? AS receptors which fire only at the start of movements in either 

direction, these? A +. receptors often fired equally strongly at the start and end. 

The neurone represented in Fig. 6 only fired at the end of flexion movements 

between 60° and 0°, It did not fire at the end of any extension movements. The 

second? A +. neurone fired at the start and end of movements in both directions, 

and across the full range of leg angles. 

Position-and-acceleration receptors 

Four neurones (Table 1) located close to the dorsal attachment point of 

the organ (Fig. 7) responded to static leg angle, and to acceleration. The tonic 

firing rates of 2 of these increased as the leg approached 0° (PO) (Fig 8a,b), while 

the others' maxima were at 60° (P60) (Fig. 8c,d). Firing was completely or 

partially inhibited during movements in either direction (Fig. 9a). There was no 

evidence of post-inhibitory rebound. The firing frequency of one p60 neurone 

changed only slightly at different leg angles across most of the leg's arc of travel, 

but had a marked change between 60-100° (Figs 8d,9b). This occurred to a 

lesser extent in one po receptor (Fig. 8b,9a). These neurones are therefore more 

sensitive to changes in position bet\veen 60-100° than to similar magnitude move
ments in other parts of the leg's arc. Other position sensitive neurones showed 

graded changes in firing frequency across their entire response ranges (e.g., Fig. 

8a,c). The acceleration component of many of these neurones was often hidden 

by the high level of tonic discharge, only becoming obvious in some parts of the 

range (Fig. 10), This neurone, for example, responded with a single spike at the 
beginning of each 20° (2000S·1) movement except the 100-120° step (Insets in Fig. 

10). It also fired at the end of 2 extension and 4 flexion steps (P20? A to). The 

often high frequencies of tonic discharge made determination of acceleration 
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Figure 6. Acceleration receptor which flred at the start and ends of movements (?A +- response). 
Each segment is taken from one continuous record (read down columns). Time scale: 0.1 sec. 
Spikes are 50 mY. 

sensitivity difficult, so I do not feel justified in subdividing this 'position-and

acceleration' class on the basis of their acceleration components. MaDmum 

tonic firing occurred at 0° (7 neurones), 20° (3), 40° (2), or 60° (3). 

Most neurones which fired tonically had considerable hysteresis in their 

responses (Fig. 9b, arrows). The firing frequency at a set angle often differed by 

up to 10 Hz depending on whether the position was approached by extension or 

flexion (Fig. Sa-d). Movements of tracheae near the FCO sometimes affected 

the apodeme, causing variation in the tonic discharge rate at any given angle. 
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Figure 7. Position-and-acceleration 
sensitive neurones in the mtFCO. 
One stain was very light (stippled 
soma) and may not be accurate. 
p60? A neurones are indicated by 
asterisks. 
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Figure 8 A·D. Tonic responses of the 4 position-and-acceleration sensitive neurones. Values are 
means and 99% confidence intervals: A,C: 11 = 3; B,D: 11 = 4. Considerable hysteresis is evident in 
all the responses. (A) A pO?A neurone with gradual change in flring frequency. The low mean and 
large confldence interval ( off axis ) at 0° is caused by a low flring rate during one test at this angle. 
(B) A pO?A neurone with a sudden change of flring frequency between 80-100°. (C) A p60?A 
neurone with a gradual change in flring frequency. (D) A p60? A neurone with a sudden change in 
flring frequency between 60-100°. 

Position-and-velocity receptors 

Only 3 of the possible combinations of position and velocity response were 
recorded (poY+, pOY-, p120y-) (Table 1, Fig. l1a-d). pOY+ units were the most 

common receptor type encountered in this study. These neurones formed 2 
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Figure 9 A,B. Response of position-and-acceleration sensitive neurones to 20° arcs at a velocity of 
400s-1• (A) A pO?A neurone (d. Fig. 8b) which is clearly inhibited during movements in either 
direction. (B) A p60? A neurone (cf. Fig 8d) illustrating hysteresis in firing frequency caused by the 
history of leg movement (e.g., approaching a set angle (80° - arrows) from either a more flexed or 
more extended position. Scale: vertical; A = 62 mY, B = 44 mY: horizontal; A,B = 1 s. 
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Figure 10. Position-and-acceleration receptor. Figure consists of a continuous record (e).1ension 
ramps, flexion ramps), and insets of each phasic step (indicated by horisontal bars and dotted 
lines). The sign of acceleration causing phasic spikes is indicated by a plus or minus sign. Each 
step is a 20° movement. Time scale = 1 sec (0.1 sec for insets). Spikes are 35 mY. 

clusters: one, containing 12 neurones, extended from near the dorsal attachment 

point distally for the length of the main body of the chordotonal organ (Fig. 

11a); the other cluster (5 neurones) was in the centre of the chordotonal organ 

(Fig. 11 b). The responses of the neurones comprising these two clusters differed. 

Those in the central group only fired tonically when the leg angle was between 
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Figure 11 A·D. Locations of position-and-velocity receptors. (A) pOy+ neurones in this dorsal 
cluster responded to movements in a wide range of arcs. Three neurones (arrowheads) had 
maximum fIring frequencies at 20°, and did not fIre at 0°. The stippled cell was poorly stained, and 
may not be accurately represented. (B) pOy+ neurones in this central group responded tonically 
only between 0-20°, with 1 exception (asterisk). This cell fIred tonically between 20-100°, with a 
maximum fIring frequency at 40°. It did not fIre at 0°. (C) The single pOY- neurone stained in this 
study was one of the most distal cells recorded. (D) p120y- receptors were located in this central 
group. The stippled cell was poorly filled, and may not be accurately represented. 

20-0° (Fig. 12a), while those in the dorsal group fired tonically over a wide range 

of leg angles (with maximal frequencies occurring near 0°) (Fig. 12b). The tonic 

firing rate of three cells in the dorsal group (arrowheads in Fig. l1a) increased as 

the leg flexed from 120° towards 0°, but reached a peak at 20°, and did not fire 

tonically when the leg was fully flexed. One cell in the central group (* in Fig. 

11 b) also differed from the general response pattern: it fired tonically at leg 

angles between 100 and 20°, with a peak firing frequency at 40°. It ceased firing 

when the leg reached 0°. 
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Figure 12 A,B. Responses of position-and-velocity receptors. (A) pOy+ Cells in the central group 
fIred tonically only between 0-20°, and responded to flexions with a burst of spikes. (8) pOy+ 
neurones in the dorsal group fIred tonically over a wide range of leg angles. Extensions caused 
inhibition of fIring followed by a few rapid spikes before the tonic rate returned to a baseline level, 
while flexions phasically elevated the fIring frequency, and were followed by a temporary reduction 
in tonic fIring. Scale: vertical; A = 33 m V, 8 = 13 mY: horizontal; A,8 = 1 s. 

pOY+ neurones which responded tonically over a wide range of leg angles 

(Le., those in the dorsal group) responded to flexions of the leg with bursts of 
spikes at a higher frequency than the tonic discharge. Movements anywhere in 

the leg's arc caused a phasic response. Extensions partially or completely inhib

ited tonic activity for the duration of the movement. After phasic bursts of 

spikes, the tonic discharge usually stopped for 0-220 ms (e.g., Fig. 12b). Con
versely, the tonic discharge frequency was sometimes elevated for 0-400 ms 

following inhibition caused by leg extension. 
The inhibition following phasic bursts of spikes is examined in more detail 

in Fig. 13. The responses of 10 pOY+ neurones to leg movements from 0° to 120° 

and back to 0° were standardised (as a percentage of the maximum tonic firing 
rate) and pooled. Following the stimulus the tonic firing frequency is clearly 

depressed for 100-300 ms. Only rarely did pOY+ neurones spike within 100 ms of 

such a stimulus. 

The phasic response of pOY+ neurones in the central group was generally 

restricted to movements close to 0°. As velocity increased, movements closer to 
120° also began to elicit phasic responses. 

During the central projection study 5 neurones which had mid-position 
tonic maxima, and responded to the velocity of flexion were recorded (pmidy+ 

response). These included 1 neurone with a tonic maximum at 100°. 

Only 1 neurone had a clear-cut poy- response. This was one of the most 
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Figure 13. Post-excitatory inhibition in pOy+ 
neurones. The firing frequencies (relative to 
the maximum tonic rate) of 10 pOy+ neurones 
are plotted in the upper histogram (each bin is 
100 ms wide). The bottom line indicates apodeme 
movement (0-120-0° at 6OO0s-1): an upwards 
deflection (aJTow/tead) = flexion. The raster
type display represents the firing of one neurone 
during four consecutive stimuli: each dot 
represents one action potential. Following leg 
flexion, the neurones are clearly inhibited for 
up to 300 ms. 

distally filled somata: it was located dorsally, near the point where the main body 

of the chordotonal organ narrows into the apodeme (Fig. l1c). This neurone 

fired tonically only at 0-20°, but responded phasically to extensions anywhere in 

the leg's arc of movement. 
The 4 neurones which had a p120y- response were located in a group close 

to, but slightly proximal from the centre of the Feo (Fig. l1d). These neurones 

only fired tonically between 80° and 120°, but responded phasically to movements 

between 40° and 120°. Higher velocities caused spikes during movements closer 

to 0°. There was no evidence for post excitatory inhibition. 

Velocity-and-acceleration receptors 

All of the 8 neurones which responded to the velocity of extensions and to 
accelerations (Y-? A-, Table 1, Fig. 14) were located ventrally, close to the insertion 

point of the flexor strand. At high velocities (1000-4000s-\ Fig. 15) each extension 

elicited a burst of spikes, and the end of most flexions elicited a single spike. At 

lower velocities (2000s-1, Fig. 15) extensions near to 120° elicited only single 

spikes at the onset of each ramp (i.e., an ? A- type response) while extensions near 

to 0° continued to elicit bursts. The end of flexions still evoked single spikes, but 

these occasionally failed (usually close to 0°). At yet slower velocities (67-400s-\ 

Fig. 15) V-? A- neurones responded only to the onset of extensions (? A- response). 

During the central projection study, 2 neurones were recorded which re

sponded to the velocity of flexion and to positive accelerations (V+? A +: Fig. 

16a,b). One of these neurones fired a single spike at the end of the first exten

sion (0-20°: A + response), and responded to flexions between 40 and 0° with one 
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Figure 14. Locations of velocity-and-acceleration receptors (V-?A-). The stippled cell was poorly 
filled, and may not be accurately represented. 
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Figure 15. Responses of a Y-?A' receptor to movements of different velocities. The insets show at 
a faster sweep rate the timing of the spikes in relation to e>.iension (astcn'sk) and flexion (arrow) 
movements. Scale: vertical = 35 mY: horizontal = 1 s (insets = 67 ms). 
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Figure 16 A,B. Yelocity-and-acceleration receptors (Y+?A f). The neurone in A only fired near 
0°, while that in B fired at all angles. Time scale: 0.1 sec. Spikes in A are 55 mY, those in Bare 
20 mY. 
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or more spikes (including probable A + spikes) (Fig. 16a upper). At a higher 

velocity of leg movement the neurone also fired a single spike at the start of the 

60-40° ramp (Fig. 16a lower). 

The neurone represented in Fig. 16b fired a single spike at the end of each 

20° (2000s-1) extension except the last (A + response), and responded to flexions 

at the same velocity with 2 or 3 spikes. 

Position-velocitymand-acceleration receptors 

The most complex response types encountered in this study were P(20-80)y-? A-, 

P120Y-?A-, P(O-20)Y+?A +, and P(20Y+)?A-. The 10 somata of the first type were 

located ventrally, at the point where the flexor strand inserts onto the chordotonal 

organ (Fig. 17a). These neurones had a tonic discharge across most or all of the 

leg's arc of movement, with a maximum firing rate between 20° and 80°. Extension 

movements anywhere between 0-120° elicited a burst of spikes lasting for the 

duration of the movement, while the end of flexions elicited a single spike (Fig. 

18). Two neurones (with tonic maxima at 40° and 60° respectively) did not have 

a tonic discharge at 0°. 

The only p120y-? A- receptor encountered was located in the centre of the 

FeO (Fig. 17b). This neurone fired tonically benveen 60-120°. Extensions 

anywhere between 0-120° elicited a burst of spikes, while the end of flexions 

elicited a single spike. At 400s-1 extensions near 120° elicited only a single spike 

at the onset of each movement. 

P(O-20)Y+?A+ and P(20)Y+?A- neurones (Fig. 19a,b respectively) were re

corded during the central projection study. The tonic maxima for individual 

neurones occurred at either 0° (4 neurones), 20° (2), 40° (1), or 20-60° (1). It is 

interesting to note that some spikes in Fig. 19a fall within the neurone's partial 

refractory period and are therefore reduced in height, while spikes at similar 

frequencies in Fig. 19b are not affected to such an extent. 

DISCUSSION 

Stretching or relaxing the chordotonal organ's apodeme excited neurones situated 

throughout the mtFCO. Interestingly, no neurones from the recently described 

distal cluster (Matheson and Field 1990) were successfully filled. These distal 

neurones are all small (somata diameters < 25 urn, axon diameters < 2.6 urn) 

and therefore probably difficult to impale with microelectrodes. In addition, 

even if stable penetrations were achieved, narrow axon diameters would restrict 
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Figure 17 A,B. Locations of 
position-velocity-and
acceleration receptors. 
(A) p20-80y-? N receptors were 
all located in this ventral group. 
The axon of 1 cell headed 
dorsally for a short while before 
turning towards nSB!. Two 
stippled cells were poorly filled, 
and may not be accurately 
represented. (B) The only 
pl20y-? A- cell fIlled was located 
in the centre of the mtFCO. 
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Figure 18. Response of a p20-80Y-?N neurone to 200s-1 movements. E},tensions elicit bursts of 
spikes at a frequency above that of the tonic discharge, while flexions reduce the tonic rate. The 
end of most flexions elicits a single spike. There is some evidence for a weak? A + response also, 
because the onset of some flexions elicits a spike. Scale: vertical = 50 mY; horizontal = 1 s. 
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Figure 19 A,B. Position-velocity-and-acceleration receptors. The neurone in A has weak position 
and flexion-velocity responses, and fIres a single spike at the end of e>.1ension movements 
(pmidY+?A +). The neurone in B has a better defIned response (p20Y+?A-). Note that these 
short segments of the complete record do not give a realistic indication of the tonic fIring at each 
angle. Time scale: 0.1 sec. Spikes are 20 mY in A, 50 mY in B. 

dye movement, resulting in unfilled somata. This may explain why a number of 

recorded cells failed to stain successfully. It is therefore not known what types of 

response the neurones in this substantial group of 40-50 distal cells have, or even 

if they respond to apodeme movements. Burns (1974) suggested that the small 
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neurones in the proximal scoloparium of the locust pro- and mesothoracic FCO's 

may be mostly position sensitive. If this was the case in the mtFCO distal cluster 

(the metathoracic homologue of the prFCO and msFCO proximal scoloparia 

(Matheson and Field 1990)) then it would explain the relative lack of pure 

position receptors noted in my study, and in that of Zill (1985a). Field and 

Pfluger (1989) recorded from the msFCO proximal scoloparium using hook 
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electrodes, and found that it contained both phasic and tonic (position sensitive) 

units. The rnsFCO proximal scoloparium does not seem to play any part in 

resistance reflexes, but may be important in the detection of vibrations (Field 

and Pfluger 1989). Recording intracellularly from the somata of mtFCO distal 

cluster neurones may be one way to determine their function, but membrane 

damage by the microelectrode to cells this size could pose considerable problems. 

The fine nerve in which their axons travel prior to joining the cuticular nerve 

(Matheson and Field 1990) is too short to allow a hook electrode to be used 

effectively. 

FCO neurone response types 

Twenty one major response classes were established (Table 1), some of which 

could be further divided into 2 or more subgroups by slight differences in their 

responses (a total of 24 distinguishable response types). Eleven response types 

found in this study were also reported from Cuniculina (Y+, Y-, ? A +, ? A-, ? A +-, 

pOy+, pmidy+, pOV-, PmidY-, p 12OV-, and Y-?A-) (Hofmann and Koch 1985; Hofmann 

et al 1985). It is not possible to compare in detail the relative numbers of each 

response type found in the two species because the apodeme movements used in 

my experiments are not expected to stimulate all the neurones within the locust 

FCO. General comparisons, however, are still meaningful. 

Hofmann et al. (1985) did not note acceleration components in the re

sponses of neurones classified as position receptors in the stick insect FCO. Zill 

(1985a) stated that all tonic neurones in the locust mtFCO had a phasic compo

nent, but it is not clear if this was in response to velocity or acceleration. 

Hofmann et al. (1985) recorded from 3 p120 neurones, but my present work 

has revealed none of this type (or P120? A units) in the locust: the most-similar 

ones had tonic maxima at 60° (P60? A). It is possible that Pl2O? A receptors exist, 

but are stimulated by the flexor strand, rather than by the apodeme. All tonic 

neurones with mid-position sensitivity recorded by Hofmann et al. (1985) had a 

velocity-sensitive component. These neurones are also present in the locust, but 

are classified here as p60y+ or p6°Y-, rather than with pure position receptors. 

Some P? A type neurones in the locust have mid-position tonic maxima. 

Position receptors are reported to have small somata and axons in both 

crustaceans and insects (Wiersma and Boettiger 1959; Hofmann et al 1985; Zill 

1985a), but this was not apparent in my study, probably because my technique 

(intracellular penetration ofaxons) biased the sample of neurones towards those 

with larger axons. Some position sensitive neurones recorded in my study re-
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sponded to changes in leg angle with only small alterations of firing frequency 

over most of their response range, but with large changes in firing frequency 

between 60-100°. These angles (which correspond closely to those used during 

normal walking (Burns 1974» are therefore coded more precisely than angles in 

any other part of the leg's travel. 

In their description of stick insect walking, Weiland and Koch (1987) make 

the assumption that some position sensitive neurones signal when the leg reaches 

a particular "critical angle" close to the end of its movement arc. This signal 

initiates 'end point behaviour' (Le., the excitation of muscles opposing the ongo

ing movement). The velocity sensitive neurones which respond near the ex

tremes of leg movement are ideally suited to initiate end point behaviour since 

they are particularly sensitive at the appropriate angles. 

Neither Zill (1985a) nor I recorded from any V+- receptors, yet Hofmann 

et al (1985) encountered these relatively often. This difference between locust 

and stick insect thus appears to be real. Bidirectional velocity receptors have 

also been found in an abdominal chordotonal organ of Carausius (Orchard 1975) 

and in crustacea (Taylor 1975). 

In my study some velocity receptors had a low frequency erratic discharge, 

independent of leg angle, but this was always related to movements of tracheae 

close to the FeO. Similarly, erratic spikes were sometimes seen in recordings 

from acceleration receptors. These also were largely related to tracheal move

ments. I did not find any acceleration receptors with high frequency background 

discharges unrelated to leg angle as reported by Hofmann and Koch (1985). The 

tonic discharges of similar units in the locust were clearly related to leg angle 

(position-and-acceleration response). 

Bassler et aL (1986) noted that in resting Cuniculina, accelerations at the 

start, but not at the end of relaxation movements caused depolarisation of the 

FETi motorneurone. Hofmann and Koch (1985) reported that most accelera

tion receptors responded more strongly when the sign of the acceleration was 

the same as that of the velocity (Le., they fired at the start rather than the end of 

movements). The neurones that I have classified as ? AS follow this pattern of 

response, but the exact reason for this remains unclear because accelerations 

were not controlled. 

My failure to note any p12Oy+ or Y+?A- receptors is in agreement with 

their relative scarcity in the stick insect, and probably does not indicate a real 

difference between the species. Two? A + receptors and 2 Y+? A + units (from 

the central projection study) were found in my investigations, but have not been 
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described from the stick insect. This apparent absence probably reflects the 

small sample sizes rather than a significant difference (I recorded 17 Y-? A- and 2 

Y+? A + units, while Hofmann et al. (1985) recorded 5 Y-? A- and no Y+? A + 

units). 

The apparent lack of PYA neurones in the stick insect (Hofmann and 

Koch 1985; Hofmann et al. 1985) has been used as evidence that different 

afferents converge onto single interneurones (Buschges 1989). Y A neurones in 

the stick insect often had high levels of spontaneous activity, apparently unre

lated to leg angle. This was not observed in my experiments: any 'tonic' firing 

was either clearly related to visible tracheal movements, or to leg angle. Hofmann 

and Koch (1985) do not clearly state what leg angles were used to test for 

position sensitivity of acceleration receptors, and do not show original records of 

any spontaneously active Y A receptors. In light of my findings therefore, a 

further detailed analysis (covering all possible leg angles) of the nature and 

causes of the spontaneous firing seen in stick insect afferents would be illuminat

ing. It is interesting that although I have recorded no Y+?A- neurones, one 

p20y + ? A- unit has been identified. 

Most neurones had wide response ranges, extending from one or other 

extreme towards the central (60°) position (both tonic and phasic components). 

This is in keeping with the increase in overall FCO activity seen in extracellular 

records at extreme leg angles (Usherwood et al 1968; Burns 1974; Zill 1985a). 

Some range fractionation occurred (see Chapter Three). Acceleration sensitive 

units often responded equally strongly over the entire range of leg angles, as did 

some velocity receptors when stimulated well above threshold. Tonic (position 

sensitive) neurones sometimes had peak firing frequencies away from the ex

tremes. In particular, p20-80y-? A- units always did this, sometimes failing to fire 

at all at 0°. These findings contrast to those of Zill (1985a) who reported that 

the firing rate of all tonic units increased towards the extremes. In functional 

terms there are two points to consider: (1) The range of angles over which a 

neurone has its maximum firing frequency does not necessarily correspond to 

the range of angles over which it is most sensitive. For example, some position 

sensitive neurones recorded in this study are most sensitive at the end of their 

response range, where small movements cause large changes in firing frequency; 

(2) locusts do not use all the possible leg angles with equal frequency (e.g., 

Burns 1973). M. Coles (1988, unpubl.) has clearly shown that resting locusts 

have preferred leg angles. When animals are resting on a horizontal surface, the 

meta thoracic leg is preferentially held at either 0-9°, or at 30-60°. Locusts on 
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vertical surfaces almost exclusively hold their metathoracic legs at 0-90
• These 

angles are monitored accurately by position sensitive neurones (my study). 

Hysteresis in the responses of chordotonal organ neurones is well estab

lished (Usherwood et al 1968; Burns 1974; Hofmann et al 1985; Zill 1985a; Zill 

and Jepson-Innes 1988; this study) yet Burrows (1988) states that "the changed 

pattern of FCO afferent spikes is complete within 100 ms of the end of the 

stimulus". He then goes on to reason that "the effects in the spiking local 

interneurones here appear to outlast changes in the afferent signals ... and must 

therefore have their origins in the local interactions in the meta thoracic gan

glion". While large phasic units may fire only during movements, smaller tonic 

ones have modified firing rates for 200 rns to 1 min following a step displace

ment and return (Zill 1985a, this study). These units seem to have been over

looked by Burrows ,(1988), perhaps because their spikes were obscured in his 

extracellular records. The inhibition of position-and-velocity sensitive neurones 

recorded here (Fig. 13), and noted by Zill (1985a) probably functions to counter 

muscle catch tension (Zill and Jepson-Innes 1988). Post-excitatory inhibition of 

FCO afferents has not been explicitly reported from the stick insect, although 

some of the original recordings in Hofmann et al's (1985) paper suggest that it 

does occur in Cuniculina. Other figures in the same paper, however, do not 
show this (Compare their Figs 5 and 9b with their Figs 3, 4, 6, 7, and 10). 

Weiland and Koch (1987) have shown that velocity is controlled during vol
untary leg movements in Carausius. With a few exceptions Y+ units recorded in 
my study responded more strongly in ranges of leg movement close to 00 

( + ), 
while Y- units responded more strongly as the leg approached 120° (-). If these 
neurones are involved in velocity control feedback pathways (as is likely) then 
the implication is that velocities are regulated more accurately as the leg ap
proaches the limits of its movement (although this was not tested by Weiland 
and Koch). 

It is perhaps significant that some Y+ and poy+ receptors only became 
active when the leg was between 0-200

• These neurones could be important 
during jumping or kicking, when the leg must be held fully flexed in order to 
develop power (Heitler and Burrows 1977). The opposite situation (Y- recep
tors with sensitivities restricted to near 120°) was not encountered. Some neu
rones responded to stretch of the apodeme (flexion), while others clearly re
sponded (by spiking) to relaxation of the apodeme (extension). This confirms 
Zill's (1985a) suspicion that " ... [some] receptors may respond to relaxation rather 
than stretch ... ". In my experiments the flexor strand was held stationary at 600

, 

so it could not have contributed to this response. 
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FCO neurone somata locations 

Zill (1985a) recorded from somata in known regions of the locust mtFCO, but 

did not provide a map of cell sizes and positions, relying instead on verbal 

descriptions. He reports that all extension sensitive phasic neurones and tonic 

neurones active between 80-1700 were found in a ventral group, with dendrites at 

an angle to the apodeme, while flexion sensitive phasic neurones, and tonic 

neurones active between 0-800 were located dorsally, with their dendrites parallel 

to the apodeme. Neurones in the crab propodus-dactylus (PD) organ are also 

spatially ordered with respect to their responses (Wiersma and Boettiger 1959; 

Hartman and Boettiger 1967). 

The maps of cells in the present study show that FCO neurones exhibiting 

similar responses have somata in comparable locations, and dendrites with simi

lar orientations. The pattern of distribution, however, is more complicated than 

previously suggested. Zill's (1985a) Fig. 3b shows the scolopale orientations in 
one FCO (as determined from a sectioned preparation) being unequivocally di

vided into 2 orientations: either parallel, or at 30-350 to the receptor apodeme. 

Field and Matheson (unpublished) note that FCOs fixed and dehydrated in situ, 

dissected out of the leg and then viewed under interference contrast optics, often 

clearly show a range of scolopidial orientations, not a clear-cut division into 2 

populations. This observation is supported by the diversity of angles of dendrites 

recorded in Figs 2a-c, 5a-c, 7, 11a-d, 13 and 17a,b. 

In my study, neurones with somata located dorsally included all po, p60, 

? A +, ? A-, and? AS receptors, and some Y+, Y-, and pOY+ units. Neurones with 

ventrally located somata included all p20-8oy-, p12oy-, pay-? A-, and Y-? A- units, 

and some Y+, Y-, and pay+ receptors. It appears that division of the mtFCO 

into two groups of neurones ('dorsal' and 'ventral') on the basis of extension or 

flexion sensitivity is artificial and inaccurate. It is interesting to note that the 

ventrally located pOY+ and Y+ neurones, and the most ventral Y- unit all had 

narrow response ranges restricted to angles close to 00
• 

Movement of the apodeme alone (i.e., with the flexor strand fixed at 600
) is 

sufficient to excite both flexion and extension sensitive neurones throughout the 

mtFCO. Future investigations should deal in detail with the distribution and re

sponses of neurones excited by flexor strand movements, and with possible inter

actions caused by simultaneous movement of both attachments. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Range fractionation in the locust metathoracic 
femoral chordotonal organ 

SUMMARY 

Insect femoral chordotonal organs are internal stretch receptors which monitor 

the position and movement of the femur-tibia joint of the leg. Intracellular 

recordings from neurones in the metathoracic femoral chordotonal organ (mtFCO) 

of Locusta migratoria have been used to investigate range fractionation and 

hysteresis of tonic and phasic responses to tibial movements. Some neurones 

respond across the full range of femur-tibia angles, while others have restricted 

response ranges, and could act as labelled lines. Neurones with maximal firing 

at mid-angles are described for the first time in the locust mtFCO. Problems 

associated with previous extracellular studies are discussed. Responses are 

discussed in terms of underlying structural constraints on signal transduction. 

The problems of developing a viscoelastic model of the mtFCO are outlined, 

and an alternative method is suggested; 

INTRODUCTION 

Often sensory systems must often be able to respond to stimuli which vary in 

intensity over several orders of magnitude. In addition, they must be able to 

represent any relevant stimulus with a certain degree of precision. Because of 

the limited range of firing frequencies available to single neurones, these two 

requirements are often compromised one against the other. For example, Type 

3 receptors of the decapod PD organ which code for wide ranges of stimulus 

intensities are often quite insensitive (Mill and Lowe 1972). On the other hand, 

sensitive receptors often respond only to a restricted subset of possible stimuli 

(e.g., some Decticus primary auditory neurones (Kalrnring et al. 1978)). 

Proprioceptors which monitor appendage joint angles face a further complicating 

factor: they must unambiguously represent a parameter of movement such as 

velocity or acceleration over a range of leg angles. These neurones' firing 

frequencies may therefore be influenced by both velocity and absolute leg angle. 

By increasing the number of receptor units (neurones) within a sense 

organ, it is possible to overcome these problems. At least 2 scenarios are 
, 

possible: (1) each unit responds to the full range of stimuli, but is relatively 

insensitive. The sensitivity of the receptor organ as a whole is increased by 

subsequent convergence of afferent information onto interneurones (Aidley 1978, 
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and see Fig. 5 in Hofmann et al. 1985); (2) individual units respond with great 

accuracy, but only within narrow ranges of stimulus intensity. Different neurones 

respond in discrete (or slightly overlapping) ranges, in such a way that the 

combined response of the organ codes for all stimuli (range fractionation) (Cohen 

1963). If a neurone's response range is sufficiently narrow, then that neurone 

may function as a 'labelled line'. The movement units of the crustacean 

myochordotonal organ (MCOz) function in this way. Their firing frequency 

codes for joint velocity, while the presence of firing indicates that the leg is 

within the response range (position information). Evoy and Cohen (1969) suggest 

that this type of neurone may be necessary in MCOz to allow fine control of 

movement. Many vertebrate and invertebrate sensory systems exhibit range 

fractionation. These include taste and temperature receptors in the cat tongue 

(Cohen et al 1955, Dodt & Zotterman 1952); arthropod limb proprioceptors 

(Burns 1974, Cohen 1963, Hofmann et al. 1985, Young 1970, Zill 1985a); insect 

auditory receptors (Kalmring et al. 1978, Rheinlaender 1975); insect 

mechanoreceptors (Shimozawa & Kanou 1984a,b); insect vibration receptors 

(Kuhne 1982); eqUilibrium receptors in vertebrates (Lowenstein & Roberts 1950); 

and invertebrate statocysts (Cohen 1960). 

The femoral chordotonal organs (FCOs) of insect legs are multineuronal 

sense organs which monitor movements of the tibia relative to the femur. They 

have a role in shaping leg movements (Hofmann et al. 1985, Usherwood et al. 

1968, Zill 1985). FeO afferent neurones make direct connections with motor 

neurones, spiking and non-spiking local interneurones, and interganglionic 

interneurones (Burrows 1987, 1988, Burrows et al. 1988, Laurent 1988, Siegler 

1984, Wilson 1981). Several authors have mentioned range fractionation in 

insect joint chordotonal organs (Burns 1974, Hofmann et al. 1985, Matheson 

1990, Zill 1985a), but, in contrast to the locust auditory system (Kalmring et al. 

1978, Rheinlaender 1975), there has not yet been a thorough study of this aspect 

of sensory function in joint chordotonal organs. Matheson (1990) outlined the 

types of receptor neurones in the mtFCO, while a second report (Matheson in 

prep: Chapter Four) describes the relationship between response type and central 

projection pattern. Field (in press) has recently described a possible mechanical 

contribution to range fractionation in the mtFCO, but this has not yet been 

correlated with detailed physiological studies. Hofmann et al. (1985) have discussed 

aspects of range fractionation in the stick insect FCO, giving examples of the 

main response types. This valuable information however, was not presented in a 

way that gave an appreciation of the overlap between response ranges; nor did 
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the few examples reveal much about the more subtle differences between neurones 

(because the examples tend to be either 'typical' of a class, or 'extreme'). 

The main aim of my present paper is to illustrate and discuss the response 

ranges, variation betw~en units, and overlap of responses in the locust mtFCO. I 

have recorded intracellularly from individual locust metathoracic FCO (mtFCO) 

neurones while moving the FCO apodeme to mimic leg movements in the range 

0-120° (encompassing the angles used by the locust during normal activities). I 

examine both tonic (position) and phasic (velocity) range fractionation. Because 

the acceleration of movements was not controlled I do not describe the range 

fractionation of putative acceleration receptors. The hysteresis of the tonic 

responses is also illustrated and discussed. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Adult locusts (Locusta migratoria) from our laboratory culture were used for all 

experiments. The results are based on 189 successful recordings from 256 

animals. These results are derived from experiments reported in Matheson 

(1990) and Matheson (in prep) (Chapters Two and Four). 

The terminology, and the stimulating and recording techniques used have 

been fully described previously (Matheson 1990, in prep), and are only briefly 

mentioned here for clarity. 

Animals were restrained ventral side up in plasticene. Movements of the 

mtFCO apodeme at controlled velocities mimicked tibial movements betvveen 0 

and 120°. The flexor strand was held static at 60°. Intracellular recordings were 

made from FCO axons either close to the metathoracic ganglion (nS: Matheson 

in prep), or in mid-femur (nSB1: Matheson 1990). Drops of locust saline (pH 

6.8) were added if required to prevent drying out of the preparation. Responses 

to stepwise ramp-and-hold stimuli at a range of velocities were recorded on tape 

for later filming and analysis. Position and velocity (but not acceleration) of the 

apodeme were controlled. Putative acceleration receptors have been discussed 

by Matheson (1990), and the term 'acceleration receptor' is used in the same way 

here to refer to these units. 

RESULTS 

Classification of receptors 

The terminology used here to describe FCO neurone's response types follows 

that described in detail by Matheson (1990). If a neurone had a tonic discharge 
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while the femur was held at a constant angle, the neurone was deemed to be 

position sensitive (abbreviation: P). The angle at which the highest firing frequency 

occurs was added as a superscript (e.g., P20). The abbreviation px is sometimes 

used to refer to a group of tonic neurones irrespective of their individual tonic 

maxima. Neurones which responded to leg movements in a velocity dependent 

way were given a 'V' code. The direction of movement that excited the neurone , 
was added as a superscript 'plus' or 'minus' sign (+ = tibial flexion, - = tibial 

extension). If the neurone matched the criteria for acceleration sensitivity (see 

Matheson 1990), it was given a '? A' code. Again, the sign of acceleration that 

excited the neurone was added as a superscript 'plus' or 'minus'. Acceleration 

sensitive neurones which responded to both signs were classed as ? A +-. Another 

type of acceleration sensitive neurone fired in response to both signs of acceleration, 

but only at the start of movements. These were classed as '? AS' neurones (for 

"Acceleration at the Start"). When a neurone responded to more than one 

parameter of a movement the appropriate abbreviations were combined. 

Range fractionation 

Tonic responses 

I present the tonic neurones in order of their position sensitivity, beginning with 

those that fire maximally at 0°, and progressing to those with highest firing 

frequencies at 120°. All tonically active neurones (including the various phasic

tonic response types) have been pooled in this section. The full response type of 

any particular illustrated neurone is given in the appropriate figure legend. 

During recording in my experiments neurones were selected so that I had 

examples of as many response types as possible. For this reason it is not valid to 

compare the number of neurones having maxima at each angle. In fact, there 

were many more neurones with maxima at either 0 or 120° than with maximum 

firing rates at mid-angles. 

The tonic values plotted for each neurone are averages taken from at least 

3 (usually 4-8) complete 'staircase' (ramp-and-hold) stimulations (each with 

ramps at a different velocity). Error bars indicate ± 1 SE, and are often hidden 

by the size of the symbols. In cases where hysteresis caused an ambiguity in 

determining the leg angle at which maximal firing occurred, the two curves were 

averaged. 

Maximum at full flexion (0°). Neurones with tonic maxima at 0° included 4 which 
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were relatively insensitive to position between 0 and 80°, but which responded 

with a marked reduction in firing to more extended angles (Fig. l~ and upper 

curve in Fig. ID). These neurones all had relatively high firing frequencies at 0° 

(> 25 Hz). Other neurones had a more linear response curve (Fig. IB). It is 

likely that there is a continuum of response type, rather than separation into 2 

distinct types. For example, the neurone represented in the upper curve in Fig, 

IB has the steepest part of its response between 80 and 120°, yet does not have a 

plateau between 0 and 80°, 
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Figure 1 A·D. Tonic nemones with maximal firing at 0°. (A) Units \v:ith a sharp reduction in firing 
between 80 and 1000

• Circles, squares = pOy+? A +. triangles = pOy+. (B) Units \\~th a gradual 
decrease in firing at extended angles. Circles = pO?A +. squares, triangles = pOY+. (C) Units \\~th 
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Thirteen other neurones with tornc maxima at 0° had narrow response 

ranges restricted to angles between 0 and 40° (Fig. IC). Generally these neurones 

had maximal firing rates of less than 25 Hz, but one (upper curve in Fig. IC) 

reached 40 Hz at 0°. These neurones vary rarely fired tonically at angles greater 

than 40°, 

Hysteresis in the response curves was evident in varying degrees for different 

neurones, as evidenced in Fig. lA-C (and see Discussion). Fig. ID compares the 

extent of hysteresis in 2 po neurones \\~th similar maximum tonk firing rates. 

The lower curve represents one of the most extreme cases recorded, with a 
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hysteresis in excess of 20 Hz at a leg angle of 40° (approx 80% of its maximum 

firing rate). This neurone was also quite sensitive to velocity of flexion (pOV+ 

response), but there was no evidence that the tonic firing rate following flexions 

was affected by the velocity of the preceding movement. Other, equally sensitive, 

pxv neurones did not exhibit such a large hysteresis. 

Maximwn at 20°. Two of the 8 neurones with a tonic peak at 20° had maximum 

firing frequencies of 60-80 Hz (e.g., upper curves in Fig. 2A,B), although most 

maxima were at less than 40 Hz. Two types of curves were apparent (contrast 

Fig. 2A and B). The firing of some neurones falls off in a linear way for angles 

greater than 20° (Fig. 2A), while others (Fig. 2B) have a broad plateau between 

20° and approximately 80°, with relatively steep drop-offs at either extreme of leg 

movement. Even neurones with low firing frequencies (e.g., lowest curves in Fig. 

2A and B) show the same trends (Fig. 2 Inset: note vertical scale). Note that the 

hysteresis of the neurone shown in the upper curve of Fig. 2B reverses at a leg 

angle of 60°. 

Maximum at 400. Neurones with tonic maxima at 40° (n = 13) exhibited similar 

response patterns to those described for p20 neurones. Some (Fig. 3A upper 

curve) had a broad plateau from 0-60°, with a sharp decline at more extended 

angles, while others had a steady decrease between 40 and 120° (lower curve). 

In contrast to these types, most p40 neurones had quite low firing rates at both 0° 

and 120° (Fig. 3B-D). Some had ill-defined peaks (Fig. 3B), while others had 

more clear-cut responses (Fig. 3C, and especially Fig. 3D). Hysteresis was 

present to varying degrees, with some neurones having markedly different firing 

rates following ramps in either direction (upper curve in Fig. 3C), while others 

showed little difference (lower curves in Fig. 3C,D). Neurones of the former 

type often did not have a tonic response during holds following one direction of 

movement (lower curve in Fig. 3C). The hysteresis of some curves crossed over 

between 60 and 80° (Fig. 3D). 

Maximum at 600. The responses seen for other mid-position sensitive neurones 

were present in p60 neurones (Le., plateau from 0-60° with sharp drop-off to 120° 

(Fig. 4A); broad peak of maximum firing (Fig. 4C); variable hysteresis (compare 

curves in Fig. 4C». None of the 6 p60 neurones had response curves in which the 

hysteresis crossed over. 

Some p60 neurones had quite narrow peaks of tonic firing (Fig. 4D). 
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Figure 2 A,B. Tonic neurones with maximal fIring at 20°. (A) Units with a gradual decline in firing 
between 20 an 120°. Circles = p2oY+?A +, squares = p20?A +-, triangles = p20Y-?A-. (B) Units 
with a broad plateau of maximal firing between 20 and 80°. Circles = p2oY+?A +, squares = 
p20Y+?A-, triangles = P2o?AS. (Inset) The lowest curves from A and B plotted on an expanded 
vertical scale. 

These peaks were always present only during holds following ramps in one 

direction, with holds following ramps in the other direction eliciting very few 

spikes. 

Two neurones with maximum firing rates of less than 10 Hz had low firing 

frequencies at leg angle less than 60°, reached a peak at 60°, and had maintained 
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Figure 3 A·D. Neurones with tonic maxima at 40°, (A) Some units had a gradual change in firing 
(lower curve), while others had a sharp decline between 60 and 100° (upper curve). Circles = 
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high firing between 60° and 120° (Fig. 4Bi,iii). No neurones with tonic maxima 

at angles less than 60° had maintained high firing at more extended angles. 

Other p60 neurones showed the reverse (higher maintained firing when the leg 

was flexed than when it was extended: Fig. 4Bii), and were therefore more 

similar to the response illustrated in Fig. lA, 3A, and 4A. 

Maximum at 80 or 100°. Only 3 neurones had maximum firing at 80° (Fig. 5), 

while 2 reached their maximum at 100° (Fig. 6). One of the former fired at 

about 20 Hz for all leg angles between 0 and 80°, but fired at a lower rate (10 

Hz) at more extended leg angles (triangular symbols in Fig. 5). It was thus a 

similar response to the "plateau and sharp drop-off''' seen for other tonic neurones. 

Two neurones had a different response: at 0° they fired at less than 5 Hz, then 

increased steadily to reach peak firing at 80°. At greater leg angles the firing 

rate was reduced (circles, squares in Fig. 5). The maximum firing rate of one of 

these neurones was 60 Hz, while the other only reached 5 Hz. 

One of the 2 neurones with tonic maxima at 100° (Fig. 6) had a similar 

response to those just described: it fired at less than 5 Hz when the leg was set at 

0-20°, increasing steadily to reach a peak of approximately 20 Hz at 100°. The 
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Figure 5. Tonic neurones with maximal firing at 80°. Circles = p80y-, squares = p80Y-?N, 
triangles = p80y+. 
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120 

firing rate decreased very slightly at 1200 (circles in Fig. 6). The other plOO 

neurone (squares in Fig. 6) only had a weak position sensitivity with a maximum 

of 5 Hz at 1000
• It fired more slowly at 1200 (4 Hz), and at more flexed leg 

angles, reaching a minimum of 2 Hz at 400
• Between 40 and 00 the firing rate 

increased to 3 Hz, giving the overall curve 2 peaks. This neurone exhibited very 

little hysteresis. 

Maxilnwn at 120~ The maximum firing frequency attained by p120 neurones 

ranged between 3 and 40 Hz (Fig. 7A,B). In addition, the range of leg angles 

eliciting a tonic response varied markedly between neurones (Fig. 7 A-C). In 

order to highlight this, all the p120 responses recorded are presented together in 

Fig. 7B (values from the eAiension and flexion sides of the ramp-and-hold stimulus 

have been averaged for each neurone). In Fig. 7C the same data are plotted on 

a log scale to emphasise the different response ranges. It is clear that some 

neurones have response ranges restricted to leg angles of 80-1200
, while others 

respond over the entire range of leg angles. There appears to be a continuum of 

response width, rather than a separation into distinct response groupings. 
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Other responses. Several neurones had a tornc maximum at a relatively flexed 

angle, and a second, smaller, increase in firing frequency at 1200 (Fig. 8). This 

secondary increase is large when compared to the size of the Standard Error 

bars, and therefore appears to be real. The phasic component of some of these 

neurones also showed a secondary peak near 1200 (lower curve in Fig. 8 is from 

the same animal as that represented in Fig. 14B). 

Several phasic~tonic neurones had erratic firing at most static leg angles 

(Fig. 9: note the large Standard Errors). This firing was usually caused by 

movements of tracheae or muscles in the distal femur distorting the FCO apodeme. 

These neurones were not classified as 'tome'. 
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Figure B.Tonic neurones with elevated firing at both extremes of leg movement. Circles = p20y+, 
squares = p6oY-?A-, 

Phasic (velocity) responses 

Range fractionation may occur in either (or both) of 2 aspects of velocity sensitivity. 

These are: (1) the range of leg angles over which neurones respond at a given 

velocity; and (2) the range of velocities to which different neurones respond. 

Most of the figures in this section are 'families' of curves representing the firing 
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frequency elicited by different velocity movements in different parts of the leg's 

arc of movement. They therefore include information about both aspects of the 

response. Each line represents a single repeat of one complete ramp-and-hold 

stimulus so error bars cannot be calculated. 

It is important to remember that the firing frequencies shown in my graphs 

are calculated from the number of spikes per ramp. Because all ramps were 20° 

steps, higher velocity ramps were shorter in duration. This means that spike 

frequencies calculated for these shorter (faster) ramps will be derived from 

fewer spikes, and often exhibit greater variation. For example, a neurone could 

fire 10 spikes at 50 Hz in response to a 1000s-1 movement, but only 4 spikes 200 

Hz during a 10000s-1 movement. 

I have pooled all the neurones possessing a velocity sensitive component 

irrespective of any additional responsiveness to position or acceleration. I first 

examine the response ranges of extension sensitive and then flexion sensitive 

neurones, before going on to describe the relationship between tibial velocity 

and firing frequency. 
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Figure 9. Neurones with ongoing activity unrelated to leg angle. These neurones were not 
classified as 'tonic' because the firing appeared to be caused by tracheal movements. Both 
neurones classified V+. 
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Extension sensitive new"Ol1es, Femoral chordotonal organ neurones which responded 

in my experiments to the velocity of leg extension (Y-) must be relaxation 

sensitive (tibial extension = apodeme ligament relaxation). The flexor strand 

was held at a fixed angle and could not have contributed to this response. 

The majority ofY- neurones (45/72) responded most strongly to extensions 

close to 0° (e.g., the 0~20° step of a ramp-and-hold stimulus: Fig. 10). Higher leg 

velocities caused increased firing at all angles (Fig. 11). At the highest velocity 

tested (10000S·1) the frequency of action potentials during the 0-20° ramp varied 

between neurones within the range 100-350 Hz (note: for a 0.02 s (10000S-1) 

ramp, a single spike equates to an instantaneous firing frequency of 50 Hz). 

Some of these neurones were very sensitive: they responded to movements at 

100s·1 with firing frequencies of 20-30 Hz (slower movements were not tested). 

The range of leg angles over which anyone neurone responded sometimes 

depended on the velocity of movement: in all such cases a higher velocity caused 

the neurone to respond over a wider range of angles. This phenomenon occurred 

in the responses of virtually all phasic neurones which had restricted ranges at 
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Figure 10. Extension sensitive neurones \\~th maximal responses close to 0°, 1 = Y-, 2 = p4°Y-, 3 
= p120y', 4 = p4°Y-?A-,5 = Y-, 
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Figure 11. p4°V-?A- neurone stimulated by different velocities of tibial movement (numbers to 
right COs-i)). 

lower leg velocities, and can be seen in many of the figures of this and the next 

section. 

Neurones with Y- maxima at 0° included pure velocity units (Y-), and 

neurones with mixed position, velocity, and acceleration responses (e.g., pOY-, 
p80y-? A-). Phasic-tonic neurones had tonic maxima in the range 0 to 120°. 

Twenty two Y- neurones were most sensitive to movements at mid-angles, 

and had reduced firing at both extremes of leg movement (Fig. 12A,B). The 

maximal firing frequencies of these neurones ranged from 50 to 300 Hz (for a 

10000s-1 movement), with most firing at or below 150 Hz. The neurone represented 

in Fig. 12B fired at 300 Hz during a 4000s-1 ramp, but was not tested at any higher 

velocities. At low velocities of movement (e.g., 200s-1: lowest curves in Fig. 12A) 

these neurones often did not fire at all at extreme leg angles. At higher velocities 

their firing frequencies increased, and the range of leg angles in which extensions 

elicited spikes widened (other curves in Fig. 12A). At 10000s-1 some neurones 

still did not fire at 0° (Fig. 12A). Other neurones fired in response to movements 

at all leg angles (Fig. 12B). Neurones with mid-angle velocity maxima included 

both pure velocity units (Y-) and units with mixed positiol\ velocity, and acceleration 

responses (e.g., p120y-, p6Dy-? A-). All the neurones in this group with a tonic 

component had their tonic maximum between 60 and 120°. 
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Figure 12 A,B. E>..1ension sensitive neurones with maximal responses to movements at mid-angles. 
(A) V- unit stimulated at the velocities indicated to the right COs-I). (B) p6°v- unit stimulated at 
velocities of 20 to 4000s-1. 

Three extension-velocity sensitive neurones had maximal firing frequencies 

at 1200 (Fig. l3A,B). For 10000s-! movements, their maximum firing rates were 

50 Hz (Y-), 100 Hz (PI20y-: Fig. l3B) and 150 Hz (PI20V-: Fig. l3A) respectively. 

Seven neurones had unusual responses: they fired most in response to 

extensions close to 00, but also had a secondary peak of sensitivity at the 100-1200 

step of a ramp-and-hold stimulus (Fig. 14A,B). These neurones had maximal 

i-: 
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Figure 13 A,B. Effect of different stimulus velocities on fIring of extension sensitive neurones with 
maximal phasic responses near 120°. Velocity of movement is indicated in degrees per second on 
the right side of the fIgure. Both examples are P120V- units. 

firing frequencies (for 10000s·1 leg extensions) ranging between 150 and 300 Hz. 

All of these neurones were of the response type pXY-? A-, where x is in the range 

40-120°, Other neurones with a pXY-? A' response did not show this secondary 

peak. 
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Figure 14 A,B. Extension sensitve neurones exhibiting increased phasic firing at both extremes of 
leg movement for all velocities tested (numbers to right (os-I)). Both neurones classified P60Y-?A". 

Flexion sensitive neurones. Neurones which responded to stretch of the apodeme 

ligament (tibial flexion) responded to higher velocities with higher firing frequencies 

(n := 65). At higher velocities these neurones often fired in response to movements 

in a greater range of leg angles. 

Forty-four flexion-velocity sensitive neurones responded most strongly during 

flexions close to 0° (Fig. 15). Some neurones of this type fired more spikes at 

each step successively closer to 00
, and hence had response curves which did not 
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flatten out (Fig. 16A). Other neurones did reach a plateau over the last 2-3 steps 

(Fig. 16B). Of the former type, 21 were purely phasic, and 3 were phasic-tonic 

(poV+). Eight of the latter (plateau) type were purely phasic, while 10 had a 

poV+ response. This difference is statistically significant (Chi2: P = 0.0028, 1 df). 

The only plOOV+ neurone recorded fell into this latter group. Maximal firing 

frequencies (20-0° step, 10000s·1) ranged from 100 to 350 Hz, with most in the 

range 100-200 Hz. Flexion-velocity sensitive neurones with maxima at 0° included 

some with the narrowest phasic response ranges observed (e.g., right-most curves 

in Fig. 15, and Fig. 17). In extreme cases, firing could only be elicited in the last 

step (20-0°) at high velocities (Fig. 17 and inset). Generally, neurones which 

reached a plateau near 0° had wider response ranges at all velocities than did 

neurones which did not reach a plateau. 
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Figure 15. Flexion-velocity sensitive neurones with maximal phasic responses near 120°. Each 
curve represents a different neurone. All neurones were stimulated at 4000s-1. 1,3-7 = Y+, 2 = 
pOy+. 

Many flexion sensitive neurones had very wide response ranges, with constant 

firing rates across the full range of leg angles at a given velocity (Fig. 18~B). 

Some of these neurones had the most sensitive phasic (velocity) responses recorded 

(e.g., neurone in Fig. 18A fired at 50 Hz during movements at 6.7°s·1). Slower 

movements were not tested methodically, but this neurone at least, responded to 

movements as slow as 0.50s-1• Both purely phasic and phasic-tonic neurones were 

included in this group. Tonic maxima were in the range 0-80°. 
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Figure 16 A,B. Flexion sensitive neurones with maximal phasic fIring near 120°. (A) V+ unit 
which did not reach a plateau. (B) pDV+ unit which responded with similar fIring frequencies to 
movements over a wide range of leg angles. The effect was exaggerated at higher stimulus 
velocities. 

Only 5 neurones had maximum sensitivities to flexions at mid-angles. These 

responses were rather weak (Fig. 19). The maximum firing frequencies (10000S·1 

ramp) ranged between 150-250 Hz. Two neurones were not tested at 10000s·1: 

their maximal firing during 4000s·1 ramps was 200 or 250 Hz respectively. All 

these mid-position neurones were phasic-tonic: the tonic maxima ranged from 0-

40°. 
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Figure 17. Flexion sensitive neurone with a response range restricted to near 120° for all velocities 
between 200 and lOooos-I . Inset Similar neurone which only responded during the 20-0° ramp, 
even when stimulated at lOooos- I . 

Three neurones fired most strongly during ramps near 120°. In 2 cases the 

responses were rather weak, while the other neurone had a more marked peak, 

at least at the higher velocities (Fig. 20). In all cases, the maximal firing 

frequency during a 10000s·1 ramp was 200 Hz. All these neurones had pxV +? A + 

responses (where x = 0-20). Other neurones with this classification did not have 

maximal velocity responses at 120°. 

Effect of tibial velocity on firing frequency during ramps 

All recorded neurones had higher firing frequencies at 10000s·1 than at the 

next slowest movement tested (usually 4000s-1, but occasionally 500 or 6000s·1) 

(Le., firing frequency was never seen to completely saturate). Some neurones 

did however have different lower thresholds to velocity. The most sensitive 

neurone responded to movements at least as slow as 0.5°s·1• Another neurone 

responded to movements at 10000s-\ but not those at 4000s-1. The majority of 

neurones responded to all the velocities tested (20-10000s-1). Neurones which 

only responded to higher velocities were usually those with narrow response 

ranges near either 0° or 120°, I did not attempt to determine velocity thresholds 

for the majority of neurones, but it is interesting to examine the above-threshold 
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response to velocity. Twenty-three neurones chosen from 6 categories of velocity 

sensitive units (including wide and narrow range V+ and V- types, and V- mid 

position types) were examined in detail (4 units from each type except wide 

range V+ (3». Firing rates were plotted against ramp velocity for the ramp 

which elicited the greatest firing (Le., 20-0° ramp for V+ units which fired most 

as the leg approached 0°). For the wide range units, ramps in 3 ranges of leg 

angle were analysed: 0-20, 60-80, and 100-120. 
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Figure 18 A,B. Flexion sensitive neurones which responded with uniform firing across the full 
range of leg angles. A = V+. B = poV+. 
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Figure 19. Flexion sensitive neurone (P20V+) with maximal phasic fIring at mid-angles. The 
velocities used are indicated at the right COs-l). 
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Figure 20. Flexion sensitive neurone (poV +? A +) which responded most strongly to movements 
near 120°. The effect was exaggerated at higher velocities. 
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When plotted on linear axes the majority of neurones exhibited some 

degree of saturation at higher velocities (e.g., Fig. 21). Although there was some 

variation both between and within the chosen classes with respect to absolute 

firing frequency and the shape of the response curve, this did not appear to be 

systematically related to any other features of response type. 
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Figure 21. Effect of extension velocity on the firing frequency of 4 wide range, velocity sensitive 
neurones. Each neurone was tested at 0-20° (a), 60-80° (b), and 100-120° (c). f-.. _) = p4°Y-, 
(---) = p80Y-?A-, t· ....... _) = Y-?A-, (_) = p120y-. 

Regressions were calculated for individual neurones from 3 classes: Fig. 

22A: Y+ wide (20-0° ramp), Fig. 22B: Y- wide (0-20° ramp), and Fig. 22C: y- mid 

(60-80° ramp). In this figure, solid and open (dashed) symbols and lines are 

simply used to help distinguish betvveen neurones: they have no other significance. 

On average, ,:z values were higher for data plotted on log-log axes than on either 

linear or log-linear (x-y) axes, indicating that the general form of the regression 

should be: 

log(firing frequency) = a.log(ramp velocity) + b 

where a is the slope of the regression line, and b is the Y intercept. This 

equation can alternatively be expressed as: 

(firing frequency) = lQb.(ramp velocity)a 
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Figure 22 A-C. Effect of tibial velocity on flring frequency of phasic neurones. (A) Wide range 
flexion sensitive units (20-0° ramp). Circles = poV+: logY = 0.7610gX + 0.25,,2 = 0.988. Squares 
::: V+: logY = 0.33710gX + 1.44,,2 = 0.987. Triangles = poV+: logY = 0.29 10gX + 1.44,,2 = 
0.952. (B) Wide range extension sensitive units (0-20° ramp). Open circles = p120V-: logY = 0.91 
10gX - 0.406,,2 == 0.997. Closed circles::: V-: logY = 1.55 10gX - 2.44, ,2 = 0.962. Open squares = 
V-: logY == 1.4510gX - 2.52,,2 = 0.892. Closed squares = p120V-: logY = 0.501ogX + 0.639,,2 = 
0.995. (C) Mid-position extension sensitive neurones (60-80° ramp). Open circles = V-?A-: logY 
= 0.92 log X - 0.31, ,2 ::: 0.949. Closed circles = P40V-: logY = 0.49 10gX + 0.99, ,2 = 0.979. 
Triangles = p80V-?A-: logY = 0.541ogX + 0.71,,2 = 0.971. Squares = p120V-: logY = 0.251ogX + 
1.27,,2 = 0.820. 
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The individual regression equations, regression coefficients, and details of 

each neurone's response type are given in the figure captions 

Two neurones in Fig. 22B appear to have steeper response curves than 

other neurones. It is not possible to statistically test the significance of this 

difference because each line is derived from only 1 complete ramp-and-hold 

stimulus (Le., the errors cannot be calculated). Both these neurones were Y

units, while the other 2 in Fig. 22B were p120y- units. 

DISCUSSION 

Range fractionation 

Range fractionation clearly does occur in the locust mtFCO, and there are 

units which could act as labelled lines to signal leg position. Narrow-range units 

are present almost exclusively at the extremes of leg movement, but a few mid

range units also have restricted ranges (see Fig. 9D). The response ranges of 

most neurones (both phasic and tonic types) tend to be wide. This contrasts to 

the crab myochordotonal organ, for example, where only 1 out of 48 flexion 

sensitive neurones responded over the full range of leg angles (Cohen 1963). 

The considerable overlap of wide-range neurone's response ranges should allow 

the CNS to extract accurate positional information about all leg angles, even in 

the absence of 'mid-position labeled line' units. Neurones with sensitivities 

restricted to near 0° could act as labelled lines to indicate when the tibia is fully 

flexed. This information should be important when the animal is preparing for a 

jump. It would be of considerable interest to investigate the connections of such 

sensory afferents onto interneurones (such as the M cell) which are known to 

initiate jumping. The only units with narrow response ranges near 120° were a 

limited number of position sensitive cells. However, some other position sensitive 

units have uniformly high firing frequencies between 0 and 100°, and a sudden 

decline in firing at more extended angles. These neurones also can therefore 

precisely signal extreme extension. 

It is interesting to note that some phasic-tonic neurones had secondary 

peaks of firing at 120° (Fig. 8,14). In some cases both the phasic and tonic 

components showed this trend, but in others only one component did so. These 

neurones appear to be the first examples of U-shaped firing curves in an FCO. 

Zill (1985a) stated that "phasic units were active in ranges of either extension or 

flexion but not both". 
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The lack of neurones with narrow-range extension sensitivity may reflect 

methodological constraints rather than a physiological difference: it is possible 

that such units do exist, but are activated by stretch of the flexor strand. In my 

experiments this ligament was held at a fixed angle of 60°. In addition, the 

metathoracic leg of Locusta can extend as far as 150°, so it is possible that there 

are units which begin to fire beyond 120° to signal full extension. Zill (1985a) 

illustrated 1 such unit which only responded between 150 and 170° in Schistocerca. 
The relationship bet\veen tibial angle and FCO apodeme movement is 

approximately linear between 0 and 120°, but is distorted at more extended 

angles (See curve for Schistocerca in Field and Burrows (1982». In particular, 

extensions between 0 and 120° push the apodeme towards the FCO, while 

further extensions (beyond 120°) tend to pull the apodeme. Thus, both a flexion 

from 120 to 100° and an extension from 120 to 140° exert a pull of similar 

magnitude on the apodeme. Some complex mechanism must exist if FCO 

neurones are to make a distinction between these movements. Field (in press) 

has shown that the main ligament to the apodeme is multi-stranded, and that 

different strands are under differential tension. It is possible that this mechanism 

is responsible for the observation that groups of neurones (connected to different 

bundles of strands in the ligament) respond differently to the same movement of 

the apodeme. Clearly, further research is required in this area. 
The firing frequencies of many tonic neurones exceed 40 Hz, yet the whole

nerve recordings of locust mtFCO tonic activity at different leg angles presented 

in Zill (1985a) and Usherwood et aI. (1968) have surprisingly low values (maximum 

< 160 Hz). Theophilidis (1986b) has slightly more higher values for Decticus 
(minimum approx. 230 Hz, maximum 550 Hz). These low rates suggest that only 

the largest tonic spikes are being detected in extracellular records, and that the 

recordings made by the latter author were of better quality. This introduces the 

possibility of considerable bias in the shape of the extracellularly recorded response 

curve because neurones with different sized axons are likely to have different 

responses. It is interesting therefore to note that the shapes of the response 
curves presented by Theophilidis are different to those presented by Zill (1985a) 

and Usherwood et al. (1968). Considerable caution should be used when 

interpreting such extracellular recordings. In particular, these extracellular 

recordings certainly hide the responses of neurones which have mid-position 

tonic maxima. Although the extracellular recordings fail to represent small 

spikes, these neurones must still make significant contributions to the information 

flowing into the CNS. 
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Hysteresis in tonic responses 

Hysteresis in the responses of mtFCO neurones has been discussed by Matheson 

(1990) and Zill & Jepson~Innes (1988). Mill & Lowe (1972) presented a theoretical 

model to explain how the eNS could extract accurate positional information 

from an otherwise ambiguous position response, but this does not seem to have 

been investigated at the neuronal level. Examples in the present paper show 

that hysteresis varies greatly between neurones: even between those with otherwise 

similar responses. Zill (1985a) and Zill & Jepson-Innes (1988) discussed hysteresis 

in terms of movements away from, and back to the central leg angle because all 

the tonic units in those studies had maximal firing at the extremes of leg movement. 

It is therefore interesting to examine the hysteresis of neurones with mid-position 

maxima reported in the present paper. 

Most tonic neurones had a velocity sensitive component (Table 1). At any 

given leg angle the tonic firing of most flexion-velocity sensitive neurones was 

higher if the set angle had been approached by a flexion than if the set angle had 

been approached by an extension (e.g., lower curve in Fig. 6D). The converse 

was generally true for extension-velocity sensitive neurones. This could suggest 

that the hysteresis is simply a long-lasting aftereffect of the phasic response. 

However a few phasic-tonic units did not follow this pattern. For example, the 

neurone represented in the upper curve of Fig. 7 A responded phasically to 

flexions, but its tonic firing was higher at any given angle if that angle had been 

approached by an extension. Position-and-acceleration sensitive neurones also 

exhibited similar hysteresis to PV units, yet their phasic response was limited to 

1-2 spikes per ramp. Some other neurones with mid-angle tonic maxima had 

response curves which crossed over near 600 (e.g., upper curve in Fig. 8D). In 

these cases the hysteresis meant that the firing frequency at any set angle was 

greater if that angle had been approached from a position further from the 

cross-over angle. Hofmann et al. (1985) noted phasic-tonic neurones in the stick 

insect which respond tonically as the leg was set to progressively more extended 

angles, but respond phasically to flexions. This information, and the differences 

in hysteresis mentioned above suggest that in many phasic-tonic neurones the 

tonic and phasic responses are largely uncoupled from each other. Mill & Lowe 

(1972) have also noted this phenomenon in the PD proprioceptor of decapods. 

Because the mechanism of sensory transduction in chordotonal scolopidia is still 

unclear it is difficult to speculate about the possible basis for such apparently 

contradictory responses. Some insight may be gained by recording from, and 
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staining individual receptors before fixing and sectioning the FCO for TEM 

examination. In this way it should be possible to clarify structural differences in 

the dendritic endings, scolopidia, and attachment cells of the various response 

types. As noted earlier, Field (in press) has begun this task by examining the 

fine structure of the FCO's main ligament. Further information about the 

mechanics of tension development in the various strands described by Field, and 

the degree of interaction between strands is now required. The strikingly non

linear responses of many tonic neurones to linear movements of the apodeme 

(especially the units with secondary maxima at 1200 (Fig. 8» highlight the need 

to clarify the interactions between mechanical and electrophysiological factors 

controlling FCO responses. Zill (1985a) made a brief study of the effect of 

injected current on the responses of various locust mtFCO neurones, but did not 

thoroughly characterise neurones before testing their response to current. In 

addition, he gave very little information about the details of each elicited response. 

A more thorough study of the relationships between injected current and firing 

frequency in characterised neurones would complement a morphological study, 

and would help explain the basis for range fractionation and hysteresis in these 

neurones. 

Velocity effects on firing frequency 

Although velocity thresholds were not systematically examined in the present 

study it is possible to make some generalisations about the responses of velocity

sensitive neurones. The range of angles and velocities tested in this work are 

similar to those used by the animal during walking: Burns (1973) reported that 

the metathoracic leg moved in the arc 40-900 at stepping frequencies of up to 9 

Hz during straight walking. Assuming a sinusoidal protraction/retraction cycle, 

it is possible to determine that the maximal angular velocity during such movements 

will be approximately 14000s-1, This is likely to be an upper limit because 

velocity is known to be controlled during both the stance and swing phase (Dean 

& Cruse 1986). For example, in the stick insect at least, a graph of leg position 

versus time tends to resemble a rounded saw-tooth pattern with constant velocity 

during both phases of the step. It is clear though, that the locust leg can be 

moved at higher velocities during kicking for example. At these higher velocities, 

proprioceptive feedback is likely to have a reduced influence because reflex 

latency will significantly interfere. In my work, velocities between 20 and 10000s·1 

were regularly used to test phasic responses of neurones in the range 0-1200 of 
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leg angle. Some neurones were tested at lower velocities (5-200S·1). 

Most velocity-sensitive neurones responded to all the velocities used (20-

10000s·1), although different neurones could have different firing frequencies at a 

given velocity (compare Fig. 16A & B). Some neurones were markedly more 

sensitive to low velocities than most (e.g., Fig. 23A). No neurones saturated at 

higher velocities. Note however that the 2 upper velocities tested were usually 

400 and 10000s-1: some neurones could have reached their peak firing frequencies 

at an intermediate value (e.g., 800 Hz). Zill (1985a) illustrated the responses of 

2 phasic neurones to increasing frequencies of sinusoidal movement (from 0-9 

Hz) over a 12° arc. Both these neurones were almost saturated at 5 Hz 

(corresponding to maximal velocities of 188°s-1). However, in his text Zill stated 

that "at frequencies greater than 50-75 Hz these units show range saturation". If 

this is accurate, then the correct value for response saturation velocity would be 

18800s-1, corresponding better with my information. Zill (1985a) also stated that 

below the saturation level, firing frequency increased linearly with increased 

frequency of stimulation. This does not agree with my results, nor with those of 

Hofmann et al. (1986): in these cases a log-log relationship was preferred. Mill 

& Lowe (1972) illustrated velocity sensitive neurones from the PD organ of 

Cancer, one of which had a linear increase in firing with increased velocity, and 

another which responded linearly to the log of velocity. Although Mill & Lowe 

give a regression coefficient (r = 0.966) for their log-linear curve, they do not 

give corresponding values for the same data plotted on other coordinate systems, 

so it is not possible to confirm that this is the best possible fit. Hofmann et al. 

(1985) did not fit regressions to their data. In my study, average il values (Le., 

mean values from the regressions for many neurones) were always higher for 

data plotted on log-log scales than for the same data plotted on log-linear or 

linear axes. However, individual neurones sometimes had higher il values when 

they were plotted on linear or log-linear axes. Regression coefficients for all 

three possibilities were always high (worst fit: il = 0.77). It is possible that 

different neurones have different stimulus-response relationships. Because I did 

not consistently test velocities at both extremes of sensitivity I am unable to 

compare the upper and lower thresholds of different neurones. This restricts 

any interpretation of the variation of shape or slope of the regression lines 

beacause each neurone may have been tested in a different parts of its sensitivity 
range. 

Cohen (1963) illustrated another type of response for a flexion-sensitive 

neurone from the myochordotonal organ of Cancer: the slope of its response/ 
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velocity curve increased at higher velocities in the range 0-16°s-1 (the opposite of 

saturation). It is not clear however if these velocities represent the full physiological 

range used by the animal, so this observation cannot be clearly compared to 

other studies. 

Non-linearities in the stimulus-response behaviour of mechanoreceptive 

neurones may be introduced at a variety of steps in the pathway from mechanical 

input to firing frequency (Mann & Chapman 1975). These include viscoelastic 

properties of the surrounding tissue and/or cuticle, transients in the conductances 

of strain-sensitive channels in the transducer membrane, and accommodation of 

the axonal spike generating zone. Because the FeO is linked to the tibia by a 

relatively long connective tissue strand, it is likely that viscoelastic properties of 

the strand are very important in determining velocity sensitivity at least. 

Viscoelasticity is a generalisation of viscosity and elasticity. The ideal 

linear elastic element is a spring, while the ideal viscous element is a dashpot 

(e.g., a loose-fitting piston in an oil-filled cylinder arranged so that oil can flow 

back past the piston as it moves). In a viscoelastic model the two elements can 

be arranged in series or in parallel, or in combinations (with more than one 

element of each) (Bland 1960). Modeling such systems requires determination 

of at least 2 parameters: the modulus of the spring element(s), and the viscosity 

of the dashpot(s). I am not aware of any attempts to measure or estimate the 

relevant parameters of connective tissue strands, although considerably work has 

been undertaken on the viscoelastic properties of red blood cell membranes. 

Without this knowledge it is not practical to speculate on the expected contribution 

of viscoelasticity to the shape of the stimulus response curves presented here. It 

should be possible to simply measure the velocity and displacement of the FCO 

main ligament close to the FCO neurones during physiological movements of 

the tibia. This direct approach may be the most useful way to investigate the 

component mechanisms underlying range fractionation and hysteresis. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Locust metathoracic femoral chordotonal organ 
neurones have central projection patterns which 

correspond to their response 

ABSTRACT 

The locust meta thoracic femoral chordotonal organ contains neurones which 

respond to tibial position, velocity, or acceleration, or to combinations of these 

parameters. Discriminant analyses confirmed that neurones with different 

responses to tibial movements had different central branching patterns. Some 

aspects of the projections were consistent for all neurones (e.g., the path taken 

by the main neurite through the metathoracic ganglion), whereas other regions 

of branches were reduced or missing in some response classes. Some position

and-acceleration receptors had no main branches off the main neurite, and must 

therefore make relatively restricted contact with motorneurones and interneurones. 

Phasic or tonic neurones which responded in ranges of tibial extension had 

branches which projected further medial in Dorsal Commissures III and IV. 

This type of mapping does not appear to have been described previously. I 

compare my results with previous studies of tonotopic and somatotopic mapping 

in the insect CNS. 

INTRODUCTION 

The central projection patterns of many insect sensory receptor types have been 

studied in great detail (cricket clavate hairs: Murphey et al. 1980; cricket bristle 

hairs: Johnson and Murphey 1985; orthopteran tympanal afferents: Romer et al. 

1988, Oldfield 1983; locust hairplates and campaniform sensilla: Braunig et al. 

1981, 1983, Hustert et al. 1981, Pfluger et al. 1981; locust vibration receptors: 

Grosch et al. 1985, Romer 1985; locust chordotonal organs: Braunig et al. 1981, 

Burrows 1987, Field and Pfluger 1989, Hustert 1978. See Pfluger et al. 1988 for 

other references). While'some of these studies contain attempts to fill and 

categorise individual receptors (e.g., Murphey et al. 1980, Johnston and Murphey 

1985, Romer et a1. 1988), others (including those of chordotonal organs) have 

relied on whole-nerve axonal diffusion of dye to stain the entire popUlation of 

afferents. This does not allow accurate investigation of the variation between 
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afferents, and precludes attempts to correlate structure with response. 

The central branching patterns of physiologically similar afferent neurones 

often show variations in form. Mapping occurs if these variations relate in a 

systematic way to aspects of the neurones' responses. Two types of mapping 

have been described from the insect CNS: (1) tonotopic mapping is the orderly 

arrangement of afferent neurones according to their sensitivity to different 

frequencies of vibration. For example, the neurones which make up the ordered 

arrays of cell bodies in cricket tympanal organs (crista acoustica) project into the 

anterior intermediate sensory neuropile of the CNS in an pattern related to their 

physiological response (Oldfield 1983, Romer et a1. 1988). In contrast, the 4 

groups of receptor cells from the locust ear project to 4 different areas of this 

same neuropile, but there is no discernible mapping within each area (Romer et 

a1. 1988); (2) somatotopic (topographic) mapping is the arrangement of afferents 

according to the position of their peripheral somata. For example, the terminal 

projections of identifiable cricket clavate hairs located on the cerci are unique 

and reproducible from specimen to specimen (Murphey et a1. 1980). The branching 

pattern of a clavate hair neurone is correlated to the cell's 'birthday' (moult in 

which it first appears) and its position on the cercus. 

The femoral chordotonal organ (FCO) monitors movements of the tibia 

relative to the femur. It contains neurones which respond to tibial position, 

velocity, or acceleration, or to combinations of these parameters (Matheson 

1990). By using whole-nerve backfilling techniques, Field and Pfluger (1989) 

have shown that the functions and central projections of the two scoloparia 

(groups of neurones) present in the locust pro- and mesothoracic FCO's are 

quite different from each other. Those authors did not, however, attempt to 

stain or characterise individual neurones. Likewise, Burrows (1987) shows 

metathoracic FCO (mtFCO) projections derived only from whole-nerve fills. 

In this paper I present for the first time a detailed study of the central 

projections of individual, physiologically characterised neurones from a joint 

chordotonal organ, the locust mtFCO. Cluster and discriminant analyses are 

used to help establish relationships between response class and central projection 

pattern. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Adult locusts (Locusta migratoria) from our laboratory culture were used for all 

experiments. The results are based on 101 successful recordings from 119 
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animals. 

The terminology, and the stimulating, recording, and dye injection techniques 

used in this paper have been described previously (Matheson 1990), with some 

modifications outlined in the brief summary below. 

Animals were restrained ventral side up in plasticene. Movements of the 

mtFCO apodeme at controlled velocities mimicked tibial movements between 0 

and 1200
, The flexor strand was held motionless at 600

• A window cut in the 

ventral thoracic cuticle gave access to the meta thoracic ganglion, which was 

supported on a wax-coated silver platform. A silver loop slightly larger in 

diameter than the ganglion was lowered over the ganglion to minimise movements, 

and to hold the large longitudinal tracheae away from the recording site in nS. 

Care was taken not to crush the connectives or other nerves entering the ganglion. 

The tracheal supply to the ganglion was left intact, but some air-sacs associated 

with the thoracic musculature were removed. A groove cut in a third silver 

platform, positioned under n5 close to the ganglion, provided great stability for 

intracellular recording. Drops of locust saline (pH 6.8) were added if required 

to prevent drying out of the preparation. 

After characterisation and dye-filling of a mtFCO afferent neurone 

(hexamrninecobalt (III) chloride, 30 min, 1.5 Hz, 200 ms pulses, 2.5 V) the 

electrode and support platforms were removed, and the dye allowed to diffuse 

for a further 30 min. The metathoracic and mesothoracic ganglia were then 

dissected out together, and the cobalt visualised using standard procedures, 

including silver intensification. Neurones were drawn with the aid of a camera 

lucida, and photographed at several (4-8) planes of focus. Preparations in which 

more than one cell stained have not been included in the analysis, with the 

following exception: if one cell in a multiple fill was much darker than the 

others it was assumed that this was the characterised cell, while the others had 

merely taken up traces of dye during short periods of recording from them 

earlier in the experiment. This possible ambiguity has been noted in the results 

where applicable. Poorly stained cells are included in the analysis, but are noted 

as such. 

Selected ganglia were embedded in Paraplast wax for serial sectioning at 7 

urn. Sections were counterstained in 0.1% Toluidine Blue and mounted in 

Eukitt. Cobalt filled branches were drawn in relation to recognisable tracts and 

neuropiles visible using interference contrast optics. 
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Cluster analysis 

The purpose of cluster analysis is to place objects (in this case neurones) into 

groups or clusters suggested by the data (branching pattern), not defined a priori, 
such that objects in a given cluster tend to be similar to each other in some sense 

while objects in different clusters tend to be dissimilar. 

In order to objectively categorise the branching patterns of mtFCO neurones 

a cluster analysis was carried out (SAS: standardised variables, average linkage 

method. SAS Institute Inc.). The variables used for this analysis were derived 

from neurones drawn in wholemount from the ventral aspect. They were: 

1. The presence of a branch in the anterior medial bundle; 

2. The presence of a branch in the posterior medial bundle; 

3. The presence of branches in both medial bundles; 

4. The presence of primary dorsal lateral branch(es); 

5. The presence of prominent ventral branch(es) anterior to the main 

neurite; 

6. The distance from the midline to the termination of the branch in the 

anterior bundle; 

7. The distance from midline to the termination of the branch in the 

posterior bundle; 

8. The length of the longest dorsal lateral branch; 

9. The area covered by branches; and 

10-33. The density of branches in each of 24 grid squares (see below for further 

details). 

Distances were standardised as a percentage of the length of the ganglion, 

while the area was expressed in arbitrary units divided by the square of this 

length. This was considered necessary to counter variation in ganglion size 

related to different sized individuals, and caused by possible shrinkage during 

tissue processing. Where there was no branch in the anterior or posterior 

bundles, the distance given (at variable 6 or 7) was arbitrarily set to 25 (for 

anterior) or 35 (posterior) - the approximate average standardised distance from 

the midline to the main neurite at the two levels. 

The grid used for the last 24 variables was based on neurone morphology, 

rather than on landmarks visible on the surface of the ganglion (which are 

known to vary considerably between individuals (Burrows and Hoyle 1973». It 

is apparent from the whole-organ locust FCO projections of Field and Pfluger 

(1989) (msFCO distal scoloparium) and Pfluger et a1. (1988) (mtFCO) that the 
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most reliable features of filled FCO neurones are: (1) the location of the first 

. main lateral branch (usually an anterior dorsal branch); and (2) the points where 

the 2 prominent medial branches leave the main neurite. I used the branch

point of the first main lateral branch as the starting location of the grid (* in Fig. 

1). From this point a straight line (A-B in Fig. 1) was projected along the axis of 

the main neurite (which was usually quite straight). A second (temporary) line 

(C-D in Fig. 1) was drawn along the anterior medial branch (where present) to 

intersect with the first line. The point of intersection of these 2 lines (* >I< in 

A 
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........ J 
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Medial + Lateral 

Posterior 

100 fJffi 

n2 

Figure 1. Locust metathoracic 
ganglion containing the central 
projections of a single stained 
chordotonal organ neurone. The 
ganglion is viewed from its 
ventral aspect, with anterior at 
the top. The midline is indicated 
by the vertical dashed line to 
the left. The main leg nerves 
are numbered (n1-n6). The 
construction of the overlying grid 
is described in the te),.t All other 
illustrations of ganglia in this 
paper are in the same orientation 
as Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1) was used as the second fixed point. This second point usually corresponded 

well with the location at which the anterior medial branch left the main neurite. 

The distance between the points was divided by 4 to give a convenient mesh size, 

and a grid of 24 squares was projected over the ganglion (Fig. 1). Three 

neurones did not possess 'main' lateral branches: in these cases I used the first 

visible lateral branch. Some neurones did not posses branches which clearly ran 

in the anterior medial bundle. In these cases it was possible to approximate the 

second fixed point by using the location where one or more fine branches (arrow 

in Fig. 1) left the main neurite to travel anteriorly and laterally for a short 

distance. The main neurite generally ended at this point. Grid squares were 

numbered from 1 to 24 as shown in Fig. 1. 

The density of branches in each grid square was scored on a 3 point scale: 0 

:::: none; 1 :::: a few; 2 :::: branches throughout square. 

Discriminant Analysis 

Discriminant analysis is a group of procedures with the general function of 

revealing relationships between observations (in this case, neurones) placed in a 

priori groups (here based on physiological response classes as defined in Chapters 

Two and Three) and a range of measured quantitative variables (aspects of 

morphology). 

I have used discriminant analyses to: (a) indicate neurones with branching 

patterns markedly different to others in the same response class; (b) test which 

morphological variables are the best predictors of response class, and (c) provide 

a graphical representation of the grouping of the response classes. The SAS 

procedures (SAS Institute Inc.) used for each of these were respectively: (a) Proc 

discrim (discriminant function analysis based on the pooled covariance matrix); 

(b) Proc Stepdisc (stepwise discriminant analysis); and (c) Proc Candisc (canonical 

discriminant analysis). These procedures were each run twice: once with the 

dataset divided into 9 main response classes (see below); and again with the 

same dataset subdivided into a total of 30 subclasses (distinguishing between, for 

example, V+ neurones which fired only close to 0° and those which fired across 

the full range of leg angles). 

The following 9 response classes were used initially. Subclasses and their 

index numbers are indicated in brackets after each main class. See Matheson 

(1990) for details of response classes and terminology. Note that classes are 

numbered from 1-9, and subclasses are classified from 0-9, and A-T. The fact 
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that some classes and subclasses have the same index number (e.g., class 1, 

subclass 1) does not imply anything about their responses or morphology. 

1. Neurone responded to accelerations only (incl~ded ?A + (0), ?A +- (1), ?A

(2), and? AS (3) responses); 

2. Neurone responded to position and acceleration (included pO? AX (4) and 

pmid? AX (5) responses); 

3. Neurone responded to position and flexion velocity (included poV+ (6), 

pOy+wide (7), pOy+o (8), and pmirlV+ (9) responses); 

4. Neurone responded to position, flexion velocity, and positive acceleration 

(included pOV+?A+ (A) and pmidV+?A+ (B) responses, and 1 neurone with 

a p20Y+?A- (C) response); 

5. Neurone responded to position and extension velocity (included pmidV- (E) 

and P120V- (F) responses, and 1 neurone with a pOV- (D) response); 

6. Neurone responded to position, extension velocity, and negative acceleration 

(included POV-?A- (G), pmidV-?A: (H), and P120V-?A- (I) responses); 

7. Neurone responded to flexion velocity only (included V+ (J), V+wide (K), 

and V+o (L) responses, and 2 neurones with a V+?A + (M) response); 

8. Neurone responded to extension velocity only (included V- (N), v-mid (0), 

V-wide (P), and V-l20 (Q) responses); 

9. Neurone responded to extension velocity and negative acceleration (included 

V-?A- (R), v-mid?A- (S), and v-wide?A- (T) responses). 

RESULTS 

Background 

Recordings made from the axons of mtFCO neurones near the metathoracic 

ganglion (this paper) were generally more stable than recordings made from the 

same population ofaxons distally in the leg (Matheson 1990). Cobalt fills of 

mtFCO neurones were generally of good quality (Le., only a single axon stained, 

and good filling of fine branches), although a few appeared unusually 'blebby'. 

In order to lay a groundwork for describing the projections of individual receptors 

I will first summarise the overall projection pattern described from whole-nerve 

cobalt backfills of the mtFCO by Burrows (1987) and Pfluger et al. (1988). The 

neurone illustrated in Fig. 1 (present paper) has branches in all regions occupied 

by neurones in whole-nerve fills, and therefore provides a useful reference for 

overall morphology. 
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After entering the ganglion via N5 the FCO axons immediately give off 

branches (termed dorsal-lateral branches in my work) which run anteriorly and 

dorsally into the anterior and posterior lateral association centres (aLAC and 

pLAC). The axons continue to run anterior-medially in a root of N5 (probably 

5ii or 5iii) giving off branches along the way. Two parallel bundles of collaterals 

extending to within 50 urn of the midline are prominent and consistent (I term 

these bundles the anterior and posterior medial bundles): the anterior-most 

passes between the ventral intermediate (VIT) and ventral lateral (VLT) tracts 

before joining into dorsal commissure III (DCIII) where it ends. The posterior 

bundle passes between VIT and the dorsal intermediate and dorsal medial (DIT, 

DMT) tracts before entering DCIV and terminating approximately 50 urn short 

of the midline. Most of the remaining branches lie at the level of VIT and the 

median ventral tract (MVT). No branches are found in the ventralmost or 

lateral ventral association centres (vV AC, IV AC). Burrows (1987) illustrated 

some fibres quite ventral in the ganglion (his Fig. 3B), but these do not agree 

with the mtFCO projections drawn by Pfluger et al. (1988), and almost certainly 

represent axons of leg hair afferents. Burrows (1987) also illustrated the central 

projections of some individual mtFCO neurones derived from the whole-nerve 

stains. These will be discussed later. 

The first discriminant analysis (SAS Proc Discrim) was used to identify 

misclassified observations (Le., neurones with branching patterns significantly 

different from others in the same physiological response class). The SAS procedure 

identifies misclassified observations by calculating (on the basis of morphological 

similarity) the probability that a given neurone would be classified into each 

possible class. Neurones which have been put by the investigator into a class 

other than that with the highest probability are termed misclassified. These 

results were used as a guide for reassessing individual neurone's classifications, 

and as a check of the accuracy of the dataset before running the canonical 

discriminant analyses described below. Neurones which the SAS procedure 

indicated were misclassified were only reclassified if a re-examination of their 

original response data revealed an error of interpretation (i.e., neurones were 

not reclassified solely on the basis of the discriminant analysis). Of 20 neurones 

indicated as misclassified, only 1 was found to be clearly in error, and was 

reclassified. The outcome of the initial discriminant analysis is not formally 

presented as Results. 
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Central projections of mtFCO neurones 

. Different neurones clearly had different patterns of central morphology. However 

the axon of all neurones ran as far anteriorly as the base of DCllI (the point 

where the anterior medial bundle turns medially and dorsally to enter the 

commissure). Neurones which had a branch in the posterior medial bundle 

always had a branch in the anterior medial bundle. Some neurones had anterior 

but not posterior medial branches. 

The canonical discriminant analysis based on the 9 main response classes 

produced 8 canonical functions to describe variation in the morphological data. 

The first 2 functions were able to explain significant amounts of this variation (P 

< 0.0005 for both), while the third was only significant at the 1% level (P = 
0.095). Therefore the response classes were plotted against the first 2 canonical 

variables, to yield the groupings shown in Fig. 2. The analysis also indicates the 

order of importance of morphological variables in providing separation along 

each axis of Fig. 2. In this case, the four most important variables are the same 

for both plotted axes (length of posterior medial branch > presence of posterior 

medial branch > density of branches in grid 5 > length of anterior medial 

branch). On the first axis, the next (fifth) most important variable is the overall 

area covered by branches, while on the second axis, the fifth-most important 

variable is the density of branches in grid 23. 

The final groupings can be interpreted in terms of both morphology and 

response. All the neurones in classes 5,6, and 9 (to the right of Fig. 2) have both 

anterior and posterior medial branches, and include a Y- component (extension 

sensitivity) in their response. These groups include a total of 29 neurones. 

Neurones in class 8 also have Y- responses, and some can be seen almost as far 

right as classes 5,6, and 9 in Fig. 2). Because the lengths of the medial branches 

are the most prominent morphological features of many neurones (and are an 

important criterion for separation along the canonical axes) it is convenient to 

divide the results section on this basis also. I will therefore concentrate on the 

right-most groups of Fig. 2 in the next section, before going on to examine the 

classes which fall further to the left. 

Neurones vrith 2 well·developed medial branches 

The general form of the branching pattern of neurones III these right-most 

groups is illustrated in Fig. 3A (a Y-? A- neurone). Sections (Fig. 3Bi-v) were 

taken through this preparation at locations A-E indicated on Fig. 3A. In this and 
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Figure 2. Plot of response classes against the fIrst two canonical variables. Solid lines have been 
drawn around the boundaries of each response class. Five neurones which fell well away from 
others in their class are indicated by dashed circles, and are mentioned in the text. 

following figures of sections, the main neurite is indicated with an asterisk if it is 

clearly identifiable. The anteriormost branches were found at the level of, and 

lateral to VIT (Fig. 3Bi). The anterior medial branch in DCIII (Fig. 3Bii) 

terminated in a small cluster of fine twigs, some of which plunged ventrally, 

medial to VIT (Fig. 3Biii). The prominent somata and neurite of FETi can be 

seen in this section. A section cut at location C of Fig. 3A (Fig. 3Biv) revealed 

the posterior medial branch running in DCIV to end near DMT. Dorsal lateral 

branches reached nearly to the level of DIT, while some ventral branches lay 
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Figure 3A, Bi-v. (A) Central projections of a Y-?A- (class 9) neurone, The exit point of the medial 
trachea from the ganglion is shown as a solid circle overlapping with the branches in the anterior 
medial bundle. Sections were taken at locations A-E, (Bi-\') Transverse sections through the 
ganglion illustrated in Fig, 3A. Each section is mentioned in detail in the teht, Abbre\'iations are 
explained in the teAt (except TR '" trachea), and follow POuger et al. (1988), 
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below YMT. A section (Fig. 3Bv) cut as the main neurite reaches the edge of 

the neuropile contained further dorsal lateral branches, and one dorsal branch 

further medial (arrow). 

Only 5 neurones which had a Y- component did not have branches in both 

medial bundles. Of these, 3 were poorly filled (2 from class 8, 1 from class 6 ~ 

see below). The remaining 2 were both wide~range Y- units (class 8), 1 of which 

was unusually slow to stop firing after a stimulus had ceased. The poorly filled 

neurone from class 6 was positioned lower and further left in Fig. 2 than others 

in its class (dotted outline). This reflects its apparent lack of medial branches, 

and the general sparseness of its other branches, apparently artifacts caused by 

to poor dye filling. 

A second canonical discriminant analysis was carried out on 30 subclasses 

of response (Fig. 4A). It was able to clarify more subtle differences between 

response classes because variation within subclasses was less than that within the 

9 main classes. The first axis of this analysis was significant at P < 0.0005 level, 

while the second axis was only significant at P < 0.1 level. The order of 

importance of the first 5 morphological variables for placing neurones along the 

two plotted canonical axes are respectively: (axis 1: length of posterior medial 

branch > presence of posterior medial branch > density of branching in grid 5 

> area > density of branches in grid 12; axis 2: presence of posterior medial 

branch > length of posterior medial branch > length of anterior medial branch 

> presence of anterior medial branch> area). Figures 4B~E are simply subsets 

of the groupings shown in Fig. 4A, and are referred to in the following descriptions 

for the sake of clarity. Individual observations have been removed from these 

figures, and the subclass names and responses added. Figure 4A, on the other 

hand provides an overview of all the clusters. 

Classes 5,6, and 9 (Fig. 2) include subclasses E-I and R,S,T (Fig. 4B). For 

the purposes of this more detailed description it is useful to include subclasses of 

class 8 (so that all neurones with a V- component are considered together): these 

are subclasses N-Q. No neurones in subclasses D,G, or Q were successfully 

stained (although several have been recorded from in these and other experiments), 

thus these classes are missing from Fig. 4B. 

Pure extension-velocity sensitive units. Pure velocity units fell into 3 groups related 

to their subclasses (0, N, P). As suggested by their location to the right of Fig. 

4B, neurones in subclass 0 (y-mid) had branches in both medial bundles (Fig. 5). 

Neurones in subclass N (Y") had relatively sparse branching (Fig. 6). One of 
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Figure 4A. Plot of response subclasses against the fIrst 2 canonical variables. The location of 
individual observations within subclasses are shown. A break-down of this fIgure is presented in 
Fig. 4B-E overpage. 

these had a branch in the anterior medial bundle, but the other (which was 

poorly filled) did not. Two neurones with V-wide responses (subclass P) were 

stained (1 poorly). Both had a short branch in each medial bundle, and sparse 

branching elsewhere (Fig. 7). 

Position-and-extension-velocity sensitive neurones. Neurones sensitive to position 

and extension velocity (pmidY- (subclass E), and p120y- (subclass F» fall into 2 

groups to the right of Fig. 4B (no poy- (subclass D) neurones were successfully 

stained). pmidy- neurones (E) lie higher than p120y- (F) neurones. The only 

, , 
I'." 
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Figure 4B-E. Subdivision of the groupings shown in Fig. 3A. (B) Outlines of position-and
extension-velocity sensitive, and extension-velocity-and-acceleration subclasses. (C) Outlines of 
flexion-velocity, and flexion-velocity-and-acceleration subclasses. (D) Outlines of position-and
flexion-velocity subclasses. (E) Outlines of acceleration, and position-and-acceleration subclasses. 
The classification of the subclasses bounded by dashed lines is discussed in the text. 

subjective difference in their branching seems to be the length of the longest 

dorsal lateral branch (i.e., how far anterior it reaches). Neurones with maximal 

tonic sensitivity near 1200 generally had longer branches in the medial bundles 

than did mid-position sensitive neurones (compare Figures SA & B which illustrate 

the branching of representative neurones from the pmidy- and p120y- classes 
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7 

Figures 5, 6,7, SA, B. Central 
branching patterns of neurones 
with extension-velocity compon
ents in their responses. 
(5) v-mid (subclass 0) neurone. 
(6) V- (subclass N) neurone. 
(7) v-\\~de (subclass P) neurone. 
(SA) pmidV- (subclass E) 
neurone. Compare the length 
of the medial branches with thos 
of the neurones in Fig. SB. 
(SB) p 120V- (subclass F) 
neurone. 

respectively. Because of the small sample sizes this difference could not be 

tested. 

Position, -extension-velocity, -and-acceleration sensitive new·ones. Neurones sensitive 

to position, extension-velocity, and acceleration (pmidy-? A- (subclass H), and 

P120V-?A- (subclass I) also form 2 groups in Fig. 4B: no pOY-?A- (subclass G) 
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neurones were stained. The distribution pattern is similar to that for position

and-velocity receptors, with mid-range units (subclass H) plotted higher on the Y 

axis than corresponding flexion-range (I) units. The loci of pmidV- and pmidV-? A

neurones overlap, as do the loci Ofp120V- and pl2OV-?A- neurones. The morphology 

of position-velocity-and-acceleration units is very similar to that of position-and

velocity units (Fig. 8A,B), and is therefore not illustrated separately. Neurones 

in this group with tonic maxima at 120° had longer anterior medial branches 

than those with maximal tonic firing at mid-angles (t test: P < 0.03). Their 

posterior medial branches were also longer, but not significantly (P = 0.16). 

There was no significant difference in the lengths of the longest dorsal lateral 

branch (P = 0.23), although on average this branch was longer for mid-position 

units. 

Extension-velocity-and-acceleration sensitive neurones. The groupings of extension

velocity-and-acceleration sensitive units (V-? A- (subclass R), v-mid? A- (S), and V

wide?A- (T» did not overlap on the canonical discriminant plot (Fig. 4B), but 

their branching patterns appeared very similar. They had the same general 

morphology as the position-and-velocity neurones described above (note the 

large extent of overlap between subclasses R (V-? A-), T (v--wide? A-) and H 

(pmidV-? A-), and E (pmidV-) in Fig. 4B). 

Relationship between phasic and tonic position sensitivity and branching pattern. 

In order to investigate further the relationships between the length of various 

branches and positional sensitivity, all neurones with branches in both the anterior 

and posterior medial bundles which had clear position-dependent maxima in 

either their tonic or phasic components were pooled. The standardised length of 

the longest dorsal lateral branch, and the standardised distance from the midline 

of the ganglion to the termination of each medial branch were regressed against 

the leg angle giving maximal response (Fig. 9A-C). The slopes of the regressions 

for both medial branches (Fig. 9A,B) are significantly different from zero (anterior: 

P < 0.05, posterior: P < 0.0001), indicating that these branches tend to terminate 

closer to the midline in extension-velocity sensitive neurones with phasic or tonic 

firing maxima near 120°. There is considerable variation about both lines (,-2 

values are 0.14 and 0.56 respectively). The slope of the regression for length of 

dorsal lateral branches (Fig. 9C) was not significantly different from zero (P = 
0.25). 
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Figure 9A·C. Linear regressions of medial and dorsal branch lengths against an aspect of physiological 
response: the leg angle giving maximal phasic or tonic firing. All neurones with a branch in both 
medial bundles were pooled. (A) Length of anterior medial branch (Y = -0.023X + 9.1. ,2 = 
0.14). (B) Length of posterior medial branch (Y = -0.063 + 12.1. ,2 = 0.56). (C) Length of ' , ", 
dorsal lateral branch (Y = 0.022X + 17.1. ,2 = 0.22). 
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Neurones with a short (or no) branch in the posterior medial bundle 

Flexion-velocity sensitive neurones 

Neurones with a flexion-velocity sensitive (Y+) component in their response 

were included in classes 3 (pxy+), 4 (pxY+?A +), and 7 (Y+). Canonical 

discriminant analysis based on response classes placed them in 3 largely overlapping 

groups to the left in Fig. 2. The canonical analysis based on subclasses (Fig. 

4C,D) provided further separation for some groups. 

Pure velocity-sensitive units. Pure Y+ units (class 7, subclasses J-L) are spread out 

along the vertical axis of Fig. 4C. Units which fire only as the leg reaches full 

flexion (40-0°: Y+o: subclass L) are grouped separately from those which fire 

over much of the range (Y+: subclass J). Neurones which fire during flexions at 

all angles (120-00: V+wide: subclass K) are clustered in a central location, overlapping 

the other two distributions. 

All of the 7 well stained Y+o neurones had a short branch in the anterior 

medial bundle (e.g., Fig. 10). These neurones had a small but dense area of 

branching in the dorsal lateral region, with few other branches anterior to the 

main axon. Two neurones were clear exceptions: they had 2 prominent branches 

extending anterior to the axon (arrows in Fig. 11). One of these neurones had an 

unusual response: its phasic discharge continued for some time after cessation of 

the movement stimulus (other Y+ neurones only fired during movements). 

While V- neurones generally had a region of branching anterior and lateral 

to the base of the branch in the anterior medial bundle (see arrow in Fig. 1), this 

was poorly developed or absent in Y+ neurones (cf. Fig. 10). 

Two y+wide neurones had a morphology similar to that just described for 

Y+o neurones (and were grouped accordingly in Fig. 4A). A third y+wide neurone 

which responded to movements of less than 200s·1 was somewhat different in 

morphology, and was placed by the analysis among the Y+ neurones. It had a 

well developed dorsal lateral region of branching but no major branches further 

medial (Fig. 12). The main axon was well filled with dye, giving no cause to 

suspect that this pattern was an artifact. This neurone closely resembles some 

pxy+ and PX? A neurones described later, and had erratic 'tonic' firing similar to 

that of pxy+ or PX? A units. It was not possible to unambiguously determine if 

any of this ongoing activity was real tonic firing (because of superimposed bursts 

of spikes caused by leg tracheal movements), and so the classification as Y + was 
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Figures 10, 11, 12, 13A, B. Central 
projections of neurones which have a 
flexion velocity sensitive component 
in their response (and see Fig 13A,B 
overpage). (10) y+o (subclass L) 
neurone. (11) y+o neurone 
illustrating uncharacteristic anterior 
branches mentioned in the tex1 
(lllTows). (12) y+wide (subclass K) 
neurone with branching largely 
restricted to the dorsal lateral 
neuropile. (13A,B) Comparison of 
the 2 Y+?A + (subclass M) neurones 
stained. The neurone in A responded 
to movements between 0-120°, while 
the neurone in B only fired during 
movements close to 0°. 

tentative. The morphology suggests that it would be better classified as a phasic

tonic unit. 

Three neurones were classified as Y+ (subclass J in Fig. 4C). Of these, 1 

was very faintly stained, 1 had a morphology very similar to that illustrated in 

Fig. 11 (y+O), and the other had an aberrant morphology, with a branch in each 
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Figure 14A, B. Position-and
flexion-velocity sensitive neu
rones. The length of the branch 
in the posterior medial bundle 
varies between neurones 
(compare A and B). Sections 
illustrated in Fig 15 were cut 
at locations A-D. 

medial bundle. Immediately after beginning to stain the neurone recorded from 

this last preparation, a sudden change in the shape of the injection pulses occurred, 

suggesting that the electrode had moved out of the recorded cell. I suspect 

therefore that this stained cell was not the same as that from which the response 

was recorded. Disregarding this last cell, it can then be stated that Y+ neurones 

have essentially the same morphology as Y+o neurones (In Fig. 4A note the 

proximity of the 2 lower neurones of subclass J to upper neurones in subclass L. 

Flexion-velocity-and-acceleration sensitive new'ones. The two Y+? A + neurones 

(class 7, subclass M) have very different morphologies from one another (Fig. 

l3A,B). This is reflected by their wide separation along the canonical axes in 

Fig. 4C. Both cells were well filled, and clearly characterised so it is difficult to 

explain the difference. The neurone shown in Fig. l3A occasionally fired a few 

spikes while the tibia was motionless, but it clearly responded to movements in 

the range 0-120°. This neurone was far less sensitive to velocity than was the 

y+wide neurone illustrated in Fig. 12. The other Y+? A + neurone (Fig. l3B) only 

responded to movements close to 0°, and was relatively insensitive to velocity. 

Position-and-flexion-velocity sensitive neurones. pxy+ neurones (class 3 in Fig. 2) 

comprise subclasses 6, 7, and 8 in Fig. 4A,D). 

pOy+ neurones (subclass 6) have very short branches in both medial bundles, 
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Figure 15A·D. Sections cut through a pDV+ (subclass 6) neurone. Each section is discussed in the 
text. The arrow in B points to a ventral branch of the neurone. 

and well developed dorsal lateral ramifications (Fig. 14A). The posterior medial 

branch is quite variable between neurones, and in some cases appears not to 

project far enough anterior to join properly into this bundle (Fig. 14B). Anteriorly, 

in a section cut at location A of Fig. 14B, branches lie lateral to VIT (Fig. 15A). 

Sections cut at the level of DCIV (Fig. 15B) fail to reveal any medial branches in 

this case. One lateral branch (arrow) lies ventral to a group of neurites emerging 

from ventral lateral somata. The anterior-most dorsal lateral branch appears in 

aLAe. Further back (Fig. 15C) the 'posterior medial' branch can be seen lateral 

to, and just below the level of DIT. Some dorsal lateral branches are close to 
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roots of nJ. The ventral-most branch continues to run ventral (but lateral) to 

MVT. Further posterior (Fig. 15D), dorsal lateral and 2 medial branches are 

apparent in pLAC. 

Two poy+ neurones did not have a branch in the anterior medial bundle. 

In one case this was the result of a poor fill. In the other case, the neurone was 

well filled, but had only very sparse branching medially, and 2 dorsal lateral 

branches (Fig. 16). This morphology is therefore very similar to that of the 

y+wide neurone illustrated in Fig. 12. The pay+ neurone illustrated in Fig. 16 

was also very sensitive to movements throughout the leg's arc, responding clearly 

to velocities as slow as than 200s·1 with bursts of spikes. Its response and 

morphology were quite similar to those of the neurone classified as pOy+wide 

(Fig. 17) and those classified as pmidy+ (Fig. 18A,B) (all of which also responded 

to low velocities throughout the leg's arc of movement). All these neurones 

should probably be classified together as being relatively insensitive to position, 

but very sensitive to flexion velocity. 

Two neurones which were classified as pay+o (subclass 8 in Fig. 4D) were 

placed slightly lower on the canonical discriminant plot than pOY+ (subclass 6) 

neurones, but there was no obvious subjective difference in their branching 

morphology from the pattern illustrated in Fig. 14A,B). They are therefore not 

illustrated separately. 

o 

Figure 16. Central projections 
of a pOy+ (subclass 6) neurone 
with an unusual branching 
pattern compared to other 
subclass 6 neurones. 

Figure 17. POY+wide (subclass 
7) neurone. 
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Figure 18A, B. Two examples 
of the central projections of 
pmidv+ (subclass 9) neurones. 

Position,-fiexion-velocity,-and-acceleration sensitive new'ones. The three neurones 

in subclasses B (pmidY+?A +) and C (pmidY+?A-) (Fig. 4A,D) all had a small 

region of branching in the dorsal lateral neuropile, and no major branches 

further medial (i.e., the same morphology as that illustrated in Fig. 17 & 18 for 

pxy+wide units). The wide separation of these groups from each other in Fig. 

4A,D appears to be the result of a slightly different path followed by the axon of 

the pmidy+? A- neurone. 

Acceleration sensitive neurones 

Pure acceleration units. Neurones with pure acceleration responses (class 1 in 

Fig. 2) formed a large group overlapping with position-and-acceleration (PXAx: 

class 2) and extension-velocity (y-: class 8) neurones. Pure acceleration units 

had well developed dorsal lateral branches (the longest of any response class) 

and a branch in the anterior medial bundle. This general morphology is illustrated 

in Fig. 19A & B. Sections cut at the locations indicated in Fig. 19A revealed the 

anterior medial branch in DCln (Fig. 20A), the dorsal lateral branch anterior to 

the somata of FETi (Fig. 20B), and ventral branches below the level of YlT (Fig. 

20C). A section cut from a similar position in the ganglion of Fig. 19B illustrated 

these ventral branches reaching as far medially (but ventral to) the centre of YIT 

(Fig. 20D). Further posterior (Fig. 20E) dorsal branches are evident in pLAC, 

while some medial branches project towards MVT. A section cut as the main 
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Figure 19A, B. Two examples 
of the central projections of 
pure acceleration (class 1, 
subclass 3) neurones. Sections 
illustrated in Fig. 20 were taken 
from locations A-F. 

neurite reaches the margin of the neuropile (Fig. 20F) revealed a large medial 

branch projecting as far dorsal as VLT. A lateral dorsal branch (arrow) reached 

even further dorsal. All pure acceleration receptors had similar degrees of 

dorsal lateral branching, and the density of other branches was also fairly consistent. 

There were however, differences in the lengths of medial branches which related 

to response classes. These differences must therefore be important in providing 

the clear separation between subclasses 0, 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 4E, and are 

discussed in the following paragraphs. 

All 3 neurones which responded only to negative accelerations (A- (subclass 

2) in Fig. 4A,E) had well developed branches in both of the medial bundles (Fig. 

21). Four out of the 5 neurones which responded to positive accelerations (? A + 

(subclass 1) had a well developed branch only in the anterior bundle (Fig. 22). 

The other? A + neurone did not have an anterior medial branch (but was similar 

in all other respects). Neurones with an ?AS response (subclass 3) exhibited 

variations between these ex.iremes: one had both medial branches well developed, 

while others had (to varying degrees) shorter posterior medial branches (n = 8) 

(these intermediate forms are not illustrated separately because the only apparent 

difference from the morphology shown in Fig. 21 & 22 is the length of the 

posterior medial branch). 

Position-and-acceleration receptors. Neurones in class 2 (Fig. 2) responded to 

accelerations and leg position. Subclasses 4 and 5 were based on the angle 
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Figure 20A·F. Sections through the pure acceleration (subclass 3) neurones illustrateJ in Fig 
19A,B. Each section is described in the to.t. Asterisks indicate the main neurite where it can be 
clearly distinguished from other branches. 
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Figure 21. Central projections 
of an ?A- (subclass 2) neurone. 

Figure 22. Central projections 
of an ?A + (subclass 0) neurone. 

giving the highest tonic firing (PO? A = subclass 4; pmid? A = subclass 5). The 

canonical discriminant analysis based on subclasses was unable to differentiate 

between these 1:\\'0 (note overlap in Fig. 4A,E). There are, however, two distinct 

morphological types in each subclass, and in retrospect it is possible to attribute 

these to a different aspect of response: the strength of the relationship between 

leg angle and firing frequency (i.e., the accuracy with which the firing frequency 

codes for different static leg positions). Some PX?A units have a low frequency 

response ( < 5 Hz) which is only weakly dependent on tibial position, while other 

PX?A units fire at relatively high frequencies (20-40 Hz), and are strongly influenced 

by tibial angle. 

Neurones (from either subclass) which had low frequency tonic firing (n = 

4) had the same branching pattern as pure acceleration receptors (cf. Fig. 22: 

i.e., well developed dorsal lateral branches, a branch in the anterior medial 

bundle, and a short (or no) branch in the posterior medial bundle). This pattern 

is not re-illustrated. None of these units had an ? A- component, and none 

therefore had well developed branches in both medial bundles. One other unit 

had the same response, but a different branching pattern. However, this preparation 

was ambiguous because 2 cells had been stained with cobalt. 

Acceleration sensitive neurones which had high frequencies of tonic firing 

related to femoral-tibial angle (n = 6) had a completely different morphology to 
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that just described (compare Fig. 23). They had no main branches leaving the 

axon anywhere along its length, and no branches in the medial bundles. Sections 

cut at the locations indicated in Fig. 23 indicated that the main neurite runs 

medially at about the same level as other FCO axons. In Fig. 24A this neurite 

can be seen just below the lateral margin of VIT. The most prominent medial 

branch clearly did not enter DCIV (Fig. 24B). A section further posterior (Fig. 

24C) showed that the only significant lateral branch runs slightly ventral to the 

main neurite, and not dorsal to it as might be expected. 

One pmid? A + neurone had a different branching pattern and an intermediate 

type response (16 Hz tonic maximum), but has been ignored because the quality 

of the recording declined suddenly just prior to staining (spike size decreased 

from 30 to less than 5 mY). It is likely that the electrode moved into (and 

stained) a cell other than the one that was recorded from. 

Cluster analysis 

Figure 23. Central projections of a position-and-acceleration 
(subclass 5) neurone with restricted central branching (and 
high frequency tonic fIring). Sections illustrated in Fig. 24 
were cut at locations A-C. 

The aim of a cluster analysis is to objectively differentiate between observations 

on the basis of any number of measured variables. In this case, the specific aim 

was to determine if neurones grouped on the basis of their morphology alone 

would form clusters related to their responses. If they did, this would allow 

prediction of a neurones response from its pattern of branching. 
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Figure 24A-C. Sections cut from 
the position-and-acceleration 
(subclass 5) neurone illustrated 
in Fig. 23. Each section is 
mentioned in the text. Asterisks 
indicate the main neurite. 

In Fig. 25 each observation (neurone) is represented by a horizontal line 

extending leftwards from the right margin. Similar neurones are joined together 

by vertical lines, their degree of similarity being indicated by the distance along 

the horizontal axis ("Average distance between clusters"). A distance of 0 would 

indicate that the neurones were identical. Class and subclass classifications have 

been added along the right-hand margin to allow a comparison between the 

clusters and the responses. The vertical broken line at extreme right indicates 

groups which are separate at an average distance of 0.9. It is valid to split off 

groups at any arbitrary average distance: generally they are split off at the 

smallest distance which yields meaningful clusters (all must be split at the same 

level). In this case, however, moving the cut-off point to the right only increases 

the number of groups without markedly reducing the variability of response 

classes within each (Le., it does not produce better clusters). 
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Figure 25. Cluster diagram. Eight main clusters have been split off (numbers 1·8 at far right). 
Each of these clusters contains morphologically similar neurones (as classified by the cluster 
analysis. However, it is evident that each cluster contains neurones of many response classes (class 
and subclass numbers are given inside the broken line to right). Similarity bet\veen observations 
(neurones) or clusters is indicated by the distance along the horizontal where they are joined 
(average distance between clusters). 
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Although some clusters contain physiologically significant groups of neurones 

(e.g., cluster 1 (top», which contains only class 2 neurones), there is no instance 

where a cluster contains all the neurones with a particular response, and excludes 

all other response classes (e.g., although cluster 1 contains just 3 class 2 neurones, 

7 other neurones with the same response are scattered in clusters 3, 6, 7, and 8). 

The cluster analysis was therefore unable to allow prediction of a neurone's 

response class based on morphological similarities, although the canonical 

discriminant analysis clearly demonstrated a relationship between response and 

morphology. 

DISCUSSION 

In order to understand the functioning and role of sensory systems it is important 

to understand not only the responses of the individual transducers, but also the 

functional connections that are made with interneurones and effectors (motor 

neurones). When investigating a sense organ such as a tactile hair which contains 

only a single neurone it is relatively easy to characterise and stain the downstream 

central neurones to which it is connected. Multineuronal sense organ such as 

chordotonal organs are considerably more difficult to investigate because 

convergence and divergence of their many afferent signals onto central neurones 

introduces a great deal of complexity to the system. In addition, it is often not 

possible to record from individually identified sensory neurones in successive 

experiments, so each afferent must be morphologically characterised in every 

experiment. 

Because of these complications, even the most thorough studies of the 

central connections of joint chordotonal organs to date (e.g., Burrows 1987, 

Burrows et al. 1988, Buschges 1990, Laurent & Burrows 1988) have generally 

relied on extracellular recordings of the entire organ's response to imposed leg 

movements, rather than intracellular recordings from single sensory units. This 

approach allows many more interneurones to be investigated, but precludes 

interpretation of the specific connections made by individual FCO afferents and 

identified interneurones. In particular, although the FCO is known to contain 

neurones which respond to position, velocity, or acceleration, or to combinations 

of these parameters (Hofmann & Koch 1986, Hofmann et al. 1986, Matheson 

1990, Zill 1985a), no studies which have demonstrated central connections of 

FCO neurones have illustrated the morphology of the afferent neurones. It has 

not yet been determined if all FCO neurones that provide information about 
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different aspects of a movement make the same connections with any given 

interneurone (Burrows et al. (1988). However, it is known that all extension 

sensitive neurones do not synapse onto 1 particular flexor motor neurone (Burrows 

1987). 

The work presented here is the first step towards understanding the specific 

connections of mtFCO sensory neurones. In conjunction with a previous paper 

(Matheson 1990) it provides the first comprehensive survey of the responses and 

central projections of these neurones. It is clear from this work that different 

mtFCO neurones have different branching patterns within the meta thoracic 

ganglion, and that the specific pattern of branches is related to the response of 

the neurone. Burrows (1987) first suggested that the projections of mtFCO 

neurones varied, but his 6 published stains were derived from a single whole

nerve cobalt backfill, and were not characterised neurones. In addition, 4 of the 

patterns that Burrows illustrated have not been recorded ,in the present survey: 

they appear to be partial stains because in all cases they have fewer rather than 

more branches than similar neurones recorded here. 

Variation between animals in the central branching of identifiable cricket 

clavate hairs is considerable (Murphey et al. (1980), although overall there is a 

clear relationship between peripheral location and branching pattern (see later). 

Assuming that similar variation occurs in FCO projections (where individual 

cells cannot be recognised from preparation to preparation on either physiological 

or morphological grounds) it is evident that in order to elucidate patterns of 

branching many neurones must be filled before the patterns become obvious. In 

addition, it is to be expected that there will be exceptional branching patterns 

caused by developmental 'mistakes' (Altman & Tyrer 1977). 

All mtFCO neurones stained in the present study had a main neurite 

extending as far anterior as DCIII (but not necessarily entering the tract itself). 

All neurones except the few position-and-acceleration receptors with a high 

frequency tonic discharge had dorsal branches in the lateral neuropile (aLAC, 

pLAC). Pfluger et al. (1988) note that mechanoreceptors which have collaterals 

in these lateral association centres usually lack branches in any of the other well

defined neuropiles (e.g., the ventral association centres (a V AC, P V AC, v V AC). 

This is apparently the case for femoral chordotonal organs neurones. 

Neurones with a branch in the posterior medial bundle (DCIV) always had 

a branch in the anterior bundle (DClII), but the converse did not hold true. The 

length of branches in the medial bundles was related to the range of leg angles in 

which a given neurone responded: neurones sensitive closer to 1200 (extension) 
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had longer branches. For phasic-tonic (pxY-? and pXY-? A") neurones (which all 

had branches in both bundles) the length of the anterior branch (in DClII) was 

more strongly related to response than was the length of the posterior branch. 

For pure acceleration receptors the length of the posterior branch (in DCIY) 

was most strongly related to response. 

The main aim of the present study was to investigate differences between 

response classes. An intracellular survey concentrating on a limited number of 

response classes is now needed to describe in detail the variation within classes. 

In particular, the 3-dimensional nature of the branching pattern has been largely 

overlooked in the present study. For the dorsal lateral branches at least (and 

probably also for some medial branches), variation along the dorsal-ventral axis 

is likely to be at least as important as anterior-posterior or medial-lateral variation 

in determining the synaptic connections made by FeO afferents. 

Neurones in two response classes had very restricted areas of branching. 

Position-and-flexion-velocity (pxy+) neurones which were relatively insensitive 

to position, but quite sensitive to the velocity of flexion, had only a few branches 

in the dorsal lateral region, and no major branches further mediaL These 

neurones must have many fewer synaptic contacts than the majority of FeO 

afferents. Some phasic-tonic neurones which responded to acceleration, and 

strongly to position (PX? A), had similar but more restricted branching: they 

lacked the dorsal lateral branches. It is somewhat surprising that the pxy+ and 

PX? A are so morphologically similar, yet have quite different responses. 

Neurones which are known to receive connections from FCO afferents 

include motor neurones, spiking local interneurones (Burrows 1985, 1987), non

spiking local intemeurones (Burrows et aI. 1988), and intersegmental intemeurones 

(Laurent and Burrows 1988). All of these central neurones have at least some 

branches in the dorsal lateral neuropiles, and all except the non-spiking 

interneurones have medially directed branches. It is possible to predict that 

FeO neurones with restricted dorsal lateral branching are unlikely to make 

connections with non-spiking interneurones. Tibial flexor muscle motorneurones 

which are excited by tibial extensions have prominent and dense regions of 

branching in the posterior medial bundle (Le., entering or very close to DCIY) 

(Burrows 1987). FeO afferents which project to this region are all extension 

sensitive. Some extensor motor neurones also have branches in this region, but 

they appear not to extend as far medial (compare Fig. 13B,D in Burrows & 

Pfluger 1988). An intersegmental interneurone excited by tibial flexion has 

branches restricted mainly to lateral neuropiles, while another which is excited 
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by both extension and flexion has, in addition, many more medial branches 

(Laurent & Burrows 1988) which could receive inputs from the extension sensitive 

FCO afferents which also project to this medial region. 

In vertebrates and more recently in invertebrates it has been shown that at 

least some classes of afferent neurones project into the CNS in orderly arrays. In 

insects both somatotopic (topographic) and tonotopic mapping have been described. 

Murphey et al. (1980) showed that clavate hairs on the cercus of a cricket have 

central branching patterns that are determined by the 'birthday' and peripheral 

location of each neurone. Older hairs (those appearing at earlier moults) project 

further into the CNS and have more extensive branches than younger cells. The 

exact relationship between peripheral position and central branching morphology 

is not clearly explained. Neurones in the insect visual system (Bate 1978), and 

auditory receptors (see below) are known to make orderly connections in the 

CNS. Interneurones postsynaptic to crayfish antennal chordotonal organ neurones 

have been shown to be arranged in an ordered way in the antennal neuropile 

(Taylor 1975b). Unfortunately the latter interneurones were simply characterised 

by extracellular recordings, and no attempt was made to visualise their morphology. 

The central projections of the upstream antennal chordotonal organ neurones 

are not known. The most recent example of topographic mapping is that presented 

in an abstract by Newland (1989): locust mechanosensory hairs on the proximal 

femur project further anterior in the meta thoracic ganglion than do distal hairs 

on the femur, or hairs on the tarsus. In addition, leg hairs at any given distance 

from the body project centrally in a way that reflects their position on the 

circumference of the leg: hairs on the medial surface of the leg project further 

medial than lateral hairs. 

Insect auditory receptors have been studied in great detail. The tuning of 

cricket crista acoustica neurones determines their projections into the prothoracic 

ganglion (Oldfield 1983). These neurones possess scolopidia, and are therefore 

chordotonal neurones by definition. This chordotonal organ, however, does not 

span a joint in the way that the FCO does, instead it rests on a tracheal airsac 

apposed to the tibial tympanum. Crista acoustica neurones which are tuned to 

frequencies lower than 16 kHz project to the anterior of the ganglion, while 

those tuned to higher frequencies project further posterior within the anterior 

ring tract (aRT :::: auditory neuropile). Cells tuned to near the calling~song 

frequency (16-20 kHz) also have larger central arbours (Oldfield 1983, Romer 

1985). Other chordotonal (vibration) receptors from the subgenual and 

intermediate organs (near the crista acoustica) project to a different region of 
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the CNS, but also form an orderly array dependent on their frequency response 

(Romer 1985). In the locust the auditory receptor is the tympanal organ, located 

in the abdomen (the crista acoustica is part of the tibial tympanal organ in 

Gryllidae, Gryllacrididae, Tettigoniidea, and Stenopelmatidae). The abdominal 

tympanal receptors are divided into 4 groups on the basis of their peripheral 

morphology. Three groups respond to low frequencies, while the other group 

responds best at high frequencies. All 4 groups project to the aRT, where they 

arborise in distinct regions along an anterior-posterior axis (Romer 1985, Romer 

et al. 1988). Neurones which respond best to low frequencies have branches 

further anterior than do neurones which respond best to high frequencies. In 

addition, neurones with lower thresholds tend to be further posterior than neurones 

with higher thresholds at the same frequency (Romer 1985). 

The work presented in the present paper is somewhat different to previous 

reports of orderly projections of afferent fibres in insects. In other cases, the 

projections are ordered on the basis of either peripheral location (external 

mechanoreceptors), or on the frequency response (auditory neurones). I have 

shown that a group of chordotonal receptors comprising a single compact sense 

organ have central projections which are related to (a) the different modalities 

of the stimulus (position, velocity, and acceleration) which each monitors, and 

(b) the angle of the femur-tibia joint which produces maximal tonic or phasic 

firing. Taylor's (1975b) work on crayfish antennal interneurones suggested that 

modalities of a stimulus monitored by a chordotonal organ may be represented 

in discrete locations within the CNS, but the present work is the first to directly 

address this question for the afferent neurones themselves. 



GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In order to function effectively in a varied and changing environment, animals 

must sense aspects of their surroundings, and adjust their behaviours appropriately. 

It follows then, that animals must also monitor their own behaviours. The wide 

array of exquisitely sensitive and complex internal and external sensory structures 

possessed by animals bears testimony to the importance of sensory feedback. 

Most animals face comparable biological problems, and many have evolved 

similar response mechanisms. At a biochemical level, many fundamental 

physiological processes are identical in animals from all phylogenetic levels. 

Complex systems too, often function in similar ways in unrelated species. The 

principles of operation of complex entities such as the nervous system are often 

hidden by the complexity itself. The goal of studying relatively 'simple' systems 

(such as the nervous systems of insects) is not simply to understand the system 

under study, but is also an attempt to elucidate features of operation which can 

be applied across the spectrum of species. As Bowerman (1977) has pointed out 

" ... generalizations extracted from arthropod preparations will complement that 

[sic] garnered from the extensively investigated vertebrate preparations ... One 

important consequence of a mechanistic appreciation of the control of arthropod 

walking is a contribution to the understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying 

control of human posture and locomotion". This is the frame of reference for 

my study. 

EXTERORECEPTIVE SENSE ORGANS OF INSECTS 

In arthropods (for example) single-neurone external receptors (exteroreceptors) 

include a wide variety of cuticular hairs, some of which respond to touch, vibratio~ 

water or wind currents, or even airborne sound (mechanosensors). Other hairs 

are chemosensory, responding either on contact with a substance, or at a distance 

(odour receptors). Some basiconic hairs respond to humidity. Campaniform 

sensilla are dome-shaped structures embedded in the cuticle which respond to 

stresses, either externally applied, or developed as a result of the animal's own 

muscular activity. Other neurones located under specialised areas of cuticle 

respond to temperature. Complex sense organs (internal or external multineuronal 

structures) include eyes, statocysts (for detection of orientation and movement 

relative to gravity), haltares (reduced wings and associated sense organs which 

assist equilibrium during flight), and tympanal (hearing) organs. All these receptors 
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respond to external stimuli (although some may also respond to the animal's 

own movements or actions). These receptors allow the animal to sense its 

surroundings. 

PROPRIOCEPTIVE SENSE ORGANS 

Sense organs which primarily monitor the animal's own movements or 'state of 

being' (proprioceptors) include both internal and external structures. External 

proprioceptors include campaniform sensilla, some hairs near joints, and hair 

plates (specialised groups of tiny hairs near articulations. 

Internal proprioceptors include a range of single-neurone muscle tension 

receptors and stretch receptors (multipolar neurones), strand receptors with 

central cell bodies, and multineuronal joint chordotonal organs which detect the 

movement and position of body segments relative to each other. I have described 

the morphology, function, and importance of chordotonal organs in the General 

Introduction. 

CENTRAL INTEGRATION OF SENSORY INFORMATION 

Information from sense organs (in the form of action potentials moving along a 

sensory axon towards the central nervous system (CNS» can be used by an 

animal in 2 ways. It can be directed immediately to effector neurones 

(motorneurones innervating muscles), or to interneurones (neurones contained 

entirely within the CNS, with outputs only on other neurones). In most cases, 

information probably follows both paths (e.g., Burrows 1987). Direct connections 

onto motorneurones allow rapid reflexes, while interneuronal pathways mediate 

complex transformations and comparisons of vast quantities of sensory input. 

The output from interneuronal pathways is therefore the integrated sum of many 

inputs (from both sensory neurones and other intemeurones), and has the important 

quality of being highly plastic. Interneuronal pathways can override or modify 

reflexes, thus allowing animals to respond to external stimuli while maintaining 

as far as possible their ongoing activity. 

PRIOR RESEARCH AND THE CONTRIBUTION OF THIS 
THESIS 

An understanding of "how animals function" in the broadest sense is important 

not only in its own right as a contribution to the general body of human knowledge, 
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but also as a basis for applied uses, for example in agricultural or medical fields. 

My thesis is a contribution towards our understanding of how animals function. 

It builds on and critically discusses existing knowledge, and goes further to 

describe and interpret new information about the structure and physiological 

responses of an important sense organ (the metathoracic femoral chordotonal 

organ (mtFCO» in the leg of the locust. 

The present work consists of four closely related sections (chapters). The 

specific findings described in each chapter have been interpreted in detail in 

their respective Discussions. In this General Discussion I will provide an overview 

of the entire research project, and make some additional comments concerning 

directions that future research should take. For the sake of clarity, published 

works which have been cited earlier in the thesis are not cited specifically again 

here. Other works, or novel interpretations introduced for the first time in this 

section are given full citations. 

Chordotonal organs have been the focus of much interest because they are 

complex sense organs which are readily accessible in robust and behaviourally 

interesting animals, the arthropods. In addition, the subgroup of chordotonal 

organs which monitor joint movements must have sinillar functions to analogous 

joint receptors in vertebrates. The control of insect walking has received much 

attention from workers involved in the development of multi-legged robots. 

Machines which use legs to move must overcome the same problems as insects 

walking over complex terrain. An understanding of arthropod coordination 

provides important insights into possible mechanical solutions. Study of the 

sense organs influencing the control of insect stepping is an important part of 

this research. 

Despite the volume of published work concerning chordotonal organs, 

there were clearly a number of questions which required investigation. The 

general morphology and development of many chordotonal organs (including 

the mtFCO) have been described (Slifer 1935, Mill 1976), but there was still 

some doubt about the number of neurones in the locust mtFCO. It had been 

proposed that this organ was reduced in size and generally less important than 

the homologous organs in the anterior legs. My Ph.D. supervisor, Dr Larry Field 

had for some time suspected that this was not the case, and we decided that this 

question would be the starting point of my investigation. 
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CHAPTER ONE: mtFCO MORPHOLOGY. 

The first chapter of my thesis is a redescription of the anatomy of the locust 

mtFCO, published as a jointly authored paper (with Larry Field). Previous 

descriptions of the anatomy were shown to be inaccurate because they did not 

include a substantial group of small neurones distal to the known neurone 

somata. Our findings suggest that this group represents part of the FCO (the 

proximal scoloparium) which had previously been thought to be missing in the 

hind leg chordotonal organ (compared to those of the fore- and midlegs). The 

implication of this is that the position and movement of the hind leg are monitored 

as accurately as they are in the anterior legs. Prior to our study it had been 

believed that because the hind leg was not used extensively during walking it was 

monitored and controlled less accurately. 

CHAPTER TWO: RESPONSES AND LOCATIONS OF FeO 
NEURONES. 

Having re-described the anatomy of the mtFCO, I set out to investigate how 

individual receptors responded to imposed movements of the apodeme. I had 2 

goals: the first was to extend the anatomical findings by determining the responses 

of the small distal neurones; the second was to map the locations of physiologically 

characterised neurone somata in the FCO. 

In insect crista acoustica (auditory organs in the forelegs which are composed 

of chordotonal sensilla), the neurones are ordered in a size-dependent array 

(e.g., Ball & Field 1981). A neurone's position in the array also reflects its 

tuning to various sound frequencies: proximal cells respond better to low frequency 

sounds, while distal cells have lower thresholds to high frequencies (Oldfield 

1982). The sensitivity of different crista acoustica receptors was known to be 

determined at least partially by mechanical constraints of the supporting tissues, 

but the frequency response appeared to be characteristic to individual neurones 

(Oldfield 1985). Similarly, it was known that receptors in crustacean chordotonal 

organs were arranged according to their response (sensitivity to either stretch or 

relaxation) (Hartmann & Boettiger 1967). 

Although the physiology of insect femoral chordotonal organ neurones had 

been studied in greater detail than that of their crustacean counterparts (they 

were known to respond to static position, velocity, or acceleration of movements, 

or combinations of these parameters), the arrangement of identified receptors 

i' 
: 
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remained to be elucidated. It was therefore of great interest to examine the 

positions of neurones with characterised response types. Zill (1985) had begun 

this task, but did not succeed in characterising cells adequately, and he did not 

publish a map of cell locations: instead he presented only textual descriptions. 

The responses of FCO neurones in the stick insect had been thoroughly studied, 

but there was no attempt to determine the locations of the cell bodies. 

I was able to confirm that locust mtFCO neurones had generally similar 

response types to neurones in the stick insect FCO. The overall response of the 

organ is complex. It responds to a wide range of velocities, to static position, and 

to accelerations. The large number of neurones within the organ allow range 

fractionation, and specialisation of receptor modalities (Le., all neurones do not 

respond to all parameters of a movement. The locust has accurate control over 

the position of its legs, and can be trained to maintain a set angle (Forman & 

Zill 1984). The sensitivity of the mtFCO is clearly an important part of the 

control system. 

In doing so, I presented the first detailed maps of characterised FCO 

neurone positions. Zill's (1985a) generalisations concerning the mapping of 

neurone somata within the FCO were shown to be largely inaccurate. In particular, 

both flexion and extension (stretch and relaxation) sensitive neurones were 

shown to be distributed throughout the organ rather than discretely grouped as 

he had suggested. Some neurones were shown to respond to relaxation, a 

possibility that Zill had already pointed out. An understanding of the mechanical 

organisation of the FCO is an important contribution to the ongoing debate 

about the mechanisms of mechanosensory transduction in scolopidia. A variety 

of models have been proposed to explain differential sensitivity (e.g., stretch 

versus relaxation sensitivity). Zill claimed that extension-sensitive neurones had 

scolopidia lying at an angle to the FCO main ligament, while flexion sensitive 

neurones had scolopidia aligned parallel to its axis, thus providing a basis for 

differential activation. My work has shown this not to be the case: both types 

had scolopidia lying in a variety of orientations. Differential activation must be 

attributed to some other mechanism. Already Field (in press) has used this 

information in developing a mechanical model of the basis of range fractionation 

in the locust mtFCO. 

In this phase of my study I had hoped to describe the responses of the 

newly described distal neurones. This proved to be difficult because intracellular 

recordings could not be obtained from their tiny axons. I attempted to record 
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from their somata, but still could not obtain adequate responses. In order to 

isolate the FCO from tracheal movements so that stable intracellular penetrations 

could be obtained it was necessary to manoeuvre a platform beneath it. This 

introduced 2 problems: (1) the FCO was distorted slightly; and (2) meaningful 

stimulation of neurones by stretch or relaxation of the ligament was hindered by 

contact with the platform. As noted by Zill, recordings from FCO somata 

preclude any significant movement of the apodeme because the neurone will be 

pulled off the recording electrode. I made several attempts to isolate the small 

branch of the cuticular nerve which carries the distal neurone's axons. It proved 

to be too short and too closely integrated into the outer lamella of the FCO to 

allow even a tiny hook electrode to be placed under it. 

It is possible to speculate that if these distal neurones have retained the 

same function as neurones in the proximal scoloparium of the forelegs, then they 

should respond to vibrations, and have relatively little input to reflex circuits 

(Field & Pfluger 1989). Field (in press) has recently suggested that the attachment 

cells of these distal neurones comprise the side (s) bundle of fibres in the FCO 

ligament. This part of the ligament is mechanically specialised to provide 

differential tension on each strand, and can thus act as a basis for range fractionation 

of neurone's responses. This observation is at odds with the prediction that 

these distal neurones respond to vibrations: if this was the case they would have 

no need for range fractionation, and in order to respond at all leg angles their 

attachment cells should remain taut throughout the leg's arc of movement. In 

the stick insect FCO (and in most other joint chordotonal organs), tonic neurones 

are smaller than phasic units. Determination of the responses of distal neurones 

seems therefore to await an experimental solution. 

CHAPTER THREE: RANGE FRACTIONATION AND 
HYSTERESIS. 

The demonstration that the locust mtFCO contained a wide variety of response 

types led directly to the last phase of my experimental work: a determination of 

the central projections of characterised neurones (Chapter Four). Because 

these experiments, like those in the last section, involved making recordings 

from FCO neurone's axons, it was possible to pool all the responses into a single 

large dataset for an analysis of range fractionation and hysteresis. 

Both of these phenomena have been described in many sensory systems, 

including chordotonal organs of crustacea, and insect auditory organs, but a 
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thorough study of insect joint chordotonal organs was lacking. I made use of my 

substantial database to illustrate the responses of many tonic and phasic neurones; 

to summarise the overlap between response ranges; and to make some inferences 

about mechanisms of hysteresis. The information in this section detailed in 

greater depth the existence of mid~position sensitive neurones first reported 

from the locust mtFCO in my previous chapter. This confirmed and considerably 

extended the comparable results presented by Hofmann et al. (1985) for similar 

units in the stick insect FCO. I suggested that extracellular recordings of the 

massed discharge of FCOs (used in many previous studies) have hidden the 

responses of smaller and less common neurones, especially mid-position sensitive 

units. The summed firing frequencies recorded using extracellular techniques 

are much lower than would be predicted from the known firing rates of individual 

receptors. Extracellularly recorded responses may therefore bear little resemblance 

to the actual input to the CNS. 

I discussed problems associated with trying to formulate a viscoelastic 

model of the FCO. Such a model could help explain the observed non-linearities 

in neurone's phasic and tonic responses. I suggested that direct measurement of 

the forces transmitted to the neurones would be more direct than attempting to 

measure the various viscoelastic variables. Interactions between position and 

velocity responses, and the mechanical constraints underlying range fractionation 

are clearly important phenomena which require additional investigation. My 

study has begun this task by describing in detail the many response types present 

in the mtFCO. 

CHAPTER FOUR: CENTRAL PROJECTIONS. 

Previous workers have shown in several cases that sensory afferents project into 

the CNS in orderly arrays. For example, individual scolopidial sensilla from 

insect auditory organs are known to project into the auditory neuropile of the 

CNS in an orderly array related to their frequency response. The central projections 

of tactile hairs on the legs of locusts, and on the cerci of cockroaches are mapped 

topographically within central ganglia so that their central morphology reflects 

the position of the hair on the appendage. One step deeper in the CNS, 

interneurones which respond to different aspects of a movement monitored by 

chordotonal sensilla in the antenna of a crayfish are arranged in groups according 

to their response. The 2 scoloparia of the FCOs in locust forelegs respond 

differently to stimuli, and are known to have distinct regions of branching. 
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Variation within the 2 groups has not been investigated. It has been suggested 

however, that different receptors within the mtFCO have different branching 

patterns within the metathoracic ganglion. No attempt had previously been 

made to investigate this important proposal. Because the responses of many 

FCO neurones were now characterised and known to fall into response classes 

(Chapters 2 and 3) I was in a strong position to investigate and interpret their 

individual central projections. This was the fourth and final goal of my research. 

To my knowledge, it was the first study of its type in a joint chordotonal organ. 

I showed that neurones belonging to different response classes had 

distinguishable patterns of branching, and that within at least some classes neurones 

were arranged according to the range of leg angles which elicited the strongest 

responses. This is the first demonstration of an orderly projection of neurones 

from any chordotonal organ related to a stimulus parameter other than frequency 

of vibration. These observations strongly imply that different mtFCO afferent 

neurones make connections with different motor- and interneurones, and therefore 

have various roles in the generation of reflexes and complex behaviours. 

This section of my work also described a novel use of statistical analyses as 

a basis for objectively categorising and describing neuronal branching patterns. 

The usefulness of the various methods is discussed. A cluster analysis proved to 

be ineffective at predicting a neurone's response from a known pattern of branching 

in this case. Canonical discriminant analyses demonstrated that the branching 

patterns of related FCO neurones were similar. This technique provided a 

useful basis for describing and grouping the neurones on morphological grounds, 

and facilitated a discussion of the relationships between response and morphology. 

Both techniques could be profitably applied to many other studies of neural 

anatomy. 

FUTURE RESEARCH: 'VHAT QUESTIONS NEED TO BE 
ANSWERED? 

My research has provided solutions to a number of questions, and has paved the 

way for several new ones: such is the progress of science. 

It seems that each new study of the mtFCO reveals some new complexity: 

the present work is no exception. The revelation that both stretch and relaxation 

sensitive neurones are distributed throughout the organ, and respond to movements 

of the apodeme, suggests that the flexor strand has an indirect (if any) role in 

stimulating mtFCO neurones. This ligament is known to contain a separate 

" , 

i 
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stretch receptor neurone. Is it possible that the strand's main role is to activate 

this neurone, and that effects on the FCO are largely incidental? On morphological 

grounds (Field in press) this would seem to be the case. 

The large posteriorly directed attachment to the flexor muscle which was 

mentioned in the General Introduction has never been examined in detail, but it 

certainly exists - contrary to Zill's observations. Burrows (1987) and Braunig 

(1985) both illustrated this attachment. The latter author termed it vlig (ventral 

ligament). It is considerably larger in crossection than the flexor strand, and 

seems to distort the FCO as the leg reaches full flexion. It is relaxed for leg 

angles between 140 and 50°, but progressively tightens between 50 and 0° (Pers. 

obs.). When the leg is fully extended, the point of attachment to the flexor 

apodeme is approximately opposite the FCO. As the leg flexes, the attachment 

point is pulled proximally. No-one seems to have investigated the possibility that 

vlig could cause firing of mtFCO neurones, and yet it seems likely (on morphological 

grounds) that it could exert considerably more force than the flexor strand. The 

role of this structure needs urgent attention. 

The viscoelastic properties of the FCO ligaments must affect the force 

transmitted to the scolopidia, and thus influence the responses of neurones to 

tibial movements. In light of Field's recent description of a mechanical basis for 

range fractionation in the mtFCO, and my observation of non-linearities in 

responses to linear stimuli, a study of the composition and mechanics of individual 

attachment strands is in order. The first task should be to describe the overall 

transmission of energy along the strand (Le., how is the initial stimulus modified 

by the properties of the strand). It should be possible to directly measure 

tension close to the FCO. 

The responses of the newly described distal neurones have not been recorded. 

Such recordings would be a valuable test of our hypothesis that these neurones 

represent the 'missing' proximal scoloparium. Although technically difficult, 

intracellular recordings appear to be the best approach. Recording from somata 

would at least determine whether these neurones had tonic discharges at given 

angles. It may also be possible to test their response to small amplitUde, high 

frequency vibrations. Recordings from their axons are clearly required for a 

complete characterisation. Evidence to date suggests that their spikes will be 

very small, thus precluding extracellular techniques. Because of my desire to 

thoroughly characterise FCO neurones, intracellular recordings which had small 

unstable resting potentials and spikes were usually passed-over in favour of 
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stable recordings which could be maintained for long periods of time. A study 

with the sole aim of characterising distal neurones should concentrate on these 

'poor' recordings, even if the degree of physiological characterisation is somewhat 

limited. 

My study of FCO central projections clears the way for studies of the 

connections made within the CNS by individual FCO neurones. Although laborious, 

such studies would have great rewards. Now that at least some of the relationships 

between FCO neurone's responses and central projection patterns have been 

described, these studies of connectivity could concentrate on recording from 

single downstream neurones while sampling as many FCO inputs as possible. 

The motorneurone or interneurone could be stained at the end of the experiment, 

and its pattern of branching compared to the pattern of branching expected for 

each of the sampled FCO neurones (from my work). 

SUMMARY 

1. The locust metathoracic femoral chordotonal organ contains on average 

92 neurones, approximately twice as many as previously described. 

2. These small distal neurones appear to represent the 'missing' proximal 

scoloparium; with the consequent implication that the mtFCO is likely to be as 

important as the homologous organs in the forelegs. 

3. Both stretch- and relaxation-sensitive neurones are distributed 

throughout the FCO. Both types of neurone are activated by movement of the 

apodeme while the flexor strand is held motionless. 

4. Neurones with similar response types have somata in comparable 

locations within the FCO, and have similar central projections. 

5. Range fractionation of mtFCO neurone's responses is confirmed: at 

least some units could act a labelled lines to signal when the leg approaches 

either full extension or flexion. 

6. Units which have clear mid-position sensitivity are described. 

7. Neurones within at least some response classes have central projections 

which are ordered with respect to a novel parameter: the leg angle which causes 

the greatest tonic or phasic firing. 
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APPENDIX I 

Program to control analogue ramp generator 

The analogue ramp generator used to provide movement stimuli to the FCO in 

my study was designed by Franz Ditz (Technician, Zoology Department, University 

of Canterbury). It produces linearly increasing, decreasing, or standing voltages. 

The output from the ramp generator drives a power amplifier which in turn 

drives the ling vibrator. There is no feedback within the system. Initial calibration 

of displacement was carried out under a binocular microscope fitted with an 

eyepiece graticule (as described in Field & Burrows 1982). Front panel controls 

allow alteration of the sign of the ramp (momentary-contact bipolar switch), the 

magnitude of the output voltage (variable potentiometer), and the slope of the 

ramp (range selector switch and variable potentiometer). The voltage can also 

be set temporarily to 0 V (momentary-contact switch), or reset to 0 V (momentary

contact switch). A linear ramp is produced by setting the appropriate slope rate, 

and holding the momentary-contact bipolar switch closed towards the side producing 

the desired sign of slope. When the switch is released, the voltage remains set at 

the final level until a further stimulus is given, or until it is reset to 0 V. In 

practice, the magnitude of the output voltage was never altered, as this was set to 

a voltage equivalent to a complete 0-120° leg movement for all experiments. 

In addition to the manual controls, the ramp generator has relays to allow 

external voltage pulses from the serial output port of an IBM compatible computer 

to control the onset, sign and duration of ramp stimuli. In practice, manual 

stimuli were used only occasionally to test 'aberrant' neurones, or to check the 

equipment: stimuli used for data collection were computer controlled, thus allowing 

greater accuracy and reliability. I designed and wrote the following program in 

Turbo BASIC to run the equipment. Details of its use and design can be found 

near the end of the listing (in the 'Help' section). Briefly, the program keeps 

track of the present voltage (leg angle), and allows the user to set up staircase 

stimuli in which the initial sign, the Slope, and the duration of the steps and 

intermediate 'holds' are variable. The program calculates the appropriate front 

panel settings, and prompts the user to make the necessary adjustments. A key 

press initiates the stimulus, which consists of an accurately timed series of pulses 

to control the beginning and end of each step in the staircase. At the end, the 

stimulus can be modified or repeated. All user input to the program is in 

response to clear on-screen prompts. There is provision to save and retrieve 
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stimulus protocol files on disk. A help facility is included. The program is used 

in its compiled form (Le., as an executable file) so that a copy of Turbo BASIC is 

not required. The executable file is 59968 bytes long. 

LISTING 

'PROGRAM TO CONTROL AN ANALOGUE RAMP GENERATOR VIA THE RS232 SERIAL PORT 
'THE OUTPUT LINES DTR AND RTS ARE USED TO SUPPLY PULSES WHICH ARE 
'CONVERTED INTO TTL PULSES TO AFFECT RAMP POLARITY, RAMP DURATION 
'AND HOLD DURATION. THE RAMP VELOCITY IS SEf BY A POTEl\1TJOMETER 
'ON THE FRONT PANEL OF THE RAMP GENERATOR ITSELF. 

'WRITTEN BY TOM MATHESON, 1988. 

COMl = &H3FC 'THIS IS THE MEMORY LOCATION TO USE WHEN SEf FOR COM1 
COM2 = &H2FC 'THIS IS THE MEMORY LOCATION TO USE WHEN SEf FOR COM2 

ON ERROR GOTO ERRORTRAP 

PORT = COMl 
OUTPORT,O 
CLS 

'DEFINE CONSTANTS 

MAXANGLE = 120 
MINANGLE = 0 
MAXVELOCITY = 1000 
MAXARC = 120 
MAA'TOTALTIME = 60 
SEITLINGTIME = 10 

'DEFINE VARIABLES 

CHECKEDFLAG$ = "NO" 
POLARITY$ = "POS" 
STARTPOLARITY$ = "POS" 
UNIPOLARS = "N" 
STEPS = 1 
VELOCITY = 600 
HIGHANGLE = 120 
LOWANGLE = 0 
STARTANGLE = 0 
ENDANGLE = 120 
CURRENTANGLE = 60 
ARC = 120 
RAMPDURATION = 0.2 
HOLDDURATION = 0 

'FIRSTMEKU 

FIRSTMENU: 

CLS 
LOCATE 1,16 

'CATCHES MAIl\'LY DISK ERRORS 

'DEGREES 
'DEGREES 
, DEGREES/SECONDS 
'DEGREES 
'SECONDS 
, SECOl\1)S DELAY FOLLOWING SETTI~G UP THE START A1'\'GLE 

, OR "YES" - ALLOWS OR DISALLOWS VALUES TO BE SAVED 
'OR "l\'EG" 
'OR "l\'EG" 
'OR"Y" 
, NUMBER OF STEPS IN 1 HALF OF THE MOUNTAIN 
'DEGREESPERSECOl\1) 
, UPPER LIMIT FOR THIS RAMP 
, LOWER LIMIT FOR THIS RAMP 
, START ANGLE, GIVEN HIGH AND LOW LIMITS AND POLARITY 
, El'<1) ANGLE, GIVEN HIGH AND LOW LIMITS AND POLARITY 
, KEEPS A TRACK OF THE CURRENT ANGLE 
, DEGREES OF MOVEMENT FOR THIS STEP 
, SECOl\1)S 
, SECOl'<1)S 

PRINT" + '" = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = +" 
LOCATE 2,16 
PRINT"I CONTROL PROGRAM FOR RAMP GENERATOR I" 
LOCATE 3,16 
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PRINT"I BY TOM MATHESON 1988 I" 
LOCATE 4,16 
PRINT" + = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = +" 

LOCATE 7,20 
PRINT "I: Generate a ramp." 
LOCATE 9,20 
PRINT "2: Save current parameters to disk." 
LOCATE 11,20 
PRINT "3: Read parameters from disk." 
LOCATE 13,20 
PRINT "4: Manual reset to 0 volts." 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT "5: Help." 
LOCATE 17,20 
PRINT "6: Quit program." 
TRYAGAlN: 

LOCATE 19,7 
PRlNT'''Type a number or CAPITAL letter corresponding to your choice. " 
CHOICES = INPUT$(1) 
CHOICE = VAL(CHOICES) 

IF CHOICE> 6 OR CHOICE < 0 THEN 
GOTO TRYAGAlN 

ELSEIF CHOICE = 0 THEN 

IF CHOICE$ = "G" THEN 
CHOICE = 1 

ELSEIF CHOICES = "s" THEN 
CHOICE = 2 

ELSEIF CHOICES = uR" THEN 
CHOICE = 3 

ELSEIF CHOICES = "M" THEN 
CHOICE = 4 

ELSEIF CHOICES = "H" THEN 
CHOICE = S 

ELSEIF CHOICE$ = "Q" THEN 
CHOICE = 6 

END IF 

CLS 

ELSE 
GOTO TRYAGAlN 

END IF 

ON CHOICE GOTO GENERATE,SAVEPARAM,READPARM1,MAl\'UALRESET,HELP,QUITPROG 

'GEl\'ERATEA RAMP 

GEl\'ERATE: 
LOCATE 2,1 
PRIl\T' 
LOCATE3,l 
PRINT'DEFAULT VALUE" 
LOCATE 3,70 
PRINT'NEW VALUE" 
INPUTUNIDIRECTI ONAL: 
LOCATES,7 
PRINT UNIPOLAR$ 
LOCATES,lS 
PRINT' 
LOCATE 5,15 
INPUT'Unipolar ramp? (YIN) 

IF TEMPS = "', THEN 
Ul';lPOLAR$ = UNIPOLAR$ 

(Press RETURN for default) ",TEMPS 



ELSE 
UNIPOLAR$ = TEMPS 

END IF 
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IF UNIPOLARS < > "Y" AND U!"IPOLAR$ < > liN" mEN GOTO INPUTU!"IDlRECTrONAL 

INPUTSTEPS: 
LOCATE 7,5 
PRINT USING "###";STEPS 
LOCATE 7,15 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 7,15 
II\'PUT'Number of steps? (0 to skip, RETURN for default) ",TEMP$ 

IFTEMP$ = "" mEN 
GOTO II\'PUTARC 

ELSE 
STEPS = INTC VAL( TEMPS )) 

END IF 

INPUTARC: 
LOCATE 9,5 
PRINT USING "###.#"iARC 

LOCATE 9,15 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 9,15 
INPUT'Ate in degrees, for 1 step? (0 to skip, RETURN for default) ",TEMP$ 

IF TEMP$ = "" THEN 
ARC = ARC 

ELSE 
ARC = VAL( TEMP$ ) 

EI\TO IF 

IF STEPS • ARC> MAXARC mEN 
LOCATE 11,15 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 11,15 
PRINT"Maximum size of arc for this number of steps is "j 
PRINT USING "###.###"; MAXARCjSTEPS 
GOTO ll\'PUTARC 

ELSEIF ARC = 0 AND STEPS = 0 WEN 
LOCATE 11,15 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 11,15 
PRINT"You must enter one of STEPS or ARC." 
GOTO INPUTSTEPS 

El'\TO IF 

INPUTRAMPDURATION: 
LOCATE 11,1 
PRINT USING "##.##";RAMPDURATION; 
PRINT" "i 
PRINT USING "###.##"iVELOCITY 
LOCATE 11,15 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 11,15 
Il'\'PUT'Ramp duration in seconds? (010 skip, RETUR..'\' for default) ",TEMP$ 

IF TEMPS = "" mEN 
RAMPDURATION = RA.\1PDURATION 

ELSE 
RAMPDURATION = VAL( TEMPS) 

El'\TO IF 

IF RAMPDURATION • 2 • STEPS> lv1A)''TOTALTIME AND UNIPOLAR$ = "N" THEN 
LOCATE 13,15 
PRINT''The maximum ramp duration for this number of steps is H; 
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PRINT USING H###.###";l'v1AXTOTALTIME / (2 • STEPS) 
GOTO INPUTRAMPDURATION 

ELSEIF RAMPDURATION' STEPS> MAXTOTALTIMEAND UNIPOLAR$ = "Y" THEN 
LOCATE 13,15 
PRINT' 

LOCATE 13,15 
PRINT'1be maximum ramp duration for this number of steps is H; 
PRINT USING H##.###";MAXTOTALTIME / STEPS 
GOTO INPUTRAMPDURATION 

ELSEIF RAMPDURATION = 0 THEN 
INPUTVELOCITY: 
LOCATEll,1 
PRINT USING H##.##";RAMPDURATION; 
PRINT" H; 
PRINT USING u###.##";VELOCITY 
LOCATE 11,15 
PRINT' 
LOCATE 11,15 
II\.'PUT"Rate of movement in "Is (0 to skip, RETURN for default) ",TEMPS 

IF TEMPS = "" THEN 
VELOCITY = VELOCITY 

ELSE 
VELOCITY = VAL( TEMPS) 

END IF 

IF VELOCITY > MAXVELOCITY THEN 
LOCATE 13,15 
PRINT'1be maximum velocity permitted is u;MAXVELOCITY 
GOTO II\.'PUTVELOCITY 

ELSEIF VELOCITY = 0 THEN 
LOCATE 13,15 
PR!NT'You must enter one of RAMP DURATION or VELOCITY" 
GOTO II\.'PUTRAMPDURATION 

ELSEIF STEPS· ARC / VELOCITY> MAXTOTALTIME AND UNIPOLAR$ = "Y" THEN 
LOCATE 13,15 
PRII\.T'1be minimum velocity for this arc and steps is "; 
PRINT USING "###.####";STEPS • ARC / MAXTOTALTIME 
GOTO INPUTVELOCITY 

ELSEIF 2 • STEPS' ARC / VELOCITY> MAXTOTALTIME AND UJ\TIPOLAR$ = "N" THEN 
LOCATE 13,15 

END IF 

PRINT'1be minimum velocity for this arc and steps is "; 
PRINT USING u###.####";2 • STEPS' ARC / MAXTOTALTIME 
GOTO II\.'PUTVELOCITY 

END IF 

II\.'PUTSTARTANGLE: 
LOCATE 13,5 
PRINT USING "###";STARTANGLE 
LOCATE 13,15 
PRINT' 
LOCATE 13,15 
PRINf"Enter the start angle (";MINANGLE;" - ";!\1AXAl\iGLE;"") (RETURI'~ for default) "; 
INPUT, TEMPS 
IF TEMP$ = "" THEN 

STARTANGLE = STARTANGLE 
ELSE 

STARTAJ'iGLE = VAL( TEMPS) 
END IF 

IF STARTANGLE > MAXANGLE OR STARTANGLE < MINANGLE THEN 
LOCATE 15,15 

END IF 

PRII\.T'1be value must lie within the limits given." 
GOTOINPUTSTARTfu~GLE 

INPUTEI'\DANGLE: 
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LOCATE 15,5 
PRINT USING "###";ENDANGLE 
LOCATE 15,15 
PRINT' 
LOCATE 15,15 
PRINT'Enter the peak angle (";MINANGLE;" - ";MAXANGLE;"O) (RETURN for default) "; 
INPUT, TEMPS 
IF TEMPS = "" THEN 

ENDANGLE == ENDANGLE 
ELSE 

ENDANGLE == VAL( TEMPS; ) 
El\TD IF 

LOCATE 17,1 
PRINT' 

'In a bipolar mountain, the ending angle == STARTANGLE. ENDANGLE is the 
'position of the peak or trough of the mountain (i.e. the halfway value) 

IF ENDANGLE > MAXANGLE OR El\TDANGLE < MINANGLE THEN 
LOCATE 17,15 

El\TD IF 

PRINT'The value must lie within the limits given." 
GOTO INPUTENDANGLE 

'CALCULATEMU CHECK RAMP ARC, STEPS, MTD BOUl\TDS, THEN ASK FOR HOLD DURATION 
,.$$$ •••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

MOVEANGLE == ABS( STARTANGLE - El\TDANGLE ) 

IF STEPS = 0 THEN 
STEPS = INT( MOVEANGLE / ARC) 

IF STEPS = 0 THEN 
LOCATE 17,15 
PRINT"You have made El\'D - START less than ARC" 
GOTOIl\~UTSTARTANGLE 

El\TD IF 

ELSEIF STEPS· ARC> MOVEANGLE THEN 
TESTBOUNDS: 
LOCATE 17,5 
PRINT"(STEPS • ARC) is too large for these bounds. (Change S, A, or B ?)"; 
OVERRIDES = I1',~UT$(l) 
LOCATE 17,5 
PRINT' 

IF OVERRIDES = "S" THEN 

IF ARC> MOVEANGLE THEN 
LOCATE 17,15 
PRINT"ARC is larger than BOUNDS so you can't just reduce STEPS." 
GOTO TESTBOUl\TDS 

E:--U IF 

STEPSOVERRIDE: 
LOCATE 17,15 
PRlNT"Set new value for STEP SIZE (1 - ";1:--'1'( MOVEANGLE/ARC);" )"; 

IWUTSTEPS 
STEPS = Il\'T( STEPS) 

IF STEPS> Il\'T( MOVEA.."iGLE/ARC) OR STEPS < 1 THEN 
LOCATE 19,15 

E\,DIF 

PRlNT'Your value exceded the limits stated." 
GOTO STEPSOVERRlDE 
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ELSEIF OVERRIDES = "A" THEN 
ARCOVERRIDE: 
LOCATE 17,15 
PRINT"Set new value for ARC. (0 - "jMOVEANGLE/STEPSj" )"j 
Il\'1'UT ARC 

IF ARC> MOVEANGLE/STEPS OR ARC < 0 THEN 
LOCATE 19,15 
PRINT'Yourvalue exceded the limits stated" 
GOTO ARCOVERRIDE 
END IF 

ELSEIF OVERRIDES = "B" THEN 
GOTOINPUTSTARTANGLE 

ELSE 

El\'D IF 

LOCATE 19,15 
PRINT"Enter S to change STEPS, A 10 change ARC, or B to change BOUl\'DS" 
GOTO TESTBOUl\'DS 

El\'D IF 

IF ARC = 0 THEN 

ELSE 

ARC = MOVEANGLE / STEPS 
LOCATE 19,15 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 19,15 
PRINT'The calculated ARC is 
PRINT USING H###.##";ARC; 
PRINT'o. " 

LOCATE 19,15 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 19,15 

". , 

PRINT''The calculated number of STEPS is "; 
PRINT USING "###";STEPSj 
PRINT". " 

El\'D IF 

IF RAMPDURATION = 0 THEN 
RAMPDURATION = ARC / VELOCITY 
LOCATE 20,15 

ELSE 

PRINT' 
LOCATE 20,15 
PRINT'The calculated RAMP DURATION is "j 
PRINT USING "##.##"jRAMPDURATION; 
PRINT' seconds." 

VELOCITY = ARC / RA..\1PDURATION 
LOCATE 20,15 
PRINT' 
LOCATE 20,15 
PRINT''The calculated VELOCITY is H j 
PRINT USING H###.####"j VELOCITYj 

PRINT' o/s." 
END IF 

IF STEPS' ARC/VELOCITY > MAXTOTALTI~1EAJ~D UNIPOLARS = "Y" THEN 
LOCATE 21,15 
PRINT"(STEPS • ARC / VELOCITY) exceeds MAX TIME." 
GOTO GENERATE 

ELSEIF 2 • STEPS' ARC / VELOCITY> MA.-\''TOTALTIME AKD UJ\"IPOLAR$ = "N" THEN 
LOCATE 21,15 
PRINT"(2 • STEPS· ARC / VELOCITY) exceeds the MAXIMU!\1 TIME LIMIT. " 
GOTO GENERATE 
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END IF 

INPUTIlOLDDURATION: 
LOCATE 22,5 
PRINT USING u##.##";HOLDDURATION 
LOCATE 22,15 
PRINT" 

LOCATE 22,15 
IF UNIPOlARS = uY" THEN 

ELSE 

MAXHOLDDURATION = (MAXTOTALTIME - STEPS' RAMPDURATIO]\.l) / STEPS 
PRINT"Enter the HOLD duration ( 0 - u; 
PRINT USING u##.##"; MAXHOLDDURATION; 
PRINT Us). (RETURN for default) u; 
INPUT ,TEMPS 

IF TEMP$ = "" THEN 
HOLDDURATION = HOLDDURATION 

ELSE 
HOLDDURATION = VAL( TEMPS) 

END IF 

LOCATE 23,1 
pRINf" 

IF HOLDDURATION > MAXHOLDDURATION OR HOLDDURATION < 0 THEN 
LOCATE 23,15 
PRINT'The hold duration cannot exceed the limits shown." 
GOTOINPUTIlOLDDURATION 

END IF 

MAXHOLDDURATION = (MA>.'TOTALTIME - 2' STEPS' RA.\1PDURATION) / (STEPS' 2) 
PRINT"Enter the HOLD DURATION ( 0 - "; 
PRINT USING H##.##"; MAXHOLDDURATION; 
PRINT ") sec. (RETURN for default) "; 
INPUT ,TEMP$ 

IF TEMPS = "" THEN 
HOLDDURATION = HOLDDURATION 

ELSE 
HOLDDURATION = VAL( TEMPS) 

END IF 

IF HOLDDURATION > MAXHOLDDURATION OR HOLDDURATION < 0 THEN 
LOCATE 23,15 

END IF 

PRINT'The hold duration cannot exceed the limits shown." 
GOTO INPUTIlOLDDURATION 

END IF 

RANGESELECf = MAXANGLE / VELOCITY 

IF RANGESELECf > 250 THEN 
LOCATE 22,15 
PRINT"You can't set this velocity on the Ramp generator. Press a key " 
DUMMY$ = INPUT$(l) 
GOTO GENERATE 

ELSEIF RANGESELECf > = 100 THEN 
RANGEVAR = RANGESELECf /100 
LOCATE 1,15 
PRINT"Set RANGE SELECf to 100 and RA.'\'GE VARlABLE to "; 
PRINT USING u#.###";RANGEVAR 

ELSEIF RANGESELECf > = 50 THEN 
RANGEVAR = RANGESELECf / 50 
LOCATEl,15 
PRINT"Set RANGE SELEcr to 50 and RA. "GE VARIABLE to "; 
PRINT USING H#.###";RANGEVAR 



ELSEIF RANGESELEcr > = 20 THEN 
RANGEVAR = RANGESELEcr /20 
LOCATE 1,15 
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PRINT"Set RANGE SELEcr to 20 and RANGE VARIABLE to "; 
PRINT USING H#.###";RANGEVAR 

ELSEIF RANGESELEcr > = 10 THEN 
RANGEV AR ,. RANGESELEcr / 10 
LOCATE 1,15 
PRINT"Set RANGE SELEcr to 10 and RANGE VARIABLE to H; 
PRINT USING H#.###";RANGEVAR 

ELSEIF RANGESELEcr > = S THEN 
RANGEV AR = RANGESELEcr / S 
LOCATEl,lS 
PRINI"'Set RANGE SELEcr to 5 and RANGE VARIABLE to "; 
PRINT USING "# .###"jRANGEVAR 

ELSEIF RANGESELEcr > = 2 THEN 
RANGEV AR = RANGESELEcr /2 
LOCATE 1,15 
PRINI"'Set RANGE SELEcr to 2 and RANGE VARIABLE to H; 
PRINT USING H#.###";RANGEVAR 

ELSEIF RANGESELEcr > = 1 THEN 
RANGEVAR = RANGESELEcr / 1 
LOCATEl,lS 
PRINI"'Set RANGE SELEcr to 1 and RANGE VARIABLE to H; 
PRINT USING H#.###";RANGEVAR 

ELSEIF RANGESELEcr > = 0.5 THEN 
RANGEVAR = RANGESELEcr / 0.5 
LOCATE 1,15 
PRINI"'Set RANGE SELEcr to 0.5 and RANGE VARIABLE to H; 
PRINT USING H#.###";RANGEVAR 

ELSEIF RANGESELEcr > = 0.2 THEN 
RANGEV AR = RANGESELEcr / 0.2 
LOCATE 1,15 
PRINI"'Set RANGE SELEcr to 0.2 and RANGE VARIABLE to H; 
PRINT USING "#.###";RANGEVAR 

ELSEIF RANGESELEcr > = 0.11 THEN 
RANGEVAR = RANGESELEcr /0.11 
LOCATEl,l5 

ELSE 

END IF 

PRIl\T'Set RANGE SELEcr to 0.11 and RANGE VARIABLE to "; 
PRINT USING "#.###";RANGEVAR 

LOCATE 22,15 
PRIl\T'You can't set this velocity on the ramp generator. Press a key " 
DUMMY$ = INPUT$(l) 
GOTO GENERATE 

IF ENDANGLE > STARTANGLE THEN 
STARTPOLARITY$ = "POS" 

ELSE 
STARTPOLARITYS = "NEG" 

END IF 

LASTCHANCE: 
CHECKEDFLAGS = "YES" • ALLOWS VALUES TO BE SAVED TO DISK 
LOCATE 2,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE3,l 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 2,5 
PRIl\T'Are these values correct and is the ramp generator set (Y /l\') or 0 to quit" 
TEMPS = INPUTS(l) 
LOCATE 1,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE2,I 
PRINT' 
IF TEMPS < > "Y" Al\1) TEMPS < > "0" THEN GOTO GEl\'ERA TE 
IF TEMPS = "0" THEN GOTO FIRSTMENU 
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RAMP OUTPUT: 
IF CURREl\'TANGLE < > STARTANGLE THEN GOSUB SETUPSTART 

TEMPRAMPDURATION = RAMPDURATION • 1000 , CONVERTS TO MILLISECONDS 

IF TEMPRAMPDURATION < 300 THEN 
COUNT# '" -0.84952 + 0.3150055 • TEMPRAMPDURATION 'TIMING LOOP DIFFERENT 

ELSE ' FOR DIFFERENT 
COUNT# '" -2.85672 + 0.3179169' TEMPRAMPDURATION 'DURATIONS 

END IF 

TEMP = INT (COUNT#) 

IF COUNT# - TEMP > '" OS THEN 
COUNT# '" INT( COUl\'T# + 1) 

ELSE 
COUNT# '" INT( COUNT# ) 

END IF 

LOCA'IE2,1 

, ROUNDING UP 

PRINT" Now outputting 10 Ihe RS-232 serial port using the DTR & RTS lines. " 

'USE THE INPUT VALUES TO TIME THE OUTPUT OF PULSES IN THE RS232 PORT 

IF UNIPOLARS = "Y" AND STARTPOLARITY$ = "POS" THEN 
GOSUB POSRAMP 
CURRENTANGLE = CURRENTANGLE + VELOCITY' RAMPDURATION • STEPS 

ELSEIF UNIPOLARS = "Y" AND STARTPOLARITY$ = "NEG" THEN 
GOSUB NEGRAMP 
CURRENTANGLE = CURRENTANGLE - VELOCITY' RAMPDURATION • STEPS 

ELSEIF UNIPOLARS = "N" AND STARTPOLARITYS = "POS" THEN 
GOSUB POSRAMP 
GOSUB NEGRAMP 

ELSE 
GOSUB NEG RAMP 
GOSUB POSRAMP 

END IF 

REPEAT: 
LOCA'IE2,1 
PRINT" 
LOCA'IE2,5 
PRlNT"Quit (Q), Add to (A), exactly repeat (E), reverse (R) or modify (M) ?" 
REPEATS = INPUT$(l) 

IF REPEATS < > "Q" AND REPEATS < > "A" AI,\'D REPEATS < > "E" AI"'D REPEATS < > "R" AI"'D REPEATS 
< > "" Al\'D REPEATS < > "M" THEN 

GOTO REPEAT 
ELSEIF REPEATS = "Q" THEN 

GOTO FlRSTMENU 
ELSEIF REPEATS = "M" THEN 

GOTO GEl\'ERATE 
ELSEIF UNIPOLARS = "N" M'D REPEATS < > "E" AJ'\D REPEATS < > " "THEN 

LOCATE 2,1 
PRINT"Bipolar ramps can only be repealed. Press a key to repeat ramp (Q to escape)." 
DUMMY$ = INPUT$(l) 
IF DUMMY$ = "Q" THEN GOTO FlRSTMEl\1J 
GOTO RAMPOUTPUT 

ELSEIF UNIPOLAR$ = "N" THEN 
GOTO RAMPOUTPUT 

ELSEIF TRUNCATEDFLAGS = "YES" THEN 
LOCATE 2,1 
PRINT" 
LOCA'IE 2,18 
PRINT"You cannot rerun this ramp. Press RETURN to continue."; 
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INPUT,DUMMY$ 
TRUNCATEDFLAG$ = "NO" 
GOTO FIRSTMENU 

ELSEIF REPEATS = "E" OR REPEATS = " "THEN 
GOTO RAMPOUI'PUT 

ELSEIF REPEATS = "A" THEN 

IF CURRENTANGLE + VELOCITY • RAMPDURATION • STEPS > ENDANGLE AKD 
STARTPOLARITY$ '" "p~s" 

OR CURRENTANG-LE • VELOCITY • RAMPDURATION • STEPS < ENDANGLE AKD 
STARTPOLARITY$ '" "NEG" THEN 

END IF 

ELSE 

END IF 

CHECKEDFLAG$ '" "NO" • DISALLOWS VALUES TO BE SAVED 
TRUNCATED: 
LOCATE 2,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 2,5 
PRINT''This additive ramp will be shorter so that El\'DANGLE is not exceeded." 
LOCATE 3,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 3,12 
PRINT''Type Y to continue, or N to return to pre\~ous options." 
DUMMY$ '" INPUT$(l) 

IF DUMMY$ < > "Y" AND DUMMYS < > "N" THEN 
LOCATE 3,1 
PRINT" 
GOTO TRUNCATED 

ELSEIF DUMMY$ = "N" THEN 
LOCATE 3,1 

ELSE 

PRINT" 
GOTOREPEAT 

TRUNCATEDFLAG$ = "YES" 
REDUCTION: 
LOCATE 3,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 2,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 2,16 
PRINT"Do you want to reduce STEPS (S) or RAMP DURATION (R)" 
DUMMY$ = INPUT$(l) 

IF DUMMY$ < > "S" AND DUMMY$ < > "R" THEN 
GOTO REDUCTION 

ELSEIF DUMMYS = "R" THEN 

ELSE 

END IF 

RAMPDURATION = ABS( ENDANGLE - CURRENTANGLE) / (VELOCITY' STEPS) 
STARTANGLE = CURRENTANGLE 
GOTO RAMPOUI'PUT 

STEPS = INT(ABS(El\'DANGLE·CURRENTANGLE)/(RAMPDURATION"VELOCITY)) 
STARTANGLE = CURRENTANGLE 
GOTO RAMPOUTPUT 

STARTANGLE = CURRENTAKGLE 
GOTO RAMPOUTPUT 

ELSEIF STARTPOLARITYS = "POS" THEN 
STARTPOLARITY$ = "NEG" 
TEMPAo'\GLE = STARTANGLE 
STARTANGLE = CURRENTANGLE 
ENDAo'\GLE = TEMPANGLE 

• REVERSES THE START AND END ANGLES 
. BUT NOTE THAT ENDANGLE IS NOW 
• REDUCED TO THE CURRENT FINAL ANGLE 

GOTO RAMPOUTPUT 
ELSEIF STARTPOLARITY$ = "NEG" THEN 

STARTPOLARITY$ = "POS" 



END IF 

TEMPAJ\'GLE = STARTANGLE 
STARTANGLE = CURRENfANGLE 
ENDANGLE = TEMPANGLE 
GOTO RAMPOUTPUT 

THEEND: 
END 

'SAVE PARAMETERS TO DISK 

SAVEPARAM: 

IF CHECKEDFLAG$ = "NO" THEN 
CLS 
LOCATE 6,13 
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, REVERSES THE START AND El\'D ANGLES 
, BUT NOTE THAT ENDANGLE IS l\'OW 
, REDUCED TO THE CURRENT FINAL ANGLE 

PRINT"You must enter a complete set of values before saving." 
LOCATE 8,9 
PRINT"Either run a ramp and then SAVE, or enter values and exit using" 
LOCATE 10,14 
PRINT"the Q option when asked if all the values are correct." 
LOCATE 16,27 
PRINT"Press RETURN to continue"; 
INPUT, DUMMY$ 
GOTO FIRSTMEl\TU 

END IF 
CLS 

LOCATE 7,16 
PRINT"Do you want a list of the files on disk? (YIN) .. 
DUMMY$ = INPUT$(l) 

IF DUMMYS = "N" THEN GOTO DESTINATION 

GOSUB FILEDIRECTORY 

DESTINATION: 
LOCATE 16,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 17,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 14,9 
PRINT"Enter drive and filename to use (E.g. B:\TESfPROG ) or Q to QUIT. " 
LOCATE 16,31 
PRINT" .RMP" 
DUMMYS = INPUT$(l) 

IF DUMMY$ = "Q" THEN 
GOTO FIRSTMENU 

ELSE 
LOCATE 16,31 
PRINT DUMMY$; 
Il\'PUT, FILENAMES 
FILENA.\1E$ = DUMMY$ t FILENA.\1ES 

El\'D IF 

IF LEFTS(FILENA.\1E$,3) < > "A:\" AJ\,D LEFT$(FILENAME$,3) < > "B:\" THEN 
LOCATE 18,5 

END IF 

PRINT")'ou must enter the drive name at the start. Use either A:\. ... or B:\. ... " 
GOTO DESTINATION 

FILENAMES = LEFT$(FILENAME$,11) 
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IF LEN( MID$( FILENAMES,4,8 )) = 0 OR MID$( FILENAMES,4,1 ) = " " THEN 
LOCATE 18,1 
PRlNT' 
LOCATE 18,6 
PRlNT'You must enter a valid file name following the drive specifier." 
LOCATE 20,6 
PruNr'You may use up to 8 characters or numerals. Don't use spaces." 
LOCATE 23,25 
INPUT"Press RETURN to continue",DUMMY$ 
LOCATE 18,6 
PRlNT' 
LOCATE 20,6 
PRlNT' 
LOCATE 23,20 
PRlNT' 
GOTO DESTINATION 

END IF 

FILENAMES = LEFT$(FILENAMES,ll) + ".RMP" 
WCATE20,35 
PRlNT'Saving ... " 
OPEN FILENAMES FOR OUTPUT AS #1 

" 

WRITE #1 
,UNIPOLAru,STEPS,ARC,RAMPDURATION,VELOCITY,STARTANGLE,ENDANGLE,HOLDDURATION 
CLOSE #1 
LOCATE 22,25 
PRlNT'File written as ";FILENAMES;"." 
LOCATE 24,27 
PRlNT'Press RETURN to continue."j 
INPUT, DUMMY$ 
GOTO FIRSTMEl\"U 

'READ PARAMETERS FROM DISK 

READPARAM: 
LOCATE 7,16 
PRlNT'Do you want a list of the files on disk? (YIN) " 
DUMMY$ = ll\'PUTS(1) 

IF DUMMY$ = "N" THEN GOTO SOURCE 

GOSUB FILEDIRECTORY 

SOURCE: 
LOCATE 16,1 
PRINT' 
LOCATEl7,1 
PRINT' 
WCATE14,9 
PRINT'Enter drive and filename to use (E.g. B:\TESTPROG ) or 0 to OUIT." 
LOCATE 16,31 
PRINT' .RMP" 
DUMMYS = Il\'PUTS(l) 

IF DUMMY$ = "0" THEN 
GOTO FIRSTMEl\'U 

ELSE 
LOCATE 16,31 
PRlNT DUMMYSj 
INPUT, FILENAME$ 
FILENA.\1E$ = DUMMY$ + FILENAMES 

El\'D IF 

IF LEFT$(FILENAME$,3) < > "A:\" AND LEFT$(FILENAME$,3) < > "B:\" THEN 
LOCATE 18,5 

END IF 

PRlNT'You must enter the drive name at the start. Use either A:\ .... or B:\ .... " 
GOTOSOURCE 
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FILENAMES = LEFf$(FILENA."JE$,l1) 

IF LEN( MID$( FILENAMES,4,8 )) = 0 OR MIDS( FILENAME$,4,1 ) = " " THEN 
LOCATE 18,1 
PRINT' 
LOCATE 18,6 
PRINT'You must enler a valid file name following Ihe drive specifier." 
LOCATE 20,6 
PRINT'You may use up 10 8 characlers or numerals. Don't use spaces." 
LOCATE 23,25 

El\TJ) IF 

INPUT' 'Press RETURN 10 conlinue",DUMMY$ 
LOCATE 18,6 
PRINT' 
LOCATE 20,6 
PRINT' 
LOCATE 23,20 
PRINT' 
GOTOSOURCE 

FILENAMES = LEFf$(FILENAMES,ll) + ".RMP" 
LOCATE 20,35 
PRINT'Reading ... " 
OPEN FILENAMES FOR INPUT AS #1 

" 

INPUT# 1, UNIPOLAR$, STEPS, ARC, RAMPDURATION, VELOCITY, STARTANGLE, El\TJ)ANGLE, 
HOLDDURATION 
CLOSE #1 
LOCATE 22,20 
PRINr'File u;FILENAME$;" was read successfully." 
LOCATE 24,27 
PRINT'Press RETURN 10 continue."; 
INPUT, DUMMY$ 
GOTO FIRSTMENU 

'QUIT THE PROGRAM 

QUITPROG: 

CLS 
LOCATE 12,11 
PRINT'You have asked to QUIT this program. Is this correct (YIN)" 
TEMPS = INPUT$(l) 

IF TEMPS < > "Y" THEN GOTO FIRSTMENU 

CLS 
GOTOTHEEND 
RETURN 

'DEFINE SUBROUTINES 

MANUALRESET: 

CLS 
LOCATE 12,1 

'RESETS CURRENTANGLE TO ZERO. ASSUMES THAT RAMP GEN SET TO 0 

PRINT"You MUST reset Ihe ramp generator to 0 volts (60°) using its appropriate switch." 
LOCATE 14,4 
PRINT'Press Y when done, or N to escape v.ithout resetting computer or generalOr." 
RESETTOZERO$ = INPUTS(1) 

IF RESETTOZERO$ < > "Y" A.~D RESETTOZERO$ < > "N" mEN 
GOTO MANUALRESET 

ELSEIF RESETTOZERO$ = "N" mEN 
GOTO FIRSTMENU 
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ELSE 
CHECKEDFLAG$ = "NO" 
CURRENTANGLE = 60 
LOCATE 16,16 
PRINT'The entire system is now reset to 0 volts = ";CURRENTANGLE;"oJl 
LOCATE 20,27 
IJ\'PUT"Press RETIJRN to continue",DUMMY$ 

END IF 

GOTO FIRSTMENU 

SETUPSTART: 

IF STARTANGLE > CURRENTANGLE THEN 
POLAR1TY$ = "POS" 

ELSE 
POLAR1TY$ = "NEG" 

END IF 

'SETS CURRENTANGLE TO STARTANGLE 

DURATION = ABS(STARTANGLE - CURRENT ANGLE) / VELOCITY 
LOCATE 2,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 2,17 
PRINT"It will take"j 
PRINT USING "###.#"jDURATION; 
PRINT" seconds to reset the start angle." 

TEMPDURATION = DURATION' 1000 

IF TEMPDURATION < 300 THEN 

" 

, CONVERTS TO MILLISECONDS FOR TIMING 

COUNT# = -0.84952 + 0.3150055 • TEMPDURATION ' DIFFERENT TIMING 
ELSE ' FOR DIFFERENT 

COUNT# = -2.85672 + 0.3179169' TEMPDURATION 'DURATIONS 
END IF 

TEMP = !NT (COUNT#) 

IF COUNT# - TEMP> 0.5 THEN 
COUNT# = INT( COUNT# + 1) 

ELSE 
COUNT# = INT( COUNT# ) 

END IF 

IF POLAR1TY$ = "POS" THEN 
OUT(PORT),O 
OUT(PORT), 1 
FOR COUNTER = 1 TO COUNT# 
NEXT COUNTER 
OUT(PORT),O 
LOCATE 2,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 2,17 

, ROUNDING UP OR DOWN 

, RESET LINES 
'RAMP ON 
, USE LOOP TO TIME DELAY 

, RAMP OFF 

PRINT"Waiting for";SETTLINGTIME;" seconds before outputting." 

ELSE 

END IF 

DELAY SETTLINGTIME 'THIS TIME IS NOT CRITICAL SO JUST USE DELAY 

OUT(PORT),2 
OUT(PORT),3 
FOR COUNTER = 1 TO COUNT# 
NEXT COUl'HER 
OUT(PORT),2 
LOCATE 2,1 
PRINT" 
LOCATE 2,12 

, RESET LINES 
, RAMP ON 

, USE LOOP TO TIMEE DELAY 

, RAMP OFF 

PRINT"Waiting for";SETTLINGTIME;" seconds before outputting ramp." 
DELAY SETTLINGTIME 'THIS TIME IS NOT CRITICAL SO JUST USE DELAY 
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CURRENTAI'\GLE = STARTAI'\GLE 

RETURN 

POSRAMP: 

OUT(POR1),O 
FOR STAIRCASE = 1 TO STEPS 

DELAY HOLDDURATION 
OUT(POR1),l 
FOR COUNTER = 1 TO COUNT# 
NEXT COUNTER 
OUT(POR1),O 

NEXT STAIRCASE 

RETURN 

NEG RAMP: 

OUT(POR1),2 
FOR STAIRCASE = 1 TO STEPS 

DELAY HOLDDURATION 
OUT(POR1),3 
FOR COUNTER = 1 TO COUNT# 
!'-.TEXT COUNTER 
OUT(POR1),2 

NEXT STAIRCASE 

RETURN 

FILEDIRECTORY: 

CLS 
LOCATE 1,1 

, MAKES A POSmVE RAMP USING DTR LINE 

'RESET LINES 

, ACCURACY APPROX 0.054 SEC - NOT CRlTICAL 
'RAMP ON 
, USE LOOP TO TIME RAMP ACCURATELY 

, RAMP OFF 

'RESET LIT\TES 

, ACCURACY APPROX 0.054 SEC - NOT CRlTICAL 
'RAMPON 
'USE LOOP TO TIME RAMP ACCURATELY 

'RAMP OFF 

PRIl\T' Enter the DRIVE or MASK (if desired), or press RETUR..N for A\ ·.R..1\1P" 
LOCATE 2,35 
INPUT,DUMMYS 

IF DUMMY$ = "" THEN DUMMYS = "A\' .RMP" 

LOCATE 2,32 
PRINT' 
LOCATE 1,1 
PRINT' 
LOCATE 1,1 
PRIT\T'Directory of ";DUMMY$ 
FILES DUMMYS 

RETURN 

HELP: 

CLS 
LOCATE 1,22 
PRINT'Page 1 of 5. Press a key to continue." 
LOCATE 3,22 
PRINT' GET\'ERAL INFORMATION" 
LOCATE 5,1 
PRINT This program is designed to control an analogue ramp generator CR..G.) via" 
PRINT'an RS-232 serial port on an IBM PC compatible computer. The program can" 
PRINT'turn the ramp on or off, and control the polarity of the ramp. The program" 
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PRINT"assumes that the leg \vas set to 60° (0 volts) when the forceps were attached." 
PRINT 
PRIl\'T''1be slope (velocity) of the ramp is set by a potentiometer on the front" 
PRINT"panel of the R.G. but the program must be told this value prior to" 
PRINT"outputting the ramp. The program allows for input of a variety of parameters" 
PRINT"including ramp duration, hold duration, and number of steps. Values not" 
PRINT"input are calculated by the program where necessary. If the number of steps" 
PRINT"is not input, then the program will do as many as allowed by the current" 
PRINT"settings of the start and end angles, and the ramp arc. They will all be" 
PRINT"the same size. If you ask to skip the ramp duration option then the program" 
PRINT"asks for the velocity." 
PRINT"In this way a staircase ramp function with many steps can be easily and" 
PRINT"repeatably created. Staircases may be unidirectional or bidirectional, in" 
PRINT"which case the voltage increases or decreases then returns in an identical way" 
PRINT"to the starting voltage. Using only 1 step results in the production of' 
PRINT"a linear ramp between the start and end angles." 

DUMMYS = INPUT$(l) 
CLS 
LOCATEl,22 
PRINT"Page 2 of 5. Press a key to continue." 
LOCATE 3,22 
PRINT" GENERAL INFORMATION" 
LOCATES,l 
PRINT''The starting angle can be set to any realistic value, and the initial slope" 
PRINT"can be positive or negative. The program tests for a number of input errors" 
PRINT"and allows for their alteration. Ramps may be repeated and reversed as long" 
PRINT"the bounds are not exceeded." 
PRINT 
PRINT''1bere are a number of constants set out at the start of the program" 
PRIl\'T"listing. These provide limits for the ramp velocity and total duration," 
PRINT"as well as the arc of movement and extremes of angle. If you want to" 
PRINT"change these, you will need to modify the source coding in TURBO BASIC." 
PRINT 
PRINT''1bere is facility to save a set of values to disk for later recall." 
PRIl\'T"Before saving, you must enter a valid set of parameters in the GENERATE" 
PRINT"option. You may run the ramp and then SAVE, or exit to the main menu and" 
PRINT"SA VE immediately. A directory of the files on the disk can be obtained" 
PRINT"from either the SAVE or READ options." 

DUMMYS = INPUT$(l) 
CLS 
LOCATE 1,22 
PRINT"Page 3 of 5. Press a key to continue." 
LOCATE 3,22 
PRINT" GENERAL INFORMATION" 
LOCATES,l 
PRINT"When reading a set of parameters from disk, the current values are erased." 
PRINT"Values are read in, and then you are taken to the GENERATE option, where" 
PRINT"you have the option of modifying any value. The loaded values are displayed" 
PRIl\'T"down the left side of the screen. You must verify each value by pressing" 
PRINT"RETURN, or entering a new value. This provides a check in case the constants" 
PRIl\'T"have changed since the parameters were stored." 
PRIl\T 
PRINT''1bere is facility to manually reset the entire program and R.G. to zero volts," 
PRINT''1bis is a safety feature provided in the case that you think that the " 
PRINT"program has lost track of the current angle. This may happen if the" 
PRINT"velocity is entered incorrectly, or if the velocity potentiometer on the" 
PRIl\'T"front panel of the R.O. is set incorrectly. You must choose this option" 
PRINT"then reset the R.O. using the reset switch provided on its front panel." 
PRINT''1be program will then reset the value of current angle to zero." 

DUMMYS = INPUT$(l) 
CLS 
LOCATE 1,22 
PRINT"Page 4 of 5. Press a key to continue." 
LOCATE 3,22 
PRINT" TECHNICAL INFOR.\1ATION" 
LOCATE 5,1 
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PRINT'This program was written in TURBO BASIC and compiled to disk as an EXE file." 
PRINT"lf you want to make changes to the program, you must run TB and edit the" 
PRINT"original source program. You can run this directly from TB for debugging" 
PRINT"but it is should be compiled to disk eventually so that it can be run from" 
PRINT"the DOS prompt. At the moment the program works fine - so please test any" 
PRINT"modifications thoroughly before deleteing this version!! .. 
PRINT 
PRINT'The program uses the DTR line of the serial port (COMl or COM2) to switch" 
PRINT"the ramp on or off. If DTR is high then the ramp is on. The RTS line is" 
PRINT"used to control the polarity of the ramp. If RTS is high then the ramp is" 
PRINT"negative-going, otherwise it is positive-going." 
PRINT 
PRINT"Both RTS and DTR can be switched on or off by writing different values to" 
PRINT"the appropriate memory location (Hex 3FC for COMl or Hex 2FC for COM2)." 
PRINT 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 

A value of 0 turns DTR off and RTS off' 
A value of 1 turns DTR on and RTS off' 
A value of 2 turns DTR off and RTS on" 
A value of 3 turns DTR on and RTS on" 

DUMMY$ = II\TJ>UT$(l) 

CLS 
LOCATE 1,22 
PRINT"Page 5 of 5. Press a key to return to menu." 
LOCATE 3,22 
PRINT" TECHNICAL INFORMATION" 
LOCATE 5,1 
PRINT''Timing of the hold durations is done using the DELAY function, which although" 
PRINT"accurate to only 0.054 sec, is adequate for these non-critical times. The" 
PRINT"durations of the ramps, and the initial setting of the start angle need to be" 
PRINT"timed more accurately, and so a FOR/NEXT loop is used. The MTIMER function" 
PRINT"seems to have a number of problems and inaccuracies, so it was not used. The" 
PRINT"loop method works well, but is specific for a computer running at 4.77 MHz, so" 
PRINT"IF YOU CHANGE MACHINES, CHECK THE TIMING-YOU MAY I\'EED TO ALTER THE 
CALCULATIONS" 
PRINT''Ibe way to do this is to write the follOwing small program to test the time" 
PRINT"taken for loops with different COUNT#. I found that the regression through the" 
PRINT"times was not linear, but that two linear fits split at the 300 millisec point" 
PRINT''worked fine. PROGRAM: MTIMER .. 
PRINT" COUNT# = 30 'OROTHERAPPROPRIATE VALUES" 
PRINT" FOR TEMP = 1 TO COUI\'T# 
PRINT" NEXT TEMP 
PRINT" PRII\'T MTIMER 
PRINT"Plot the points over the ranges desired (e.g. 100 - 300 msec & > 300 msec) and" 
PRINT"compute the regression equation which will calculate the size of COUI\'T# for any" 
PRINT"given time. The shortest accurate duration is about 150 msec for a 4.77 MHz" 
PRINT"computer. The timing calculations in the program \vill then need to be changed." 

DUMMY$ = II\TJ>UT$(l) 
GOTO FIRSTMENU 

'DEFINE ERROR TRAPPING PROCEDURES 

ERRORTRAP: 

CLS 
LOCATE 5,15 
PRINT''Ibere seems to be a problem with the last command." 
'ERRRETURNSTHEERRORCODE 
, ERDEV$ RETURNS THE DEVICE 

IF ERR = 53 THEN 
LOCATE 10,1 
PRINT"This is not a valid path or filename, or there are no files matching this mask." 
LOCATE 12,1 
PRINr" Recheck the path, use an existing filename, or change the mask." 
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ELSEIF ERR = 57 THEN 
LOCATE 10,10 
PRINT'There is a fault with "jERDEV$ 
LOCATE 12,10 
PRINT"Check this device before retrying." 
CLOSE 

ELSEIF ERR = 61 THEN 
LOCATE 10,1 
PRINT" The disk is full. You must delete some files before saving this file." 
LOCATE 12,1 
PRINT"You can't delete files from within this program so you must replace your" 
LOCATE 14,1 
PRINT" disk with one with some space on it before retrying to SA VB." 
CLOSE 

ELSEIF ERR = 68 THEN 
LOCATE 10,10 
PRINT ERDEV$j" is not available." 
LOCATE 12,10 
PRINT"Check this device before retrying." 
CLOSE 

ELSEIF ERR = 70 THEN 
LOCATE 10,10 
PRINT'The disk in drive "jERDEV$j" has a write protect tab on it." 
LOCATE 12,10 
PRINT" Remove the tab before retrying." 
CLOSE 

ELSEIF ERR = 71 THEN 
LOCATE 10,10 
PRINT"Drive "jERDEV$j" door is open, or there is no disk in the drive." 
LOCATE 12,10 
PRINT" Insert a disk and close the door before retrying." 
CLOSE 

ELSEIF ERR = 72 THEN 
LOCATE 10,10 
PRINT" The disk in drive "jERDEV$j"has a media error, it may be unusable." 
LOCATE 12,10 
PRINT"Retry the operation, but do not trust this disk with vital information." 
LOCATE 14,10 
PRINT" Otherwise replace the disk with a good one and retry." 
CLOSE 

ELSEIF ERR = 75 THEN 
LOCATE 10,10 
PRINT"You have made an error in the use of the path or file." 
LOCATE 12,10 
PRINT" Check the syntax of the last command and retry." 
CLOSE 

ELSEIF ERR = 76 THEN 
LOCATE 10,10 

ELSE 

END IF 

PRINT'This path does not exist on the disk specified." 
LOCATE 12,10 
PRINT"Check the syntax of the last command and retry." 
CLOSE 

LOCATE 10,10 
PRII\T' This is an unknown error." 
LOCATE 12,10 
PRII\T' The error code is"jERR 
LOCATE 14,10 
PRINT" The de\~ce in error is "jERDEV$ 
LOCATE 16,10 
PRIl\i'T"You may need to quit the program and try again." 
CLOSE 

LOCATE 20,26 
PRINT"Press a key to continue" 
DUMMY$ = INPUT$(l) 
RESUME FIRSTMENU 

'END OF LISTING 
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Miscellaneous techniques and trouble-shooting 

SALINE 

The following saline was used for all experiments. It kept for 2-3 weeks in the 

fridge before beginning to precipitate. The stock solutions kept for several 

months before precipitating. These solutions were checked visually before each 

batch of saline was made up. The saline was made with refrigerated distilled 

water (1 litre at a time). Once all the chemicals and sucrose had been added, it 

was be aerated before the pH was adjusted. In practice, I did not have to add 

NaOH to adjust the pH: it was correct anyway. Altering the length of time for 

aeration affected the pH. I used about 30 min. 

Stock solutions 

SOLUTION 

2MNaCl 

1MKCl 

0.5 MNaHC03 

1 M NaHzP04.2H20 

1 M CaC12.6H20 

1 MNaOH 

Saline 

SOLUTION 

2 M NaCI 

1 MKCl 

0.5 MNaHC0
3 

1 M NaHlO4.2H20 
1 M CaC12.6H2O 

QUANTITY 

MW gil 

58 116 

74.56 74.56 

84.01 42.01 

156.01 156.01 

219.08 219.08 

40 40 

QUANTITY 

(51) (11) 

350 ml 70ml 

50 ml 10 ml 

40ml 8 ml 

30ml 6ml 

20ml 4ml 

g/500 ml g/250 ml 

58 29 

37.28 18.64 

21.01 10.5 

78.01 39 

109.54 54.77 

20 10 

FINAL 

CONCENTRATION 

mM/l 

140 

10 

4 

6 

4 

The correct volume of each of the first 4 solutions (in the order given) was added 
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to a flask containing approximately 90% of the total required volume of refrigerated 

distilled water. This was stirred while adding solutions to prevent local precipitation 

in regions of high chemical concentration. The CaClz was added last. Sucrose 

was added at the rate of 34 g.l-l (it can be omitted, but I always used it). Finally, 

the rest of the distilled water was added. 

The solution was aerated (NOT oxygenated) for approximately 30 min and 

adjusted to a pH of 6.8 with 1 M NaOH (generally not necessary). 

MICRO ELECTRODES AND DYE INJECTION 

Electrodes characteristically had resistances of 150-200 MOhm when filled with 

a saturated solution of hexamrninecobalt (III) chloride (30-60 MOhm with 2 M 

KAc). SEM observation of the tip diameters of 6 randomly selected electrodes 

pulled in one session gave a mean outer diameter of 0.86 urn (range 0.45-1.8 

urn). In order to achieve these high resistance electrodes, the following settings 

were used on the N arishige electrode puller. The values given here are the 

distances in millimetres from the centre of each solenoid roller to the bottom of 

the steel plate immediately above: 

Left front solenoid: 40 mm. 

Right front solenoid: 10 mm. 

Rear solenoid: 8mm. 

Heater setting = 5.3, Magnet setting = 9.8: total current = 24 A. 

The heater element (see illustration) was made from 1 rom nickel-chromium 

wire wound onto a suitable former. The inside diameter was 5 mm. The gap 

between subsequent turns was made as small ~~ 
as possible (a scalpel blade was used to :3 

~===....- Side view separate touching coils). 
--~ The electrodes were pulled from Clark __ -~ 

Electromedical Instruments capillary tubing .--____ 

GC100F-1O (with internal filament). 

For most recordings Hexamminecobalt 

(III) Chloride was used. Five ml of saturated 

solution was made up at room temperature, 

Top "jew 
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filtered (0.45 urn millipore syringe filter), and diluted with a few drops of distilled 

water (to stop electrode blockage due to current-induced precipitation in the 

electrode). This solution did not seem to deteriorate, but every couple of weeks 

it was filtered as a precaution. This seemed to reduce electrode noise on 

occasions, and may have helped reduce electrode blockage. Injection current 

was not monitored (although ideally it would be), and generally, fills were 

satisfactory. The injection current polarity was reversed momentarily a few 

times every 5 min during injection to help minimise blockage of the electrode 

tip. I did not chloridise the earth or electrode silver wires, but I did clean them 

every few months with very fine sandpaper. 

INTENSIFICATION 

The method outlined below is a conglomerate based on several papers. It 

worked reasonably well for intensifying single cobalt-filled neurones within locust 

metathoracic ganglia. 

1. Take specimen to water through an ethanol series (15 min in each of: 100%, 

90%,50%, and distilled water). 

2. Leave 20 min in warm distilled water (44-48° oven). 

3. Transfer to warm developer base for 90 min (in oven). 

4. Transfer to developer (10:1 developer base: 1% AgN03). 

Keep in oven, checking the development quickly under the microscope 

after the first 15 min, and then approximately every 5 min (or as needed, depending 

on the speed of the reaction, which is quite variable: experience will help here). 

Minimise the time out of the oven, because the reaction is light sensitive. If the 

intensification is not complete within 30 min then transfer to a new lot of 

developer. Generally this was not required. 

Use glass instruments to handle the tissue. Keep the glassware clean. The 

pH should be between 2.5 and 3, but I generally did not check this. Some 

authors are very finicky about pH because it does affect development times, and 

can cause unacceptable amounts of precipitation onto the outer surface of the 

preparation. I found pH-paper too unreliable, and decided to just make up the 

solutions quite carefully instead. Once the hydroquinone has been added the 

developer base starts to deteriorate. After 4 days it was not usable. The base 

and silver nitrate were stored in the 45° oven. 
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Developer base 

1.5 g powdered gum acacia (grind using mortar & pestle). 

0.41 g citric acid. 

5 g sucrose. 

Grind the gum acacia in a mortar, then add the citric acid and sucrose, and 

stir. Make up to 80 ml with hot distilled water (70°), and stir well. Just prior to 

use add 0.085 g hydroquinone per 80 ml of base. Adjust pH to 2.6 with citric 

acid. 

RECORDING PROBLEMS 

The only major recording problem was caused by introducing foreign metals to 

the preparation (i.e., anything other that silver). Symptoms included increased 

electrode noise, large baseline shifts (often forcing the MEA-l amplifier off to 

one or other extreme), and loss of frequency compensation. Altering the earthing 

did not help in any case. If saline came in contact with the side of the metal 

preparation dish this problem would occur even if the dish was well earthed. 

Therefore, it is necessary to use plasticine to ensure that the animal is completely 

isolated from the dish. 

Initially there was a problem of very high frequency feedback in the vibrator / 

power amp/oscilloscope circuitry (at some 'leg angles' only). This was caused by 

a complex interaction of the wiring and the various devices. I ended up minimising 

the length of cable, and using silver-cored BNC cables. We also bridged the 

output of the power amp (= input to the vibrator) with a 104K 50, NIS T 

capacitor. This last step may be all that is necessary. Once set up, there were no 

further problems. 

DATA SHEETS 

Several forms based on the one illustrated overpage were designed on the 

computer and printed out, to make recording of experimental information easier. 

These forms were preferred to notebook recordings because missing information 

could easily be detected before the end of the experiment by the conspicuous 

blanks in the form. 
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Locusto migrotorio F.C.O. 
T. Matheson. Zoolog~ Oept. 

response/morpholog~. 
Univ. of Conterburw. 

Animal No. ~ Time ""It',,,,,,, o i sseet i on notes: 
Date 'J..!t:.. '8. "0 No ~o:.. fu\)A'oI ~;ltJfI'\~ ~d . 
Sex Mole... 

Size ~~N", ~ ~ ~o ~ '1-20004. 

Cut i e Ie I"Hff'\ 

Haem. $o!S, 114~ 
Fnt Lo+s. 

[Tooe No 10/ .4.8cm/s. on- 12'iJ 1-1 LL 1 2 3 4 
Info. Gain l::jeOln j{),()(J,,(f\ Hre 120° 10 W .20 

CH 1 Ramp 2.. Va Its ,2.; Len. 0'2.. 0'05 0·;. 0'/ 

CH 2 Stimulus /0 F reo. ;l..&H'>- Start 0 0 0 0 

CH 3 ~ a~erent S Pu I se l1lO",~ I::nd Iz.o IUl 120 120 

CH 4 Memo Lena th 30 ,.,11"\ Hold 0 3 3 :> 
FeD afferent Wait ~ "'~" Ramp 6Coi', ~% (r.Ors 2.00rs 

Dhje ~ Stdvro.l-a:9 Ci;,b,. H- 1k..'14 ~ t-.l~ Amp_. F.ll 5 6 7 8 
Res >/00 M.A- Notes Arc )..0 :2..D 

R.pot 5 On. II ~ V'is~ wlti\ ',1\ Len. 0'0'2.. o-oy. 
Spk /rlfllV -l:> 4-'IIfI V 

.(fI\I\bIIA\M ~~. Start 0 0 

Dam /Jo - 'f!'I~ cNrlNl re~c:ll<'''1 End 12.D J2.D 
Gain '/./00 

v v Hold :3 :3 
Not.es Ramp If1:O/s SlIV~ 

p"4-0 V- At-.&-~ o.+sb+ Notes 
i3u ~ ~ '''~ aut'" ht- f. dlX!... '* 1'l111'fS. -to ~\ ~is. rear ~ R.O. 
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